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Abstract

At the HERA storage ring two jet photoproduction is measured forjets with a min-
imum transverse energy E, > 6GeV and for pseudorapidities in the ep-laboratory
ränge -l < Tjjrt < 2, for photon-proton center-of-mass energies 132 GeV < ,/ÄTP <
265 GeV. The outgoing electron is not detected, limiting the maximum virtuaüty
of the exchanged photon to <?„„ — 4GeVä , with a median value of approximately
10" 3GeV2. Dijet events are extracted from the data taken hy the ZEUS experiment
in 1993 using an integrated luminosity of 545nb~'.

The measured differential cross section is cornpared with the LO-QCD parton cross
section äs generated with the PYTHIA 5.6 program without use of fragmentation, a
LO-QCD hadron jet cross section including Jet fragmentation, and hadron jet cross
sections using fragmentation, intrinsic kt smearing and parton shower evolution for
cutoff values of pt,min = 5.0 GeV and pt,mm = 2.5 GeV. Resolved and direct processes
are included using the MRSD- proton parametrization and the GRV-LO and LACl
parton density functions for resolved photoproduction.

In the backward direction (i) < 0) the data are described wi th in the system-
atic uncertaintles hy each of the hadron jet cross sections using the GRV-LO and
LACl photon parametrization, while the LO-QCD parton cross section is above the
data. The best description of the forward direction (T? > 0) is obtained using in-
trinsic kt smearing, fragmentation, and parton shower evolution with the low cnt-off
Pt.min — 2.5 GeV. In this model, the data agree with the expectation of the LACl
parametrization in the forward direction, while GRV-LO is below the data.

A measurement of the energy flow shows a satisfactory agreement between the
data and the PYTIUA5.6 Monte Carlo Simulation, except in the forward (proton)
direction close to the beam pipe. The energy deposition in the region 5" < 0 <
15" is approximately 30% larger äs cornpared to the Monte Carlo Simulation. This
energy excess in the forward direction is traced back to the resolved photoproduction
process. It can be explained by the simple multiple interacttonfi model implemented
inPYTIIIAS.?.

Kurzfassung

Am HERA Speicherring werden Zweijet-Ereignisse in der Photoproduktion un-
tersucht, wobei Jets mit einer transversalen Energie Et > 6 GeV und einer Pseudo-
rapidität -l <. T/jt, < 2 {im ep-Laborsystern) für Schwerpunktsenergien des Photon-
Proton-Systems im Bereich 132 GeV < ,/s^, < 265 GeV akzeptiert werden. Das
nicht detektierte auslaufende Elektron begrenzt die maximale Virtualität des aus-
getauschten Photons auf Q^,,K = 4GeV2 bei einem mittleren Wert von 10~3GeV*.
Die Zweijet-Ereignisse wurden den 1993 mit dem ZEUS Experiment aufgezeichneten
Daten entnommen, wobei eine integrierte Lumiosität von 545nb~' erhielt wurde.

Der gemessene differentielle Wirkungsquerschnitt wird mit folgenden PYTHIA 5.6
Monte Carlo Wirkungsquerschnitten verglichen: Dem LO-QCD Parton Wirkungs-
querschnitt ohne Fragmentierung, dem LO-QCD Wirkungsquerschnitt für Hadronen-
Jets (mit Fragmentierung) und Wirkungsquerschnitten von Hadronen-Jets bei Ver-
wendung von Fragmentierung, intrinsischer fct-Verschmierung «nd Parton-Schauer-
Entwicklung für Werte oberhalb von Pf,™n - 5.0GeV und pt,min = 2.5GeV. Sowohl
aufgelöste als auch direkte Photoprozesse werden berücksichtigt, wobei die MRSD-
Parametrisierung für das Proton und die GRV-LO und LACl Partondichtefunktionen
für die aufgelöste Photoproduktion verwendet werden.

Im Rückwärtsbereich (17 < 0) werden die Daten innerhalb der systematischen
Fehler durch jeden der Hadronen-Jet-Wirkungsquerschnitte sowohl für die GRV-LO
als auch für die LACl Photon-Parametrisierung beschrieben. Die beste Beschrei-
bung des Vorwärtsbereiches (17 > 0) wird bei Verwendung von Fragmentierung,
intrinsischer VVerschmierung, Parton-Schauer-Entwicklung und einem Wert von
Pf,min — 2.5 GeV erreicht. In diesem Modell stimmen die Daten mit den Erwartungen
der LACl Photon-Parametristerung im Vorwärtsbereich überein, wahrend GRV-LO
unterhalb der Daten liegt.

Eine Messung des Energieflusses zeigt eine zufriedenstellende Übereinstimmung
zwischen Daten und der Simulation mit dem Programm PYTHIA 5.6, außer in der
Vorwärtsrichtung (Proton-Richtung) nahe des Strahlrohrs. Die Energiedeposition im
Bereich 5° < 6 < 15" ist etwa 30 % oberhalb des Wertes der Monte Carlo Simulation.
Dieser Energieüberschuß in Vorwärtsrichtung kann auf die aufgelösten Photoprozesse
zurückgeführt werden und wird durch das sogenannte einfache. Modell der Vielfach-
wechselwirkungen, welches in PYTHIA 5.7 implementiert ist. weitgehend erklärt.
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Chapter l

Introduction

The history of experiments on deep inelastic scattering shows the strong relationship
between experimental and theoretical progress. In the first deep inelastic scattering
experiment in 1967 at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) 20GeV eleo
trons were directed on astationary target t o probe the structureof the nucleon. Under
the influence of these measnrements and motivated by the assumption of Gell-Mann
(1964) and, independently, Zweig that hadrons are combinations of rnore fundamen-
tal objects, the so-called quarks, the simple quark-parton model was proposed hy
Feynman (1969} äs an intuitive picture to explain the observed Bjorken Scalmg. In
the parton model the nucleons are composed of point-like constituents, so-called par-
tons, whose properties were identical with those of the quarks, which were origmally
introduced to account for hadron systematics. Thus, the parton model suggested the
Interpretation of the quarks äs constituents of hadronic matter.

Data from SLAC indicated that roughly 50% of the nucleon momentum is car-
ried by neutral partons. Even before the discovery of scaling violation Quantum
Chromodynamics äs the local gauge theory of the strong interaction predicted eight
electrically neutral spin-1 gauge field bosons, the gluons, äs transmitter of the strong
Interaction, which could explain the fraction of the nucleon momentum carried by
neutral partons. With the discovery of asymptotic freedom in 1972 Quantum Chro-
modynamics became a widely accepted theory of the strong interaction, which has
been tested extensively during the last two decades. In particular particle interac-
tions with high transverse momenta provide a rieh source of information to compare
data with perturbatively calculated QCD predictions.

One process especially suited for testing perturbative QCD is the transition of
a photon into a hadronic system äs observed in two-photon scattering. Disregard-
ing the strong interactions, first calculations of the electromagnetic sph'tting process
7 —* qq were carried out in lowest order QEü for the scattering process e* c~ —>
e + e~ -f 7*7 —* e+e~ + X where an almost real photon 7 is probed by a highly virtual
photon 7* producing a hadronic final state X wi th large transverse momentum. In
1976, Witten calculated the renormalization of this scattering process and evaltiated
the structure functions of the photon in leading order perturbative QCD. lle found
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out, that in contrast to the hadrons the shape and the absolute normalization of the
photon structure functions is calculable for high virtualities of the probing photon 7".
Since this work much effort was concentrated in measurmg the parton structiire of
the photon in high energy interactions of real photons.

First measurements of the photon structure functions were carried out in two-
photon interactions at the e+e" colliders PEP, PETRA and TRISTAN. In analogy to
deep inelastic electron-nucleon scattering, the scattering of a highly virtnal photon on
an almost real photon can be thought of äs deep inelastic electrort photon scattering.
A shortcorne of this kind of measurement is its insensitivity to the gluon content
of the photon. In order to study the gluon distribution, scattering of almost real
photons on nucleons can be used to deterrnine the gluon distribution of the photon
via parton-parton scattering processes.

The electron-proton collider HERA provides now the possibility to investigate the
partonic photon structure including a determination of the gluonic photon content.
At HERA, the first lepton-proton collider, collisions between 26.7 GeV electrons and
820 GeV protons offer the possibility to study a variety of processes in a new kinematic
ränge with an electron-proton center of mass energy of \/s = 296GeV. Electron-
proton interactions are dominated by almost real photon exchange, which is very
close to photoproduction with real photons. Photoproduction of high transverse
momentum Jets can be used to investigate the parton distributions of the photon
by measuring the pseudorapidity distributions of the produced Jets. In a leading-
order QCD picture, the signature of hard photon-proton interaction due to quasi-real
photon exchange is the production of two jets, which originale from the outgoing
partons of the 2 •-* 2 parton scattering process.

This thesis is devoted to the measurement of the differential dijet cross section
(rfff/rfiy ),,,.„, of the two final state jets and it is structured äs follows. In the second
chapter an introduction to deep inelastic scattering, structure functions, the sim-
ple and the QCD improved quark-parton model and the Altartflli-Parisi evolution
equations is given followed by a discussion of the physical photon and its interac-
tions in high-energy collisions. Chapter3 describes the ZEUS experiment at the
HERA collider emphasizing the detector components used for the present analysis.
Then, chapter4 is used to give soine informations about Monte Carlo techmques
and the Monte Carlo generators taken for the event Simulation. A description of
the data selection including a discussion of trigger effects, off-line filters and a de-
scription of the cone algorithm for Jet finding is presented in chapterS. ChapterS
is reserved for a comprehensive study of the selected dijet sample. General event
characteristics, jet variables and the final state topology of hard photoproduction
processes are shown. The observed energy excess m proton direction close to the
beam pipe not described by the Monte Carlo program PYTHIA 5.6 is studied in
detail. Finally detector effects and its influence on the Jet reconstruction are es-
timated. Chapter7 covers the measurement of the differential dijet cross section
(dtr/dr})„^nj and shows the result in a comparison with different Monte Carlo simula-

tions, including predictions using the GRV-LO and LAC1 photon parameterizations.
FinalJy an analysis of the forward energy excess and its Simulation by the simple
multiple interactions model provided in PYTHIA 5.7 is presented in chapterS.
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Chapter 2

Photoproduction

In this chapter an overview of photon indnced interactions of almost real photons
is given. The structure of the physical photon and different theoretical modele for
the description of photon-photon and photon-proton scattering are introdnced where
the perturbative description of the photon in terms of parton density distribtitions
is emphasized. The djscussion starts wi th deep ine.lastic srattering, which is also
iised to explain the. kinematic variables. Then structure. functions are introduce.d äs
parametrizations of the hadronic tensor in a de.rivation of the differential double cross
section d<T*jdxdy. The me.aning of the stnicture functions Fj and F\s discussed in
the simple quark-parton model, which is then modified to the QCI) improved parton
model. After a short discussion of asymptotic freedom. parton distributions and the
AltarelD-Parisi equations, the photon stnictnre äs ohserved in two-photon physics is
introdnced. Then, the different states of the photon are used to explain direct and
resolved photoproduction in photon-proton scattering.

In high transverRe momentum oollision, the processes photoproduction gives rise
to the introduction of a photon structnre fnnction, similar to ordinary hadrons. Dif-
ferent approaches for photon parametrizations are discussed. Then, it is shown, how
distriblltions of the jet rapidity can be used to d**cipher the quark gluon stnictnre of
the resolved photon. Different reconstrurtion methods for the kinematics and next-
to-leading order efTects and their meaning for the definition of resolved and dtrect
processes are disoussed. Finally, the phenomenon of multiple intfractions, which oc-
curs in hadron-hadron colbsions, is introduced, This class of Jnteractions is under
discussion äs a possible explanation of the observations in this paper.

2.1 Deep Inelastic ep-Scattering

The baslc process of deep inelastic electron-proton scattering is shown schematically
in Fig. 2.1. The incoming electron exchanges a neutral {ne.ufrtit rtirrftif) or charged
(c.harged current) electroweak gauge boson with the interacting stnick quark. Dur
to the large momentum transfer. the proton breaks up and the struck quark frag-
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struck puork

Pigure 2.1: Feynman graph of Deep Inelastic cp-Scattering

ments into a jet of hadrons, called the current jet, while the rema'ming quarks of the
proton move practically imperturbed along the incoming proton direction and form
the profan remnant jet. The signature of this basic process 1s a current jet, and a
scattered electron or neutrino for neutral and charged current processes, respectively,
balancing each other in transverse momentum.

2.1.1 Kinematics

At fixed energies of the incoming electron and proton, for unpolarized electron and
proton beams the kinematics is completely described by a set of two independent
variables. For neutral current events the variables can be determined either from the
scattered electron or the current jet, while for charged current events only the current
jef is available. The following discussion concentrates on neutral current events where
the measured quantities of the scattered electron can be used in the reconstruction
of the kinematics.

The quantities that can be measured in the experiment are the energies and
angles of the outgoing electron and hadrons. In deep inelastic scattering processes
the outgoing hadrons are related to the current jet and the proton remnant jet. Taking
into account the current jet and the scattered electron we have four quantittes for
the reconstruction, the energy and angle from the electron side and from the hadron
system. Any combination of two of these four quantities can be used. For a detailed
description of the different methods see [l]. Angles are measured in the cartesian
coordinate system of the ZEUS laboratory frame where the z-direction is given by
the proton beam direction, the x-axis poinls towards ihr center of the HERA ring
collider and the j/-axis is normal to the Z-T plane. The origin of the coordinate system
is at the nominal interaction point. The notation of the basic kinematlcal variables
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of deep inelastic ep-scattering is given äs follows:

A/p Rest mass of the proton

Ep Energy of the incoming proton

Et Energy of the incoming electron

E'r Energy of the outgoing electron

9, Polar angle of the outgoing electron, measured with respect to the positive
z-axis (direction of proton beam}

p Four momentum of incoming proton

k, Four momentum of incoming electron

kf Four momentum of outgoing electron

These quantities are used to express the kinematics by l.orentz invariant variables
such äs the squared rp center of mass energy s, the invariant mass of the total hadronic
System W, the energy transfer v, the virtuality of the exchanged gange boson given
by the squared four-momentum transfer Q2 and the Bjorken-x and y variables, the
so-called scaling variables, which are defined äs follows:

7* = (*, -

W2 =

y =

(P - ?)7

q_p

Mp

(9 • ? ) / ( * - • P)

<?V{2? p]

(2 ,1 )

(2,2)

(2,3)

(2,4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

As mentioned above, these variables are determined by two of the measured quanti-
ties. Using the energy and angle of the scattered elertron, one ohtains:

E'
(2.7;

l,„ = 1EtE't(\)
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One other possihiUty for the reconstruction of y and Q* is the use of the outgoing
hadron flow according to the Jacquet-Blondel method with a summation over all final
state hadrons.

!/JB = (2.9)

l (2.10)

The scaling variables x and y have simple interpretations in the naive parton model.
The meaning of y becomes apparent in the rest frame of the proton. There, from the
definition of y one ohtains:

(2.11)

i.e. in this frame y is the relative energy transfer from the electron to the proton.
The Interpretation of z äs the fraction of the proton momentum carried by the par-
ton entering the hard scattering must be given in a frame where the proton ha«
infinite momentum. Neglecting proton and parton masse£, the parton ha« a four-
momentum zp, wi th 0 < x < \ where p is the fön r-momentum of the proton. The
meaning of x follows directly from the definition of z = Q*/(2q p), which is the
condition of elastic electron-parton scattering

0 = 2(xp)q t q> (2.12)

with four-momentum zp. Since this replacement of the parton four-momentum leads
to a variable parton mass m = ^x3E3 - x3p* = T.MP, the Interpretation of z can be
justified only in a frame, where the proton is moving with infinite momentum.

2.1.2 Fragmentation into Hadrons

Deep inelastic scattering in terms of the free quark-parton model language is founded
basically on two characteristic features; first at short distances QCD predicts a small
interaction expressed by the runn ing coupling constant and secondly the lepton-
proton scattering occiirs at a time scale shorter than the typical interaction time
between partons in the proton. For this reason the struck quark can be considered äs
a free particle during the hard interaction while the remaining partons are unaffected,

The scattering process can be divided in the hard scattering and a following
fragmentation process. In the first step the exchanged electroweak gauge boson
(7.ZC, W1, W") coiiples to the lepton and a quark with a coupling given by the
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electroweak theory of Glashow-Weinberg-Salain. In a second step the struck quark
which acquired large recoil momentum escapes the proton. After a distance of some
frn fragmentation begins where the colored parton is transformed into a colorless
hadron jet which can be observed experimentally.

The interrelatjon between outgoing partons and the observable hadronic level is
given by fragmentation models. Fragmentation is a non-perturbative long distance
process, where the coupling constant o, is large. in this confinement regiine only
phenomenological models can be appüed. Hut there are well-developed approximation
Scheines such äs the string fragmentation or cluster fragmentation. These and other
fragmentation models give a good representation of existing data, and Jet properties
can be simulated by Monte Carlo ( M C ) stitdies. Jet cross section analyses show only
small sensitivity to different fragmentation models. hecause of the advantage that
jet pnergy and scattering angle depend only slightly on the particle content inside
the jet. Nevertheless, there remains the non-trivial problem of the assignment of jet
momenta to parton momenta, because it depends on the jet algorithm.

2.1.3 Structure Functions for Inelastic ep-Scatteriug

In Quantum Klectrodynamics (QKD) a formalism is avaüable to compute scattering
processes of point-like fermions. Cross sections are proportional to the lepton tensor
product of the twoscattered particles, where the lepton tensor is thespin summed and
averaged scalar product of the incoming and outgoing lepton currents. For example,
the cross section of electron-muon scattering is gjven by

(2.13)

with the electron (L'1"},^ and muon (/,m"r"1)'"' Icpton tensor. Since the pmton has
a complicated strticture the proton tensor cannot be calculated from the incoming
and outgoing proton currents äs in lepton-lepton scattering. Instead, F.qn.(2.13) is
generalized to

W1" (2-14)

where W"*" is the proton tensor, For the proton tensor the meist general Lorentz in-
variant form is constructed from the metric tensor g"" and the independent momenta
p and q. The general form is simplifiVd by parity conservation and conservation of the
proton current. L'nder these constraints the rnost general form of the proton tensor
can be written äs

W"v =
q"q"

M*
p__
91

>v
P" --r^" P" —r<f\)
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where Wt and W\e functions of two Lorentz scalars describing the event kinematics.
W\d Wj are the structure functions of inelastic ep-scattermg. ff Z°-exchange is
not negligible a parity violating structure function Wi must be included. With the
proton tensor the evaluation of the double differential cross section drr*/dxdy leads

dz dy
[f l - S) ~ (2.16)

with the fine structure constant n. In the simple quark-parton model, which assumes
that the proton consists of non-interacting free quarks inelastic electron-proton scat-
tering can be described by elastic scattering of electrons with point-Dke quarks. Since
the partons are considered äs point-like part'icles an increase of Q1 reveals no further
structures. For this reason structure functions must be independent of the transferred
momenta. This is the so-called Kjorken Scaling, where the structure functions depend
only on x and not on x and Q*. Bjorken Scaling is expressed by the introduction of
new structure functions resulting from a redefinition of W\d VVV

Using the structure functions FI and FZ and neglecting the last term from Equ. 2.16
at HERA energies the double differential cross section can be written äs:

dxdy
(2.19)

2.1.4 The Simple Quark-Parton Model

The simple quark-parton model was introduced by Peynman and Bjorken (1969) to
explain Hjorken scaling before the discovery of gluons and color interaction. This
model is very attractive due to Jts simplicity. It is assumed that electron-proton
scattering can be described by an incoherent sum of electron-parton scatters with
free massless point-like partons in an infinite momentum fraine with

and

The double differential cross section dajdxdy for scattering on a single quark can be
derived in this model, assuming the partons are spin-j quarks, using the cross section
for fermion-fermion scattering,

2.1. DEEP INKLASTIC Kl'-SCATTERING U

dQ1
(2.20)

where et is the electric Charge of the quark, and electron and quark masses are
neglected. The electron-proton cross section is the s u m of the corresponding electron-
quark cross sections. Defining fq(x)dx äs the probahility to find a qnark of the type
q, carrying the momentum fraction x of the proton, one can write:

da
(2.21)

which leads to

(2.22)

Using the relation dQ* — .tx dy one finds:

dxdy (2.23)

After rewriting of this expr«sion the final result is given by:

dxdy
(2.24)

Comparing Equ. 2.24 with the cross section of Equ. 2.19 one obtains the equation:

(2.25)

The first part is known äs the Callan-Gross relation. It is a ronsequenoe of the |-spin
of quarks and is confirmed in many experiments. Equ. 2.25 is one of many parton-
model ronsequences. Further relations are certain sum rules; Adler (1966), Gross-
Llewellyn-Smith, and Bjorken sum rule. Sum rules result from conserved quantities
like the foUow'mg rules which follow from the number of valence quarks
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f\d(
Jo

f (s(
Ja

= 2

= l

- 0

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.2*)

where w ( ^ ) , <^(^) , $(*) ar? ^he quark density functions of up, down, and stränge
quark s, and ü ( r ) , rf(^), s(r] denote the corresponding distributjons of the antjquarks.
The basic building blocks of all parton-model fornmlas are parton distribiitions which
enter into all parton scattered cross sections and keep their nieaning also in a leading-
order QCD modified parton model.

In the quark-parton model, each hard scattering cross section can be calculated
in a factorized form. For instance, the cross section t>f hadron-hadron scattering can
be written äs

(2.29)

where <T,J- is the perturbatively calculated cross section of partons i and j, and /,,,«
is the parton distribution of parton i in hadron //. The factorized form of Equ. 2.29
is a consequence of the QCD Factorization Theorem, discussed in the next section.

The Equivalent Photon Approximation

A specific application of the factorization method is the Rquivalent Photon Approx-
imation, which can be used to reduce the complexity of high energy photon-induced
cross section calculations in small-angle electron scattering (photoproduction), where
the radiation of the exchanged photon can be separated from the hard interaction.
In photoproduction, the electron emits an almost real photon with a momentum
Pf ~ V?' which in turn interacts with the proton, producing a final state. The
differential ep-cross section, therefore, can be written in the factorized form

(2.30)

To a high degree of accuracy one can use the Weizsäcker-Williams approximation
suggested in [3| to determine the photon flux factor (for Q7 » m')

mr
(2.31)
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where 0ma, denotes the maximum angle of the scattered electron with respect to the
direction of the incoming electron. A not her form is given in reference to [4]

(l (2.32)

where Qj,,, is the maximum vir tuaüty of the exchanged photon that is connted äs
photoproduction, and whioh is used for the convolution of photnproduction cross
sections in the PYTHIA generator.

2.1.5 QCD and the Quark-Parton Model
Quantum chromodynamics is the renormalizable, non-abelian gange theory of the
strong interaction. Dne to the non-abeüan character, it is more complicated than the
abelian QKI). A remarkable new property is the self-coiipling of the gluons throngh
a three and a four gluon vertex which has no analogue in Qlil), One implication of
the self-coupling of glnons is the asymptotir frredam behaviour at high momentum
transfer expressed by the running roupling ronniant n,.

Asymptotic BYeedom

Kach cross section, which 1s calculated in pertnrbative QCD, can he expandcd äs an
infinite series in powers of the strong coupling constant rt,

U - A\(i, • /IjrtJ ( . . .

The coefficients are given by the appropriate Feynman diagrams. Various divergences
which enter matrix elements with one or more loops can he cancelled by the renor-
malization formalism in different re normal! zation schemes. The niost commonly used
are the modified minimal subtraction-scheme (MS) and the momentum subtraction
scheme ( M O M ) . Renormalization introduces running quark masses and analogous a
running coupling constant <*,{Q3) which depends on a typical momentum soale Q1

of the hard interaction. The theory is renormaüzed at a particular renormalifcation
scale (t where the coupling constant is given by «.l/'1) = <*,(Q3 — l'1)-

The final result of a renormalizable theory, i.e. the cross sectjon of the infinite
series, cannot depend on the scheme or the scale value /i. Howevrr, in practice the
series is trnncated after t>ne or two terms and this introduces a scheme and scale
dependence to the theory. The question, what scheme and what value of /> is the
best choice, cannot unambiguously be answered. It is known that next-to-leading
order calculations are less sensitive than leading order calculations. But next-to-
leading order formulations exist only for a small number of processes. Commonly
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nsed Monte Carlo generators äs PYTHIA or HERWIG are hased on leading-order
matrix element calculations with leading-order and next-to-leading order structure
functions.

Renormalizable field theories are parameterized hy the coupling constant n,)/*1)
and the scale / i . Since observables, calculated to all Orders, should not depend on /i,
a change of /t must be cotnpensated by a change of the coupling constant. This is the
physical nieaning of the Renormalized Group Equation (RGtl), where a function ß
contmls the /i-dependence of the strong coupling a, = ffJ/4* and relates different
values of n, at different values of Q*. Renormalized group equation and the expanded
/3-function are given by

Os.
/fa-

3(9.}

A

9l_rt _£•_ a g.*-.
"°i«.i P1M«,)W(16*'

ß, =

11 - *-N,
3 '

38.,
•02 - -N,

(2.33)

(2.34)

(2.35)

(2.36)

where A'/ is the number of flavours. The first two foefficients (00,0l), and only thcse,
of the ß-expansion are independent of the choice of a particular renormatization
scheine, while for higher orders a scheme dependence must be considered. In first
order, where the first #-term is kept and inserted into the RGE differential equation,
one obtains the solution:

a.«?1) =
12ir

(33
(2.37)

The Integration constant A is the free fundamental QCD parameter which can be ex-
tracted by comparing QCD predictions with experinif ntal data. The given expression
is valid in each renormalization scheme, but with the appropriate scheme dependent
values of A. A rough estimate with AMOM of about 300 MeV gives Aj^ =s i • AMOM.

The coupling constant F.qn. (2.37), decreases with increasing Q* and vanishes in
the asymptotic limit Q2 = co. This is the meaning of asymptotic freedom in hard
scattering processes where Q3 is large. Asymptotic freedom is the QCD basis of the
simple parton niodel where contributions of the order n, can be neglected and scaling
violation is only a small correction.
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Factorization Theorem

The justification of the simple parton model by perturbative QCD is based on some
fundamental theorems which are real predictions of the theory. One ts the Fartoriza-
tion Theorem [5| which gives a generalization of Eqn.(2.29):

ri
'£

- Ja
(2.38)

where a^ of Eqn.(2.29) is replaced by a hard scattering function //,,, calculable in
perturbation theory. Parton distributions and the hard scattering function ll,} de-
pend on two mass scales, one of which IK the renormalization scale /<. The Separation
of short-distance from long-distance contributions introduces th<" so-called factoriza-
tion scale /ij. Roughly speaking, th« factorizatjon scheme defines the hard scatt.ering
process and the parton distributions, whereas the factori?.ation scale \tj serv^s to
separate propagators according to their virtuality. Propagators that are off-shell by
/(J or more contribute to the hard scattering process while infrared propagators be-
low this scale are absorbed into the parton density. There exist several factorization
schemes and the most commonly used are the DIS and the MS scheme, see 5j for
an introduction. The DIS scheme is attractive for its familiär form of the /) struc-
ture function, which will be the same äs in the simple quark-parton model, while a
remarkable feature of the MS scheme is the calculational simplicity.

The different factorization schemes reflect the freedom in the Separation of the
hard scattering process from the infrared long-distance effects. In principle, for a
comparison of data and theory it is important to use schemes and scales consis-
tently, especially in collisions with different typcs of hadrons äs in resolved photon-
proton scattering. In practice, however, common Monte Carlo generators use only
the parton-parton Born cross sections, which are the lowest order approximation of
the hard scattering cross section expansion

where Ht] is independent from the factorization scale and is viewed äs einstir parton-
parton scattering-

The Altarelli-Parisi Equations

The dependence of the parton distributions on the factorization scale can be described
by the Altarelli-Parisi equations. Altarelli and Parisi [6| gave an i l luminat ing physical
Interpretation of the QJ-dependence of Fj, called scaling violation, which is based on
the QCD diagrams, äs shown in Fig. 2.2. A parton carrying momentum fraction y
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split.s into two partons which share the momentnm with fractions of x — zy and
y t = (\- z)y. In this way each parton is itself siirrounded by a clond of partons
and the parton density depends on the resolution scale of the scattering process. In
deep inelastic scattering this scale is given by the virtuality Q2 of the exchanged
photon. The distance resolution is given by the nncertainty principle and scales
with \j\fQ*. Hence there. are found more partons with small ir at high Q2, while
the parton denslties for high r-values decrease with increasing Q*, because of the
momentnm loss due to the Splitting processes.

To determine the <52-dependence from this in tu i t ive pictnre one can follow the
approach by Altarelü and Parisi. The probability for a Splitting process, where a
quark radiates a gluon and leaves itself with a momentum fractlon z - zy, is found äs

—r2* ' (2.39)

The other Splitting processes are described in the Käme way. There are four Splitting
functions, corresponding to the QCl) diagrams in Fig. 2.2. The Splitting functions
are calculated from Feynman rules and for z < l they are found to be:

= 6

(2.40)

(2.41)

(2,42)

(o) (b) (c)

Figure 2.2: Parton Splitting processes
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(2.43)

Using these probabiüties the evolntion of the parton dist.ributions is given by the
integrodifferential Altarelli-Parisi eqnations

dlnQ* 2*
(2.44)

dg(x.Q') = a,(Q>
dlnQ* 2* /

' dy
_ 7 (2.45)

where /^(f.Q1) and g(r,Q3} denote the quark and gluon distributions, respertively,
and the Jndex q runs over all quark and antiquark flavours. The solution of the
evolution equations depends on the hadronic input distrihutions /, and g at QJ — Q*,
which have. to be determined by experjmental data. As mentioned, the violation of the
order ^'(InfQ')) depends on f . The presentation of t\s a function of Q2 for diffe.rent
y-values shows approximate soaling around 0.1 < x < 0.2. The high x. ränge r '-• 0.2
is dominated by quark-quark Splitting Pq >, which gives negative contnbutions to the
scaling violation, while for low x (r < 0.1) the positive !'g ,„ contribution gives rjse
for an increase of the sea-quark distribution.

Parton Distributions of the Pion

In the next section, it wil l be shown that the hadronic behaviour of the photon is
strongly related to the parton distributions of the pion. Kor th'ts reason, a specific
siim rule, which can be applied to pions is used to determine some features concerning
the general i-shape of the parton distributions.

The discussion of the Altarelli-Parisi approach deals with three different kinds of
parton distribution, the valence quark distribution, the gluon distr ibi i t jon and the sea
quark distribution- The latter depends on the gluons duc to the qq-pnii production
mechanism. From th« discussion it is clear that the valence quark distribution dorni-
nates the higher z-range, while gluon and sea quark distribution are large in the small
z-region. More quantitatively, several aspects of the parton densities of the pion can
bf, deduced by the dimensional r.atmting ritte frorrt lirodsky and Farrar (1973) [7],
which can be used to extract the general parton shape of the valence quark, the sea
quark and the gluon contribution in the limit r —> 1. In this l imit the z-shape is
gjven by

(l (2.46)
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where n, is the minimum number of partons which have to accompany the scattered
parton in a pion. For instance, a valence quark of a pion U at least accompanied by
the second valence quark, which leads to n, = 1. The configuration for a gluon with
a min imum number of additional partons is one gluon and the two valence quarks,
which gives n, — 2. A sea quark is at least accompanied by the two valence quarks
and a second sea quark due to the qq-pa\T production. Therefore the sea quark
distribution is determined by n, = 3 and the dimensional counting rule leads to the
following j--shapes for the valence quark, the sea quark and the gluon distribution:

(2-47)

(2.48)

(2.49)

2.2 The Photon Structure Function

2.2.1 The Physical Photon

In the classification of elementary particles, the photon is a point-üke gauge particle.
Ilowever, through its coupL'ngs to quarks it has the possibility to fluctuate into a
quark-antiquark pair i -< qq which gives rise to several descriptions for the photon
jtself and for its interactions in 77 and jp reactions. In the approach of a complete
description of high energy photoproduction Schuler and Sjöstrand [8] have introduced
apictureof thephysical photon, in which the photon can exist in threedifferent states.
In this seetion a description of the physical photon is given, which follows mainly this
intuitive picture of the photon.

The predictive power of different rnodels for the interactions of real photons de-
pends basically on the degree of the virtuality of the photon fluctuation in the con-
sidered kinematic region, which is approximately given by the squared transverse
momentum p* of the q and q with respect to the photon direction. Fluctuations of
small virtualiHes correspond to a long-lived qq state with roughly coU'mear outgoing
quarks accompanied by a cloud of soft gluons. These low-p, fluctuations are the base
of the vector-meson-dominance ( V M D ) model, where the photon couples to a vector
meson with the same quantum numbers äs the photon, JFC — 1~ " . In case of high
virtualities the fluctuation is too short-Üved to develop a hadrontc state and the Split-
ting of a real photon into two quarks with large p, is perturbatively calculable in the
simple [9| and in the QCD improved quark-parton model in both lowest order .10]
and in next-to-leading order [11]. This point-like interaction is called the anomalous
romponent. Beside the interaction via photon fluctnation, in photon-proton scat-
tering, there exist also the bare-photon interactions, the so-called direct processes,
where the photon couples directly to a parton within the proton
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In this pkture the physical photon is a superpositjon of a bare photon | fn) , a
hadronic component described by a superposition of vector meson states, and the
anomalous quark-antiquark state \qq)

(2.50)

where

E f (2.51)

The factor (e/'/v)1 = 4*o//£ gives the probabüity for the coupling of a real photon
to the vector meson. In the VMD approarh with no inclusion of heavier vector mesons
äs in the generalized vector dominance (GVD), the coefficients /y/47r are taken to
be 2.2, 23-6, and 18.4 for p", w, and 4>, respectively. The VMD approach (13) has
led to a successful description of soft photon nucleon interactions, where 7 A' and irA'
reactions are closely simüar.

The squared ampütude of the anomalous photon contribution depends on a typical
scale (i of the interaction and a cut-offp0 a; O.SGeV, see 'S].

(2.52)

where Nf is the niimber of flavours that can be assumed massless compared with /*.
Due to the logarithmic dependence on the scate (t w p,, the anomalous contribution
becomes important in hard photoproduction with the production of high-A', Jets,
while it is less relevant for the VMD regime.

2.2.2
Present photon etructure functions for real or almost real photons are obtained experi-
mentaUy from t wo-photon interactions at e' P" colliders, where deep inHastir elertron
photon scattering can be used to extract A ' j . Deep inelastic electron photon soatter-
ing can be described simüar to deep inelastic ep scattering, where a highly virtual
photon probes the structure of an almost real photon. The experimental signature of
these events is one tagged electron (positron) requiring a minimum scattering angle
to provide a suffifiently large virtuality for one photon, and an \mobserved positron
{electron) with small deflection, to ensure a second photon with Iow virtuality.

In deep inelastic electron-photon interactions, two rontribufions of the physical
photon have to be taken into account, the hadronic component, äs given by the VMD
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t, and the point-like aiiomalous part, äs shown in Flg. 2.3. Motivated hy the
Separation of photon- photon physics into hadron-Üke and point-like coupling, it seems
reasonable that the photon structure function Fj can he expressed by a combination
nf a point-like and a hadron-like part.

? * Kr (2.53]

The nonperti irbative hadronic contribution can be taken from the VMD model äs a
superposition of the lowest vector meson states:

(2.54)

Using the assumption that the lowest vector meson states are describ«d hy the pion
structure function, gives:

~n 7
i a J -i

(2.55)

anomalous point-like

(b)

Figure 2.3: Two Photon Scattering
An almost real photon 7 interacting with a highly virtual photon 7* through hadron-üke
(a) and point-like (b) coupling
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which leads to a hadronic photon structure completely determined by the pion struc-
ture function. Neglecting sea quark and gluon contributions the dimensional counting
rule gives the ansatz for /V with a ( l - x^.) dependence, yielding hy romparison with
experiments to J14|:

«(0.2-0.051(1 (2.56)

The anomalous point-like component of the photon stnicture function ran be cal-
culated in lowest-order QRD (simple parton rnodel) and in hoth leading-order and
next-to-leading order perturhative QCI). The lowest-order QKD calculation of the
photon stnicture functions was done hy Walsh and 2er was [9| in a framework of the
free quark-parton model. In contrast to the nncleon, /j"*m oan he calculated com-
pletely from the QKD Splitting process 7 - t qq, äs shown in Fig. 2.3 (b ) . Neglecting
terms of C'(m^) one ohtains [12]:

3a
5T

«: *'MI ^j Sr(\)

where W is the invariant mass of the photon-photon system and W and Q1 are related
through

W'2 = Q' (2.58)

The first term in the sum shows a logarithmic scaling violation, the typical sig-
nature of the QCI) improved parton model. Hut in this case the scaling violation is
caused hy the increasing phase spare for transverse momenta with tncreasing Q3.

It should he mentioned, that the partonic structiire of the photon has snmt impor-
tant differenccs compared with common hadrons. First, rontrary tn hadron stnicture
functions, in case of the photon for /j^,' not only the Q1 and the r dependence
but also the absolute normali^ation can be calculated from the analytical form of
Equ. 2.57.

Then, in deep inelastic electron-hadron scattering the probed parton of the hadron
is fr« and on mass shell, while for a photon target the interacting quark is a virtual
part of the inner Splitting process.

Further, while counting rules predict small values for the nucleon stnicture func-
tion f j in the high x region, the photon structure function /']™") increases at high r
values according to Eq«. 2-57, äs shown in Fig. 2.4.

Finally, Equ. 2.57 exhibits also a cntical point, concerning the quark mass term
in the logarithm. The quark-parton model ncglects all mass effe.cf.s and deals wi th
massless partons. In many applicattons the following leading log(5! approximation
of the simple quark-parton model is used, where constant terms are neglected and
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the quark-mass is replaced hy an arhitrary scale parameter, which can be put equal
to the QCI) scaling parameter /V:

(2.59)

Using the parton model relation Equ. 2.25 one obtains for the quark distributions;

2.2.3 F27 in the QCD Improved Quark-Parton Model

In the QCD improved QPM, the simple QPM prediction is modified by gluon radi-
ation that can be emltted and absorbed by the strongly interacting quarks from the
Splitting process 7 —» qq. An Implementation of the anomalous point-like coupling in
perturbative QCD can be achieved through regularization followed by renormaliza-
tion. This was done by Witten [10], who carried out the renormalization of the free
QPM solution by calciilating the moments of the photon structure function A?™1»
using the Operator Product Expansion method.

Considerable interest in the experimental program of a measurement of f)p™"D was
pushed by the fact that the the photon structure function can be absolutely predicted
in the asymptotic IJmit (Q1 - oo). Witten found, that the Q1 dependence of the
photon structure function äs predicted by Equ. 2.57 is correct, while the form of the
asymptotic solution has to be computed numerically. If the asymptotic solution is
also relevant for finite f?1-values, Witten's observation wonld be one of the cleanest
tests of QCD. But unfortunately, it turned out that singularity problems in the small
i-region do not vanish for finite Q2-values, äs expected by Witten. The leading order
QCD result diverges for x = 0 and it has been shown by Rossi [15] that this behavtour
becomes even worse in higher order calculations.

Kig. 2.4 shows for values of t?2 = 10 GeV2 and Q2 = 1000 GeV2 the point-like part
of the photon structure function FJ for the füll solution of the free QPM, Equ. 2.57,
the leading logfj1 appmximation of the free QPM, fiqu. 2.59, and the asymptotic
QCD prediction, where the Duke Owens parameterization [16] is used for the photon
parton distributions. All predictions are characterized by a large quark-content at
high z-values in contrast to the parton distributions of hadrons. This behavioitr is a
trivial result from the photon Splitting into a quark-antiquark pair, which carries the
total four momentum of the photon.

The observed deviation between the füll solution and the leading log Q2 approx-
imation of the free QPM in the high x region is caused by the x dependent term
neglected in the leading log Q* approximation. This term describes the decreasing
phase space for transverse momenta at high f .
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= 10GeV*

0-3 0.4 0.« 0.8

ö 2.»

Q*= 1000 GeV

01 0.4 O.t O.B

Figure 2.4: Photon structure function
The dashed curve shows the Equ 2.57 of the free quark-parton model with three flavors,
where the quark masses are roughly approximated through the QCD scale parameter
A — 0.2 GeV. The dash-dotted curve shows the leading log Q* approximation of the free
QPM. Equ. 2.59. where all Q'-hdependent terms of Equ. 2.57 are neglected. The füll
line is the Duke Owens paramcteriiation of the asymptotic solution in leading order QCD.

The small r brhaviour of the asymptotic QCD solution illiiBtrates clearly the sin-
gularity problem at r = 0, which cannot be treated äs a small correction. Dardeen
[11] realized that the singularity problem is related to the Separation of the photon
structure function into a perturbative point-like and a nonperturbative hadron-Iike
VMD part. As shown by Prazer [17], this separatton cannot be achieved in a con-
sistent way because infrared singularities of the point-like part must be cancelled by
infrared singularities which are associated with the VMD component of the resolved
photon. How the singularity problem is embedded in this physical pictnre is shown
by the higher order diagrams of Eig. 2.5 [18], which are responsible for infrared diver-
gentes. The first two diagrams (a), (b) are related to singularities in the point-like
asymptotic solution, while the third one (c) is associated with the bound vector state.
Eor this reason, the VMU term cannot be separated, and in this respect the suggested
prescription F} = f1^ + F^"nt is wrong.

It was shown by Glück et al. [18] that the singularity problems can be etiminated
only if the nonperturbative hadronic part and the perturbative point-like part are
combined and treated together in a formaüsm like the Altarelli-Paris! ansatz; similar
to the evaluation of normal hadron structure functions. In order to obtain a general
solution, input distributions must be glven at a value Q* — Q\s boundary conditions
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point-like jJ VMO

(b) (e)

Figure 2.5:
Diagrams of infrared singularities assjgned to the point-like part and the VMD part of the

photon structure function.

to the Altarelli-Parisi equations. which include the nonperturbative hadronic part of
the photon. These parton distributions have to be determined experimentally and
are not predicted by the theory.

2.2.4 The Photon in the Altarelli-Parisi Formulation

In contrast to the deep inelastic electron-nucleon rase, the parton distributions in
the photon satisfy inhomogeneous evolution equations. While the nonperturbative
hadronic part of the general parton distribution can be evolved through the same
Kqu. 2.55 äs in the nucleon case, an additional inhomogeneous term must he intro-
duced to take into acconnt the Splitting process of a photon into a qiiark-antiquark
pair. The Splitting process is described by the leading-order Splitting function I\:

P = -e*
^ 2* '

(2.61)

Note, that the multiplication of \n(QJ/AJ) with F\ recovers the quark distribution
of the free QPM leading log Q* approximation, äs given in Eqn. 2.60. With the use
of !'-,->,, and the evolution variable / - In (?3/A2 the Altarelli-Parisi equations for the
photon can be written asr
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dt
dy

dt

The second equation for the evolution of the glnon distribution contains no inhomo-
geneous terrn because there is no photon-gluon vertex in the theory, whirh connects
directly a photon with a gluon.

The point-like contribution ts described through the inhomogeneous term while
the nonperturbative hadron-like part is give.n by the honiogeneous equation system.
If the point-like interaction is swjtched off, the same Situation remains äs for hadrons
and the resulting parton distributions exhibit properties äs known from meson-states.
But due to the inhomogeneous term the general solution is given by the solution of
the correspondlng homogeneous and a particular solution. In contrast to the homo-
geneous solution the inhomogeneous term causes a nonvanishing quark distribution
in the. asymptotic solution (Q1 > -o) whirh is independent of the boundary condi-
tion at finite Q*. But at finite Q3-values th*re remains a dependence on the initial
quark input, and the solution is not unique. The requircd input qiiark distribution
at Q1 = Q* is orientated on VMD quark distributions, whirh give a good agreement
for 77 scattering at Q2 = l GeV2. A clean test of QCD predtrtions is only possible,
if the requlred boundary conditions ( inpu t parton distributions) are extracted from
experimentally measured structure functions.

2.2.5 Parton Distributions of the Photon
The parametertzation of Qz-dependent parton distributions is generally divided into
two approaches, one using the Separation of f- J into a point-like and hadron-like part
and a second where the parton distributions are ohtained from füll Solutions of the
leading order Altarelli-Parisi equations.

In the first approach. the point-like distribution can be calculated directly from
the free quarlc-parton model prediction E<ju. 2-57 or from a parameterization of the
asymptotic leading order solution. A parametrization of the latter is the one from
Duke and Owens [16], The hadronic distributions are taken via VMD from the pion
structure function through Equ. 2.55. The most commonly used hadronir inpu t of
the form

(2.62)

where only the contribution from the valence quark is considered, gives hadronic
parts of the photon structure functions, which seem to be much weaker than what
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was found in recent investigations of the pion-nucleon Drell Yan process, Castorina
and Donnarhie [19]. The published parametrizations of the pion parton distributions
for Q2 = 2.5GeV*, which also represent low Q* photon structure fnnction resultsfor Q2 = 2.5GeV*, which also represent low Q* photon
very well, are

*?.(',#) = 0.766^(1 -r.)M

xq.(*,Ql) = 0.112(1 -*) f i

*$(**Ql) = »-408(1 -*)*

(2.63»

(2.64)

(2.65)

where qa, d, and g denote the valence quark, sea quark and gluon distribution, respec-
tively. These parametrizations are used äs Jnput distributions in an AItarelli-Parisi
evolution to obtain a QJ-dependent pion structure function. One can take the quark-
distribution to calculate the hadron part of the photon structure function, which
leads to

!•*•* = 0.31,/x(l - z)0'6 • 0.11(1 -z] (2.66)

A similar expression can be derived using the pion parameterization of Owens and
Reya;

0.11(1 (2.67)

It should he noted, that only the valence quark distributions are tightly constrained
through the Drell Yan qij annihilation, while there is a considerable freedom for the
sea quark and gluon distribution. Unfortunately, our knowledge about the gluon
Content of all hadrons is rather poor, since FI(x,(?1), the main source of Information,
is quite insensitive to the gluon distribution.

The approach to parameterize parton distributions from füll Solutions of the
AItarelli-Parisi evolution equations has been undertaken by Drees and Grassie (DG)
120], Abramowicz, Charchula and Levy (LAG) [21] and Glück, Reya and Vogt (GRV)
|22]. The first analysis is based on seven available data points from PLUTO at only
one value Q1 — S^GeV1. The second analysis made use of the Drees and Grass!«
study with all data of PETRA, PKP and TRISTAN with Q1 above th« considered
initial value Q*. The LAG and GRV parametrizations shall be discussed in more
detail. While GRV predicts a moderate gluon contribution at low j^-values, the
parametrizations of LACl and LAC2 are characterized by a large gluon content in
that region.

The Abramowicz-Charchula-Levy Parametrizations

In order to determine a parameterization for the solution of the evolution equations
the Abramowicz, Charchula and Levy approach uses four flavors, neglecting possible
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contributions from b and t quarks. The eharm contribution is considercd only if the
invariant 77 mass is above the mass threshold of two charm quarks with an assumed
mass of m, = l.SGeV. Por the QCD scale parameter A = 0.2GeV is taken, and
checks with A = 0.4GeV give stähle results, i.e. no changes within the errors. A
particular inhomogeneous solution for the P,.̂  term and a general solution of the
homogeneous equation system are needed to solve the AP equations for the photon.
For the four quark distributions an ansatz with 10 free parameters was used:

xq(x)=
r3 i (l - z)'

r)' (2.6S)

Th< first term reflects the photon Splitting behaviour, while the second term describes
the typical form of quark distributions in the nucleon. Isospin invariance of u and d
quarks leads to the same coeflments Cu = Cd, Ai = Dd and ^u = Kd- Furthermore,
it 18 assumed that the hadromc motivated sea quark contents (second term) of stränge
and charme quark differ only in amplitwde, but not in shape, i.e. I), = I)f, K, = Kf

and C, ^ C f . Por the gluon distribution the following assumptton is used:

(2.69)

At the end, 13 free parameters were fitted to 62 (51) data points from the experi-
ments PETRA, PER and TRISTAN with initial values of Q30 = l GeV2, (4GeV).
The Ql — iGeV 2 fit was performed for a comparison with the Drees and Grassie
parameterization. The result of this fit is the LAC3 parameterization with a very
stränge gluon distribution. The LAC3 gluon distribution peaks at high x-valnes in
contrast to the normal behaviour, where gluons produced through parton radiation
dominate the low-j- ränge. This normal gluon distribution is reproduced by the
other two parametrizations LAC1 and LAC2. They >ised a higher starting value of
Q2=4.0GeV3 .

The difference between 1/AC1 and LAC2 is the result of an artificial differenre
of the gluon input in the LAC2 parameterization. In order to estimate the spread
of the gluon distribution in the small r-region l)e was set to 7,ero for the I.AC2
parametrization. A table of the fitted parameters is given in 21] The final parton
dtstributions are tabulated for the ränge 10 4 < r < l and Ql < Q1 ••: 10B GeV3 and
can be interpolated for any given x and Q3 within this ränge.

The Glück-Reya-Vogt Photon Parameterieation

The GRV approach is of particular interest brrause of its unusi ial methodical ansatz.
Glück, Reya and Vogt evolved parton parametrizations for proton [23], pion !24j and
photon [22] by the requirement of a valence-like structure of all parton distributions at
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a low scafe (i1 ~ 0.25 Ge V1. Common evolutions of the Altarelü-Parisi equations start
at much higher valueg of about /t1 = 1-5 GeV1. Now, this method will be described
for the pion case, giving parton densities which are later used for the photon structure
function via the vector meson dommance model.

The ex per! mental input of the valence-like quark distribution is taken at Q\
2GeV3 from ir=p --* fX direct--y measurements with a qnark distribution (</(-r) =

=0.68l*a'"( l (2.70)

This distribution together with the constraints of valence-like distributions at /i3 =
0.25GeV atlows the evolution of parton densities for valence quarks, sea quarks and
gluons in the ränge IO" B < z < l and 0.3 < Q* < !0RGeVz. For the pion. the
valence-like glunn distribution is coupled to the quark distribution through

(2.7l)

at the low input scale Q7 = /i1, where k is uniquely fixed by the energy-momentum
sum rille

(2.72)

In a first approximation it is assumed that the sea quark density vanishes at /i2.
Through the connection of the gluon to the quark distribution, no further gluon
parameter is introduced, and gluon and sea quark densities are dynamical results
of the Altarelli-Parisi evolution. It is worth to note that the lovr-x behaviour is
independent of arbitrary input parametrizations for K > 0, due to the vanishing of
valence-like Jnputs.

The same method was applied to the photon using the pion input distributions
also for the photon at the same fi1. Quark and gluon input distributions of the pion
are invoked through the VMD model:

4iro
(2.73)

(2.74)

The free parameter K corresponds to ambiguities through the roherent or inco-
herent addition of the w and $ mesons. l'sing this input distributions for the photon
leaves only a one parameter fit where K. has to be extracted by a least-squares fit from
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the experimrnt by perfomiing the Q* Evolution for different values of K. The best fit
is fotind for ^ = 2.0. A parameterization of the leading Order parton distributions
can be found in [22].

Comparison of GRV and LAC Distributions

Fig. 2.6 shows the quark and gluon distributions for L A C l , LAC2 and GRV-LO.
Fig. 2.6(f) shows only the gluon distribution of LAC3 and is not discussed further,
because recently results from TOPAZ;25| and AMY 26] taken at the e'e rollider
TRISTAN rnled out LAC3. They measured incliisive jet cross sertions in 77 scat-
tering with two quasi-real photons. H'his process is sensitive to the gluon content of
the photon in contrast to deep inelastic electron photon scattering with one highly
virtual photon, which couples only to the charged quarks.

The Figs. 2.6(a)-(e) present the gluon and quark distributions for u, d, x and r
quarks at Q* — 4.0GeV3 . At first, one ran see that LAC1 and LAC2 are very similar
pararnetrizations with only small differences in thr low f-region. Then it JE shown
that the quark distributions of LACl and GRV in the high r-region are also similar
at least within a factor of 2. FYom an experitnental point of view, a dist'mction
between LACl , I.AC2 and GRV must be based on the strong difference of the gluon
distributions, which are much higher for the LAC parametrizations in the region
x < 0.2 äs shown in Fig.2.6(e). Unfortunately, this kinernatic region is difficult to
measure due to the reduced parton-parton center of mass energy. In particular at
HRRA with Jts unsymmetric event topology due to the 820 GeV proton beam and a
26.7GeV electron beam, for hard photoproduction there is an intr insic experimenta!
restriction to the region approximatcly given hy T • 0.1.

The photonic gluon contribution

In this work the study of the parton distributions of the photon concentrates on the
comparison of data with the leading-order predictions from GRV nnd L A C l , which
differ mainly for the gluon distributions at low z-,. Most of the current available pho-
ton parametrizations agre« reasonably well in their qiiark distributions, because they
are based on existing data from the same e4e~ experiments, which are sensitive only
to the quark contribution of the photon. Sin« thcre exist no useful momentum sum
rules for the photon äs in the case of haHrons the gluon parametrizations contain still
ambiguities. Most of the current photon parametri^ations use the form of Fqu. 2.69.

Gordon and Storrow (GS) [27] used a fixed gluon input distribution x.g(r,Ql) =
öl.711(1 - x)* at the i n p u t scale Ql = 5.3GeV1, which is similar to the gluon
distributions obtained from the Drees-Grassie (DG) [20j, Duke-Owens (HO) '16] and
Glück-Reya-Vogt (GRV) [22] parametriBations. All these photon parametrizations are
characterized by a moderate increase of the gluon density at low-z values, while the
Levy-Charchula-Abramowicz (LAC) [21] approach predirts a much stronger increase
of 5(1) for r, --* 0, äs shown in Fig. 2.6(e). Fig. 2.7 shows a comparison of the
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Figure 2.6: Quark and gluon distributions of the photon
Figures(a)-(d) show quark distributions xu(z), x d ( x ) , xs(ir}. TC(X) for the up, down.
stränge and charm quark. In figure(e) the gluon distribution is shown, Dashed, dotted
and füll lines represent the parametrizations LAC1. LAC2 and GRV-LO at Q* = 4.0 GeV1

Figure(f) show s the gluon distribution of LAC3
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Q' - 5.3 [GeV'l Photon Porometriiotion

Figure 2.7:
Gluon distributions xg(x)ja of the photon. Dashed, dashed-dotted and ful line represent
the Duke-Owens, the GRV-LO and the Gordon-Storrow leading-order photon parametriza-
tions.

gluon distributions from the GRV-LO, DO and GS parametrizations at the scale
Ql = 5.3 GeV1. It is seen, that the distributions diflVr only slightly rompared with
thedifferencebetweenthe GRV-LO and the LAG l predictions, äs shown in Fig. 2.6(e).
Therefore, in this work the GRV-LO parametrization is taken äs a typical candidate
with a moderate gluon distribution in the low z region, and it will be compared with
the expectations from LAC1.

2.3 Photoproduction in cp Scattering
In high energy f.p scattering at low Q1, the electron emits an almost real photon
approximately in th« direction of the incoming electron, which then interacts with
the proton. Therefore, the electron-proton collider HERA can be regarded äs an
photon-proton coüider.

So far, the discussJon of the photon strueture was mainly related to deep inelastic
electron-photon scattering experimentally measured in c*e~ collidcrs In contrast
to deep inelastic c-j scattering, where the photon structure functions are determined
via inclusive lepton measurements, and ( x ^ ^ Q 1 ) are fixed by the scattcred rlectron,
the inclusive scale Q3 off the hard interaction is not known in ip scattering. In
perturbative leading order QCD calculations it is common to takc the transverse
momentum of thescattered partons, bat there is a considerable freednm in the choice
of the hard scale. Therefore, a direct measurement of the photon structure function
is not possible at the fp collider HERA.
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Photoproduotion at an ep colüder is more related to hadron-hadron collisions.
where a parton of the resolved photon interacts with a parton of the proton including
the gluon contributions from the photon and the proton side. 1t is this sensitivity
to the gluon content of the photon which makes resolved photoprodiiction at the
ep collider 1IKRA interesting, wh'ile measurements of /V depend only on the quark
distrihutions and are quite insensitive to the gluon content of the photon.

2.3.1 Direct and Resolved Processes

In high-energy fp interactions jet photoproduction can he used tos tudy the partonic
stnicture of the resolved photon and the proton. In leading order perturbative QCD
two classes of processes contribute to jet production, the dirf.rt and the resofoed
processes. Fig. 2.8 shows Feynman diagrams of the QCD Compton Scattering and
the fSoson-Gluan Fusion direct processes and a re.solve.d photoproduction process.
The signature of the leading orde.r direct and resolved diagrams is the production
of two jets coming from the hard interaction. Both Jets are scattered back-to-back
in the zj/-plane with a difference of the jet azimuth angles of A^ ss 180° and with
almost identical transverse momenta p,. In additjon to the outgoing jet-pair, there
is a low-p, photon remnant in resolved processes. 1t is expected 28], [29j that the
photon remnant can be used to separate resolved and direct processes. The hard
interacting parton of the resolved photon carries only a fraction x-, of the photon
fotir-momentum leaving a photon remnant with the remaining momenttim fraction
of ( l - i,), while in direct processes the whole photon is absorbrd, i.e. 3-, = 1.

The pseudorapidity distribution of Jets

The polar angle 6, measured with respect to the positive z directjon, is conveniently
expressed by a variable r/ known äs pseiidorapidity, in the following called rapidity
for short, given by:

•n =

'

i j i i= - In tan -
l - cos B \

(2.75)

Rapidity djstributions of high-pj jets have been successfully used in the deterrnina-
tjon of parton distrihutions at pp-colliders [30|. Brcause of its large cross sectjon,
jet production offers a good opportunity to distinguish between various theoretical
models of the photon. Rapidity distributions of jets are strongly related with the
y-behaviour of the parton distributions. Therefore, it is natural to use the rapidity
dcpendenre of cross sections to get Information about parton densities. Fletcher rt
al. J31J sviggested a measurement of the sum of the rapidities dffjdfa \) in di-
jet events to decipher the quark-gluon stnicture of the photon. In [32] M. Drees and
R.M.Godbole disouss cross sections of dijet events with the same rapidity yt — Va- 'n
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Direct Process

QCD Compton Scattering

Direct Process

Boson-Gluon Fusion

photon remnant

Resolved Process

Figur« 2.8:
(a) QCD Compton-scattering, (b) boson-gluon fusion. (c) resolved photoproduction.
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this work the differential dijet cross section (rf<7/rfij}m.^ with two jet rapidity entries
per event are discussed, where a dijet event is in this paper defined by:

• two or more jets with a minimum transverse energy Etjrt > 6GeV,

• if more than 2 Jets, then take the 2 Jets with the highest transverse energy.

The following additional conditions are:

• rapidity l < ifift < 2

• 0.15 <y< 0.8 and Q1 < 4GeVJ .

A discussion of the used kinematic region will be given in chapter6.

2.3.2 Reconstruction of the parton kinematics

In order to study the partonic structure of the photon, it is desirahle to reconstruct
the initial state parton kinematics, given by the longitudinal momentum fraction of
the proton zp and the photon z., carried by the interactmg partons and y, which can
be measured using the Jacquet-Blonde.l method.

The conventional reconstruction method of z-,

In a conventional jet analysis the Rjorken-a: of the photon and the proton can be
reconstnicted by measuring the Jets, which are associated with the hard interacting
partons. The leading-log picture of hard photoproduction is described by a 2 — 2
scattering process with momentaip/?p and x^yEt of theincoming partons. Assuming
that the dijet kinematics is completely determined by the two scattered partons,
without any additional effects, both i-valwes can be deduced from the simple two
body scattering dynamics with the result

l
(2.76)

(2.77)

where Etjtti, Htjctt and TJ,M> tytti ^re transverse energies and rapidities of the two
highest Et-jets in the event. The measured dijet z-values are denoted by z™'*
and J™". The relationship between z"1" and the true leading order r, depends
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upon how well the event structure is described by LO QC1). Another form of these
equations, where a measurement of j/JB is used to evaluate the photon energy is

(2.78)

(2.79)

where the sum in the denominator of equation (2.78) runs over all final state hadrons.
In the following, Kqu. 2.76 and Equ. 2.77 are taken, because of the explicit depen-
dence on jet rapidities and je.t momenta. Roth pairs of (Hjuations follow from the
conservation of energy and longitudinal momentum. Kor massless partons one has

(2.80)

(2.81)

where the left and right side come from the initial and the final state. respef tively. Th*
energy of the outgoing partons is denoted by E\d E*. Siibtraction and addition
of both equations lead to

-cos*,})

COS 0,))

(2.82)

(2.83)

which directly give equations 2.78, 2.79, where y is replaced by the Jacquet-Blondel
expression 2.9. Equ. 2.76 and Equ. 2.77 follow using the definition of t/ and

Q sin0

(2-84)

Reconstruction of x^ using the photon remnant

In the case of the resolved process, the dijet System of thr hard scattering is ac-
companied by a photon remnant with an energy deposition close to the direction of
the incoming electron. After a hard interaction, where the photon- parton carries the
energy x^E-,, the photon remnant Js left with
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In principle, a measurement of the remnant energy allows the calciilation of J-T

without any knowledge about the final jet configuration. Ttiis is an interesting possi-
biüty, in particular for low-z., events with a high probability that one Jet is not in the
accepted rapidity region of the detector. Hut in practice, it is very difficnit to measure
the remnant energy with satisfactory precision, because a l arge arnount of remnant
energy can leave undetected through the beam pipe. D'Agostini and Monaldi 28|
proposed a method, where the final jets and a measurement of the photon remnant
energy are used to calculate i., in an iterative procednre. In the final state two
hadronic invariant masseg are of importance: the first, the hard scattering invariant
mass s, is given by the foiir momenta of the two hard jfts s = (pjtti - Pjc tj)s and the
other one s = (PJ,U + ß„j + p«™)1 in addition includes the photon remnant. (Jsing
these masses, one obtains the two relations

*•> = ~
s

f
Xp = — •

y*

(2.85)

(2.86)

The idea is to artificially add a remnant jet with the four momentum
Pnm = (Erfm,0,0, - Ertm) to calculate .s. A first approximation of the remnant
energy is given by the total energy backward of the hard Jets, the so-called backward
energy A\,r*- It is defined by the energy collected in a cone around the beam pipe
with

^ +YI + W / T J n \n (*y fi7i

where Aiy = l is selected to exclude the energy deposition of the most backward
scattered jet. Setting Errm — AWt a first value of x., can be found, which is taken
to determine a more precise remnant energy i,'„m - (l - x^}yfir and the new four
momentum of the remnant jet. Repeating this procedurfi, after a few iterations leads
to a stähle determination of z-, and xp.

Separation of direct and resolved events by the backward energy

It is nahi r a! to expect that the backward energy can be used to separate resolved
and direct contributions. Indeed, it should be possible to separate a resolved sample
by a simple cut on Etafi,. Hut in the case of the direct sample, such a cut is not able
to reject the resolved Mgh-zT contamination. The problem with this method is the
measurement of E^i, in high-?., events with one jet close to the beam pipe. In this
case. the most backward scattered jet and the remnant overlap in the same rapidity
region. A Separation of the remnant energy from the energy flow of the jet is not
possible with the simple cone definition of equation 2.87, which works only well, if the
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most backward scattered jet is well separated from the photon remnant. For events
with low-?; Jets, the cone condition leads to very small valnes of £(«,-*, the signature of
direct events. On the other hand, the Separation of a resolved sample by an ßfc,fyt-cut
is characterized by the suppression of high-z,, events Therefore, it works similar to
an 1.,-ctit, and both Separation methods should lead to comparable results.

2.4 Direct and resolved processes in NLO QCD
In the previous section, hard photoproduction has heen disciissed in Iowest order and
a simple expression 2.76 for the computation of z, has been derivcd. The meaning of
the direct and resolved processes is well defined. Neglecting smearing and acceptance
effects, in the direct case all of the photon momentum is transformed to the jets with

while events with

are reffrred to resolved photoproduction. In the next-to-leading order (NI.O) per-
tnrbation theory, the Situation is more complex, and direct and resolved processes
cannot be interpreted unambiguously. The signature of the next-to-leading order cal-
culations is the occurrence of a third jet, so that y, cannot be extracted from simple
elastic two body scattering. In 2 *3 processes the simple definition of the hard pro-
cess, a* in the leading-log diagrams of figures 2.8, is not possible and must be done
more carefully. The first order c'(<irtj) direct diagrams

f g -, qq

are changed to next order O(a<i]) diagrams, where an extra parton is added.

19 -> W9

13 -> qqg

A diagram of the last process is shown in figure 2.9(a). Ilodwin and Repond [33]
used it to discuss next-to-leading order ambjguities in the definition of the direct and
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photon remncnt

(b)

Figure 2.9: Direct versus resolved photoproduction
The figure shows two different intefpretations of the same scattering process. Figure (a)
represents a next-to-leading order direct process, which can be Interpret cd also äs resolved

dijet production. figure (b).

resolved process. The following is a short summary of their analysis. With 2 --* 3
suhprocesses one enconnters soft divergences and collinear divergences, which reqmre
the distinction of hard photoproduction into a direct and a resolved contrihution.
This Separation is essential to absorb colünear singularities in the parton distributkm
of the photon. The hardness of the process in Fig. 2.9(a) is given by the squared four
momentum of the internal b'ne p3. Ifpu is large, the balancing p3, \s far off mass shell,
and Fig. 2.9 shows a 2 --> 3 hard scattering process. If plt is small and approximately
collinear to <j, p1( is also small and close to mass shell. Thus a colünear divergence
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results for p» —* 0. The singularity must be factoriwd so that it. can be absorbed in
the bare quark distribution of the resolved process, shown in figure 2.9(b).

The distinction between the O(n,n]) direct process and the resolved two jet
production is given roughly by the factoriaation scale Hjae, that appears in striicture
functions of higher order processes. A simple divisirm into resolved and direct photon
contributjon can be made by:

PH < l'/-

Pn > /»/.

resolved process

direct process

This distinction is somewhat arbitrary and depends on the factorization scheine and
scale. The discussed example is one of a class of next-to-leading order graphs, which
can contribute to both, direct and resolved processes.

Beside theoretical compücations, Equ. 2.76 for x-, is not correct for the kinematics
of a 2 —* 3 scattering. (.'sing this formula for the next-to-leading order diagrams, the
direct peak at ZT = l is reduced and smeared out. A more satisfactory description
by use of all jets becomes very difficult because a large part of all 2 -> 3 events
will have a jet outside the accepted rj-region. Nevertheless, Equ. 2.76 remains a well
defined quantity strongly related to the hard scattering, which can be used äs an
approximation of the true rv

Next-to-leading order calculations

At the time of the analysis of this work, next-to-leading order calculation of dijet
photoproduction were not available for a comparison with tKe measured dijet cross
section (dff/di))^^ presented in this work. However, recent calculations from Klasen
et al. [34j for the inclusive NLO jet cross section dtrjdrf using events with

• traneverse jet momenta E, > SGeV

• 0.20 < y < 0.85, Q* < 4GeV7

have shown that NLO effects lead to an increase of the inclusive cross section of
approximately 20 - 30% in the rapidity ränge - 1.5 <' v < 2.5 äs compared with LO
predictions. Due to the Bimilarity of the kinematic region, one can expect that the
influence of NLO effects in the present dijet analysis can be roughly estimated by a
correction factor (the so-called K factor) of 1.2-1.3.

Resolved and direct contributions in NLO QCD

As a cons«quence of higher order effects, Owens 135) suggested to put less emphasis
on the decomposition into a resolved and a direct contribution. These are convention
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and c»t dependent. However, for some applications it is very fruitful to carry out
the decomposition. For instance, the phenomenon of multiple interactions (see the
discnssion of the next section) is related to the resolved process and does not appear
in the direct process.

The current technique to separate both processes can be summarized äs follows:

1. select a sample of 2-jet events

2. measure the a^-distribution using Equ. 2.76

3. separate the sample into a direct and a resolved part by an .r^-cut, where
high-;r-, and Iow-z., samples are dominated by direct and resolved processes,
respectively.

Another approach for the decomposition is given by Owens [35j. He suggests a
method which is based on the energy deposition in a cone of radius R around the
direction of the incoming photon in the -jp-c.m. system or in the laboratory frame
[36]. This kind of Separation leads to two classes of events, and each cross section
can be divided into:

= <T„ {2.88}

where acc and iso stand for accompan'ied and isolated to characteme the energy
deposition in the cone. If the hadronic energy Et, inside the cone exceeds a fraction «
of the photon energy, the event is counted in aacf and vice versa. The decomposition
of both classes is given by:

K h > t • K-,

Eh < c K-,

(2.89)

(2.90)

This Separation is theoreticaUy well defined by r and R. Similar to the z, decompo-
sition one expects that each class is doininated by one type of hard photoproduction
processes:

where errt, and ffj„ are the pure theoretical resolved and direct cross sections. A
specific advantage of this method is the possibiüty that 1t can be applied to all types
of jet-events; 1-jet, 2-jet, 3-jet, . . . , since no kinematic Jet calculation is necessary.
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2.5 Multiple Interactions

In this section a discussion of the so-called multiple interactions is presented. Multi-
ple Interactions ( M I ) are hard interactions in a hadron-hadron collision, where more
than one parton pair imdergoes a hard srattering. They are imperfectly understood,
and there are only a few models available to simulate the behaviour of this phe-
nomenon. One of the first models was the multiple interactions scenario of Sjöstrand
and Van Zijl [37), developed for hadron-hadron collisions and also valid for the re-
solved photon-proton process. An irnplementation of this model for the resolved
process is available in the multi purpose Monte Carlo generator PYTI11A 5.7 and the
main ideas of this concept are given in this section.

In the kinematic region studied in this work, the photon and the proton are prohed
down to r, ~ 0.1 and rp s: 0.003, respectively, where the parton densities can be
very high. Due to the high number of partons, there exists a significant probability
for several hard scatterings in a single hadron-hadron collision. A nonperturbative
approach to describe the overall hadronic activity is the concept of soft underlying
events, where inelastic, non-diffractive hadron-hadron interactions are described by a
hard scattering in addition with a nonperturbative soft collision of the hadron rem-
nants. In contrast to this empincal model, the attempt of Sjöstrand and Van Zijl was
driven by the idea to give the total rate of hard parton-parton interactions by a per-
turbative QCD computation, which requires an extrapolation of high-p( interactions
into the low-p( region.

The description of multiple interactions is malnly based on the assumptjons that
the total rate of parton-parton interactions äs a function of the transverse momentum
scale p, is given by perturbative QCD, and it is assumed that the different pairwise
interactions take place essentially independently of each other. The first assiirnption
leads to the cross section of a hard parton-parton scattering, given by

r'4 der (2.91)

In addition to the use of a sharp cut-orTp, mi„, the Sjöstrand-Van /.ijl model provides
also a continuous regulariztion of "wr! by Substitution of da]dp], which diverges at
the Iow limit like l/p*, hy (da/dp}} p*/(pl„ \* to remove the \jp* behaviour and
an evaluation of n, at the scale (p* 0 -t- pj). These substJtutions allow a continuous p,
spectrum from p, = 0 to pt — -fi/2 and recover the Standard perturbation cross
section for p, » pt.a- The p t>n scale is one of the main parameters of the Sjöstrand
model. It \6 of the same order of magn'itude äs the cut-off p,,„,i„. A comparison
with the measured mean charged multiplicity at the CERN SppS led to values of p t>n

b«tween 1.3GeV and 2.0GeV with a slow dependence on the c.m. energy |37j.
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Multiple Interactions and the total photoproduction cross section

The basic idea of multiple interactions 1s strongly connected with the behaviour of the
total photoproduction cross section <T,O, at high energies. Therfore, it is instructive to
discuss the phenomena of multiple interactions together with the total photoproduc-
tion cross section and the varions models which are used to describe this cross section
äs a function of the photon-proton center-of-mass energy ,/.*1P. Most of these mod-
els are based either on a phertomenological Regge-type approach, or on perturbative
QCD predictions.

In Regge-type inspired models the total photoproduction is treated similnr to
hadron-hadron interact'ions and can be parameterized in the form [8]:

= A (2.92)

where t and t; are universal parameters in the description of pp, K±p, K±p and -yp
scattering with fit values of e W 0.0808 and iy ~ 0.4525. The parameters X and Y
depend on the specific process. A fit to existing fixed target photoproduction data
below ,/^T < 20GeV leads to

(2.93)

where .slp and tr^ are given in units of GeV2 and /<&, respectively. The predicted
vaiue at 200GeV is 160/ib which is in good agreement with the data published by
I I I ( 1 5 9 ± 7 ± 2 0 / j b ) and ZEUS (154 ± l6±32 / ,h ) , a t about the same energy.

In the perturbative QCD motivated models [38] «r^J1, is calculated «sing the per-
turbative QCD cross section of Kqu. 2.91. The so-called additive models calculate
fft*t simply by adding together a non-perturbative (soft) and the perturbative QCD
contributions. In this description the cross section grows rapidly with increasing
center-of-mass energy and depends strongly on the resolved photon parametriBation
and the choice of the cut-off value p,:mi„. Using the Drees Grassie photon parametriza-
tion the total photoproduction cross section measured at ZEUS becomes comparable
with the prediction of the additive model for p<,min > 2 GeV, while the LACl photon
parametrization leads also for p(,min = 2 GeV to a drastic rise not described by the
data, see [39].

The additive model assumes that one can obtain the total cross section by the
sum iTtnt — ^wift t <r\itiA ignoring the possibility of more than one parton-parton
interaction per event. As shown by Porshaw and Storrow [40] the rise in the 7p total
photoproduction cross section for ÄIP > 100 GeV is considerably reduced including
multiple interactions and shadowing of the gluon density distribution.

The total photoproduction cross section can be subdivided into an elastic *r,,, a
single-diffractive <TSD. a double-diffractive QW and the inelastic, non-diffractive cross
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section <r/vn.

(2.94)

The perturbatively calculated QCD cross section is part of the non-diffractive, inelas-
tic cross section «TND, which contains contributions of high-p, events with visible jet
structures and (soft) events wi thout any visible jet activity, /TND ~ n-^f, t /rh,rH. This
subdivision depends of course strongly on the choice of p(,rain. As mentioned above,
Equ. 2.91 diverges for pt.mm + 0. Since the mult iple interactions approach extrapo-
lates the high-pt interactions into the Iow-p, region, this will lead to Th«H -> ff*r> a"d
"wft = TND ~ CTh.H < OT which seems to be a contradiction. Ilowever, note that <rh.rrf
is a parton-parton cross section, while iTN|, gives a photon-proton cross section. Kach
of the incoming hadrons (resolved photon and proton) conststs of many partons, with
the posfiibility of heaving several parton-parton interactions.

In order to ensure ir,0ft > 0 allowing simultaneously (Th.rH > "'ND a niimber of
parton-parton interactions must be distrjbuted among a smaller number of non-
diffractive, inelastic events. In this model the average niimber of hard interactions
per event is given by the ratio

"m(Kp) .> = (2.95)

Assuming independent pairwjse interactions the number of Kcatterings in a photon-
proton colliston is given by a Potssonian distribution with mean <n i n*(*-jp)"->-

Fig. 2.10 shows the distnbution of the number of parton-parton interactions per
event for dijet events with transverse jet energies E, > 6 GeV in the kinematic region
defined by Q1 < 4GeVz, ̂ tp = 296GeV, 0.2 < y < 0.8 and l < ijjrli.j,ti -. 2.

The simple model

In the simple approach of the Sjöstrand model it is not necessary to nse a continuous
regularizatton äs described above. The average number per event < nmt(.s lp) v
is calculated using a sharp cut-off of p,,mi„ = 1.4 GeV. For the use of Monte Carlo
generators the scatterings are arranged in afalling sequence according tox t = 2p,/\/5,
where s is the invariant mass of the parton-parton System:

(2.96)

with xt,min = 2p,.mm/\/T. The probability of a parton-parton interaction at x, in
a non-diffractive, inelastic collision js given by the probahüity distribution f(r-c),
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Figure 2.10: Distribution of the number of parton-parton interactions per event for
resolved photoproduction dijet events in the kinematic ränge 132GeV < •J&^p <
265GeV and transverse. Jet energies Et .-• 6GeV in therapidity ränge - l < Tg,ti,jrt) <
2. F'hoton and proton are parameterized by the GRV-LO and MRSD- parton distri-
butions.

see [41], which is defined by analogy with the ditferential QCD cross section dajdpt:

•' ' ' da (2.97)

For the hard es t scattering, the ordinary structure function is used, while the subse-
qnent interactions depend on the x valn«s and flavours of all preceding scatterings.
The Standard procedure in I'YTHIA considers the decreased hadron energy of the
5iibsequent scatterings by th« «volution of the structure function at the rescaled valne

(2.98)

A model with varying impact parameter

In the simple model it has been »ssumed that the initial state of all collisions is
indepe.ndent of the hadron stniotures. In a mor* sophisticated approach, each hadron
is describe.d by a spatial distribution of the hadronic matter, and the probability of a
parton-parton interaction depends on the time-integrated overlap O of both hadrons.
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This picture is equivalent to classical scattering of two clouds of point-like particles,
where the scattering rate depends on the impact parameter A. For a collision with
the impact parameter A the time-integrated overlap is given by:

v*)
h

2' '
(2.99)

where u is the velocity in the c.m. frame and pboatrd IS the Lorentz contractfd mat-
ter distribution. After romparison of several distribntions, a spherically Symmetrie
double Gaussian was chosen by Sjöstrand and Zijl:

(2-100)

a distribution with a small core region of radius a? embedded in a large hadron of
radius «,. This matter distribution can be seen äs a realization of the chiral bag
model, where a hard hadronic core is surrounded by a clond of pions. The number of
scatteringfi n(A) äs a function of A depends on the overlap Ö(A) where tt is assumed
that the relatjonship is a linear one, with

= kO(b) ( 2 . 1 0 1 )

The absolute normalization of O(b) does not: enter in the calculation, sinre the total
inelastic, non-difTractive hadron-hadron cross section is taken from literatnre and is
not calciilated from the matter distribution />(r). Therefore, it. makes sense to define
an enhancement factor

Ö(b)
•-: Ö >

(2.102)

which describes the Variation of O(b) by romparison with the average -. Ö>. The
definition of the average is not unamb'igiioiis, and the exact meaning can be found
in [37]. The enhancement factor e.(b] is used to generalize the pmbability }(it), which
is replaced by

f(r„b) = e(b)f(xt) (2.103)

where the probability of an interaction at T, with an impact parameter 6 appears in a
factorized form. This property \s used extensively in the event-generation forrnalism
of PYTHIA, where now f(r.t,b) is used to find the chain of hard interartions.
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Chapter 3

HERA and the ZEUS experiment

3.1 The HERA Storage Ring

The Hadron Electron Ring Accelerator, HERA, located at the DESY (Deutsches
Elektronen-Synchrotron) laboratory in Hamburg is the first eiert ron-proton eollider
in the world. HERA offers the possibility to study elertron-proton mteractions in a
kinematic regime with center-of-mass energies which exceed the values of previons
fixed target experiments by an order of magnitude. During the 1993 runntng period,
electrons and protons collided with energies of 26.7GeV and 820GeV respectively,
resulting in a center-of mass energy of \/s = 296GeV. This is rquivalent to a 45TeV
electron beam in a fixed target experiment. A plan of the HERA ep-collider with its
preaccelerator system and the injection schfme at DESY is shown in Fig. 3.1. Some
HERA parameters referring to the 1993 physirs runs are listrd in Tab. 3.1.

HERA

Figure 3.1: Layout of HERA and the injection facilities at DESY

47
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General Parameters of HERA
I'hysics start date
Circumference of the HERA tunnel
Depth Underground
Inner diameter of the tunnel
Number of pre-accelerators

The HERA Beams
Beam energy
Injection energy
Center-of-mass energy
Luminosity
Crossing angle
Colliding bunches
Bunch crossing time
Average beam current
Horizonto! beam size <TT

Vertical beam size ar

Longitudinal beam size at

Electron
26.7GeV
14 GeV

1992
6336m

10m 25m
5.2m

6

296 Ge V
(0.2-1.6)' 10Mcm
head-

13mA
0.26mm
0.07mm
0.8cm

on colljfiions.
84

96ns

Proton
820 GeV
40 GeV

V
Orad

13mA
0.29mm
0.07 mm
l l c m

The HERA Storage Rings
Main dipoles in ring
Main qiiadrupoles in ring
Magnetic field
Frequency of the rf cavities

456
605
O.I65T
500 MHz

422
224
4.68 T
52 M Hz
208 M Hz

Table 3.1: Parameters of HERA for the 1993 data taking period.

The HERA tunnel has a circumference of 6.3km and is sltuated 10-25 m Under-
ground. Electrons and protons are guided in two separate storage rings which cross
each other in the three interaction points and are used for the experiments ZEUS
(HaU South) and Hl (Hall Nord). Hall East has been allocated to the HERMES
experiment, which is presently under construction.

One of the remarkable features of the HERA collider, which distinguishes HERA
from other conventional collider, are the asymmetric beam energies. While the high
momentum of the proton beam requires superconducting magnets, the electrons are
controlled with conventional magnets. The HERA proton ring consists of 422 main
dipoles delivering a bending field of 4.68T and 224 main qiiadrupoles. Standard
cells of 47m length combining 4 dipoles, 4 quadrupoles, 4 sextupoles and correction
magnets are installed in the arcs of the proton ring and are cooled down to 4.2 K.

The conventional electron ring consists of 456 main dipoles of 0.164 T and 605
main quadrupoles grouped in 12m long magnet niodules which contain one dipole,
one quadrupole, one or two sextuploes and several correction dipoles. The energy loss
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due to Synchrotron radiation is compensated by 500 Mi lz copper cavities installed in
the straight sections of HERA. In add'ition 16 superconducting 4-cell cavities with an
field gradient of 5 MV/m are used to acrelerate the electrons from 14 GeV (injection
energy) to the maximum energy of 26.7GeV.

The HERA injection System äs shown in Eig. 3.1 is based on a chain of preaccel-
erators including the ring acceleratorK DESV and PETRA. Electrons or positrons are
pre-accelerated in the linear accelerators LINAC l (220 MeV) or I.1NAC II (450 MeV)
followed by an acceleration up to 9.0GeV in the DESY H Synchrotron. Then the elec-
trons are transferred to PETRA where the energy is increased to 14 GeV after which
the electrons are injected into the HERA electron ring. The proton injection starts
with negative hydrogen ions (// " ) from the 50 MeV Proton Linac. After stripping off
the two electrons, the protons are accelerated via DESY I I I and PETRA t o 7.5 GeV
and 40GeV, respectively, which is the injection energy for the HERA proton ring.

The electrons and protons are stored in separate bunches with a distance of 28 8 m
between two successive bunche«. This distance corresponds to a bunch crossing time
of 96ns. In order to achieve an adequate luminosity each ring can be filled with 210
bunches of particle*. During the 1993 data taking period 84 paired buncheK were used
together with 10 unpaired electron and 6 unpaired proton bunches, the so-called pilot
bunches, which have been used to study beam-gas induced background events.

3.2 The ZEUS Experiment

The ZEUS detector is a large multipiirpose detector designed to study the wide
spectrum of HRRA pnysics observed in electron-proton scattering. A summary of
the HERA physics topics, their typical sjgnatiires, the necessary detection methods
and equipment, and the ZEUS specification of these detectors is given in ref. 42).
A schematic view of the ZEUS detector is shown in Fig. 3.2. Cross sertional views
of the ZEUS detector perpendicular and parallel to the beam axJs are presented
in Eig. 3.3. The essen t i al subcomponents of the detector for partirle identification,
tracking measurements, energy measurements and beamgas suppression are:

• The inner tracking Systems:

- Vertex Detector (VXD)

- Central Tracking üetector (CTO)

- Transition Radiation Detector (TRD)

- Forward and Rear 'IVacking Detectors (PTD, RTD)

• Hadron Electron Separator (HF-IS]

• High Resolution Calorimeter (CAI.)
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• Backing Calorimeter (BAC)

• Muon Detrction (MUON)

• Leading Proton Spectrometer (LPS)

• Luminosity Monitor (LUMIJ

• Vetowall

• C5 counter

A complete technical description of the detector ifi given in [43]. The detector
components ran be divided into the "inner tracking system with VXD, CTD, TRD,
FTD, RTD located in the magnetic field of the superconducting magnetic solenoid
which surrounds the central drift chamber and parts of the central tracking and
transition detectors, the high resolution calorimeter outside the magnetic field of the
superconducting solenoid with the forward (FCAL), harrel (RCAL) and rear (RCAL)
calorimeter, the iron yokecarrying the backing calorimeter, the barrel and rear muon

Figure 3.2: Schematic view of the ZEUS detector.
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W m

Figure 3.3:
Cross section of the ZEUS detector perpendicular and parallel to the beam.
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deteotors, and finally the deteotor components outside the central detector such äs
the forward mnon detector (FMl'ON), the vetowall and the components along the
beam pipe such äs the LPS and the LUMI detector.

In this chapter, only the components used for the analysis of jet photoproduction
are described in some detail. These are the inner tracking chambers VXD and CTü,
the high resolution calorimeter CAL, the luminosity monitor and the components for
beam-gas snppression, the Vetowall and the C5 counter.

3.2.1 Detector Components
The Vertex Detector

The main purpose of the vertex detector ( V X D ) is the detection of short-üved par-
ticles which give rise for secondary vertices and the improvement of the vertex de-
termination combining the Information of the vertex detector and the central drift
chamber. The VXD is a high preclsion drift chamber with 3000 drift wires, 1560 field
wires and 1440 sense wires parallel to the beam axis. The drift chamber is divided
into 120 cells which surround the beam pipe axis at a distance of 99mm cylindrical
with an active radial length of 36mm and an active wire length parallel to the beam
pipe of 1590mm. The drift chamber is filled with dimethylether (DMG) to attain
a slow drift velocity (5/itn/ns) for the electrons which allows a spatial resolution of
35/im. The vertex detector covers the angular region between 8.6° and 165° with
respect to the beam axis.

The Central Tracking Detector

The central tracking detector (CTD) is used to reconstruct tracks of charged partides
at polar angles from 15" to 164°. The CTD is a cylindrical drift chamber with nine
planes of wires called super-layers, each with ejght planes of sense wires constructed
in a cylindric shape. The detector SB 2.41 m in length and has an inner/outer radius
of 16.2/85.0 cm. Fig. 3.4 shows oneoctant of the the wire layout. The odd numbered
superlayers have wires parallel to the beam axis while the even ones are tilted by
small stereo angles of approximately ±5° to allow a three dimensional reconstruction
of tracks. The design resolution in the r-^ plane is about 100-120/im depending on
the polar angle 8 and 1.0-l-4mm in the z direction. The momentum resolution at
90 degrees is <rp/p = 0.0021p[GeV| ~0.0029.

The C5 Counter and the Vetowall

The Vetowall detector consists on an iron wall located about 7.5m upstream the
interaction point near the tunnel exit and two scintillator counters on both sides of
Ihe wall. The Vetowall serves äs an absorber to protect the detector against particles
from the beam halo produced by interactions of the protons with the residual gas in
the vacuum pipe. Particles, which pass through the iron wall, can be detected by the
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•s*,.

Figure 3.4: Wire layout of the Central Tracking Detector for one octant.

scintillator counters, If these particles arrive in coincidence with the proton beam
bunch the position of the passing particles is estimated and these Information can be
used to reject beam-gas indticed events.

The ring counter C5 Counter is made of two lead-scintillator sandwich counters
and is situated at position z = —3.15m. This counter is used to measure t iming
and longitudinal spread of proton and electron bunches and to register halo particles
outside the beam pipe.

The Luminosity Monitor

The measurement of the luminosity is based on the Bethe-Heitler hremsstrahlung
process ep ~» e'p7- This process has a clean experimental signature, which is the
coincidence of a final state electron and a photon at small angles with respect to
the electron direction and with an energy sum K't Y E-, = K,. The final state elec-
t.ron and photon produced under very s mall angles are measured in electromagnetic
calorimeters of the luminosity monitor (LUMI) positioned at 33m (electron tagger)
and 100m (photon tagger) upstream of the central detector. A layout of the lumi-
nosity monitor is given in Fig. 3.5. Final state electrons with energies lower than the
beam pipe energy are deflected by beam magnets and hit the electron tagger, while
the bremsstrahlung photons leave the the beam pipe at z = 92m.
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Figure 3.5:
The layout of the electron and photon branches of the ZEUS luminosity momtor located
at 35m and 108m downstream from the interaction point The figure shows the config-
uration used in the 1992 running period including the carbon filier in front of the photon
calorimeter which was removed for the 1993 runs Dipole (bending) magnets are denoted
by D and quadrupoles by Q fof the first character

Studies from the first running in Summer 1992 have shown that the background
in the photon calorimeter due to proton halo and other sources is negügible and the
coincidence between the «lectron and the photon calorimeter is not required for the
Identification of the Dethe-Heitler process. Therefore, the luminosity can be obtained
without use of the electron calorimeter from a measurement of Ä,p(E'h), the rate of
ep-bremsstrahlung photons above an energy threshold K* = 5GeV, and <r*"(E^h},
the correspond'mg bremsstrahlung cross section calculated from the Bethe-Heitler
forrrmla [44| and corrected for the detector acceptance and resohition,

1 = (3.1)

The luminosity monitor allows also the tagging of photoproduction events due to
a signal from the electron tagger combined with the absence of an energetic pho-
ton measured with the photon tagger. For photoproduction, the electron tagger
covers the ränge from 4 10"8 GeV1 to 2 10 2GeV3 . In this thesis events will be
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referred to äs tagged events if the energy of the scattered electron is in the ränge
5 GeV < K't < 25 GeV and the energy of the photon tagger is below 0.5 GeV.

The High Resolution Calorimeter

In high energy experiments the energy of particies and Jets is measured with catorime-
ters which are the central components of the large experiments at present storage
rings. One of the essential properties of calorimeters is their sensitjvity to lioth
charged and neutral particies. Calorimeters have the attractive capabilities that the
energy resolution of the measurement scales with increasing energies äs

E (3.2)

and that the depth L required to stop incoming particies 'mcreases only logarithmi-
cally with the particle energy K äs

L ~ a i b • In K (3.3)

Calorimetry

Hlgh-energy particies entering a layer of material produce a cascade of particies.
In case of an incoming electron or photon an electromagnetic shower of secondary
photons, electrons and positrons is initiated. The shower development depends on
the energy of the incoming particle and the absorber material characterized by its
specific density, the atomic number Z and the atomic mass A. The longitudinal and
transverse shower dimensions arecommonly measured in nnits of the radiation length
A",,. The radiation length is the mean distance over which a high-energy electron
loses all but 1/e of its energy by bremsstrahlung. An appropriate energy scale is
given by the critical energy E, which can be defined äs th<* energy where the energy
loss of an electron due to bremsstrahlung is equivalent to the energy loss through
ionization of the passed matter. Since energy IOSB of an electron by bremsstrahlung
is approximately proportional to its energy and the ionization loss increases only
logarithmically, the longitudinal development is determined hy the high energy part
of the shower and scales äs the radiation length in the material. Good approximations
of the radiation length and the critical energy can he parameterized äs follows [45|:

(3.4)

(3.5)
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where A'„ is measured in units of ij/rm1). Using Ef and X„ it is convenient to measure
energies and shower dimension by the dimensionless variables t = x/'Xa and EjET.
The maxi m n m number of shower particles initiated by a particle with the energy E
is reached at a depth *m„ which can be approximated by [46]:

TT • C, (3.6)

with C, = 1.1 (C, = 0.5) for an incoming electron (photon). The length /,sa after
which 98% of the the electromagnetic shower energy is contained in a calorimeter
can be approximated by [47]:

igs ̂  3 • tm„. (3.7)

Using Equ. 3.7 and Equ. 3-5 an estimation of the depth required to contain 98% of
an electromagnetic shower produced by a 25 GeV electron leads to Ag8 = 22A"0.

In contrast to electromagnetic showers, cascades produced by an incoming hadron
are more complex, because in addition to the mentioned electromagnetic processes
pure hadronic interactions such äs spallation processes and fission of heavy nuclei
lead to neutral hadrons, nuclear fragments and excited nuclei so that the measurable
signal is reduced due to nuclear binding energy, neutrino production and fragments
of nuclei leaving no visible signal in the calorimeter, The length scale appropriate
for hadronic showers is the nuclear interaction length Ainl defined by Ain, = A/N^Vi,
where NA is the Avogadro number and <r, denotes the inelastic cross section. A good
approximation of Ain, [45j is given by:

-
Ai„i = 35—— [rm] (3.8)

where p is the density in units of [j/cm3|. The depth required for Containment of
95 % of the hadronic shower energy is given by the parametrization [48]:

2.5 £°- - 0.7 (3.9)

with E and /,9S measured in [GeV] and units of [Ajr,]. According to this equation a
shower of a 300 GeV Kadron can be contained in calorimeter with a depth of 7.1 Air[.
The transverse dimension of hadronic showers is s mall. 95% of the shower energy
are located in a cylinder of a radius Äg5 < A in l.
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The ZEUS Calorimeter

In practice, the most important types of calorimeters are the kamogeneaiis and the
sampting calorimeters. Ilomogeneous calorimeters are made of a material that si-
multaneously abgorbs the particle energy and transfers a small fraction of the energy
into a measurable signal. Sampling calorimeters are made of alternat'mg passive and
active layers where the active layers produce a measurable signal (scintillation light
or ionization charge) whüe the shower is mainly developed in the heavy (high Z)
material of the passive layer.

The high resolution ZEUS calorimeter is a compensating sampling calorimeter
with equal response to electrons and hadrons ( e /h= l ) using absorber plates of de-
pleted uranium (DU) and plastic scintillator layers for the active plates. The depleted
uranium plates are a composition of 98-1% (.'I1S, 1.7% A'A and less than 0.2% U™.
The optical readout is performed via plastic wavelength shifters, üghtguides and pho-
tomultipüers. In Order to obtain equal calorimeter response to electrons (photons)
and hadrons 3.3mm thick uranium plates corresponding to one radiation length al-
ternate with 2.6mm thick scintillator plates. For adetaüed description of calorinirtry
and the ZEUS high resolution calorimeter see [42], [49]. Main features of the high
resolution calorimeter are:

• hermeticity over the entire solid angle ( 99.7 % of the solid angle are oovered )

• energy resolution for hadrons and jets of t?(E}jK = 35 %j\'E -.- 2 %,

• energy resolution for electrons of a(K)j E — \S%/vE i-:. 2%,

• calibration of the absolute energy scale to l %,

• precise angular resolution for particles {< lOmrad)

• longitudinal segmentation for hadron-electron Separation.

• short sigaal processing time at the nano-second level

The ZEUS calorimeter completely «urrounds the solenoid and the inner tracking de-
tectors äs shown in Fig. 3.6 and it is divided into three parts: The forward calorimeter
(FCAL), the barrel calorimeter (BCAL) and the the rear calorimeter (RCAI,) which
covering polar angles from ff = 2.2° to 39.9°, 8 = 36.7° to 129.1" and ff = 128.1° to
176.5°, respectively.

The three calorimeter components are structured simüar and are subdivided longi-
tudinally into an electromagnetir calorimeter fFEMC, HEMC, REMC) wi th a depth
of ~ 25XD äquivalent to one interaction length A, which is sufficient to fully contain
the electromagnetic showers, and a hadronic calorimeter (HAC). In PC A L and I1CAL
the HAC section is divided into two subsections HACl and I IAC2, while the RC'AI,
has only one HAC section.
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Layout of the high resolution calorimeter and two front views of the FCAL
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Thr whole calorimeter has a modiilar s teilet ure. The PC A L and RCAL calorimeter
consists of 24 modules, which follow the same ronstruction principles, äs shown in
Fig. 3.7 where an isometrk view of a FCAL modale !s presented. For a detailed
description of the BCAL modules see [43]. The FCAL and RCAL modules have the
same width of 20cm and have a height varying from 2.2m to 4.6m so that roughly
a cyündrical structure wjth a radins of ̂  2.3m can be huilt. The depth varies from
7.1 A in the central region to 5-6 A for the outer horizontal regions. The rentre module
of the FCAL and the RCAL calorimeter are splitted into a separate upper and lower
module. The horizontal segmentation is determined hy the width of the modules.
The transverse segmentation depends on the height of the wavelength fihifters which
collect the scintillator llght. Each longitudinal section (BMC, HACl, HAC2) is read
out on both sides by the wavelength shifter. For FCAL the segmentation of the KMC
sections is 5 x 20cm, and for RCAL 10 x 20cm. These sections are called KMC
towers. The hadronic towers of FCAL and RCAL have a segmentation of 20 * 20cm.

ZEUS FCAL MODULE

Figur« 3.7: Internat structure of an FCAL module.
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Fig. 6.1 shows a front view of FCAL. äs seen from the interaction point, assembled
from the 24 modules and the same front view including the transverse segmentation
of the FCAL. In addition Fig. 3.6 presents a cross section of the calorimeter along
the beam pipe and the three calorimeter components FCAL, BCAL and RCAL with
their longitudinal segmentation.

Üue to the optical readout combined with photomultipliers a fast readout process-
ing can be performed which allows the determination of the arrival times of incoming
particles at the nano-second level. This feature can he successfuliy used to d'iRcrimi-
nate background events, äs described in chapter4,

Thecalibration of the calorimeter can be performed using several redundant tools,
which are described in [49]. The main calibration source is the use of the natural
uranium radio-activity, the so-called uranium noise (UNO), which produce a low
background current in the photomultiplier. The integrated signal of the UNO pro-
vides a stable diagnostic tool for monitoring and calibration of the high resolution
calorimeter.

Chapter 4

Monte Carlo Simulation

The Monte Carlo Simulation of events can be div'ided into two processmg steps. In the
first step the event kinematics and the production of particles in an ep collision are
simnlated by MC programs such äs PYTHIA [41] or HF.RWIG [50], so-called evrnt
generatars. The Output of an event generator consists of data with the information
on particle species and fonr-momenta of the outgoing particles for each event. This
information is used in the second step, the detertor Simulation, where the detaüed
Simulation of the interaction of the outgoing particles with the drtector components
is performed in order to determine the detector response.

4.1 Monte Carlo Generation

Hadron production is a process involving QC1) processes at large Q* (Q* » A 2 )
which can be calculated in perturbative QCD, and nonperturbative QCI) processes
at Q1 « A*, where one has to rely on QCO inspired phenomenological models. Per-
turbative QCD processes can be computed in romplete l", and for some observables
Dke jet rates also in 2" order a,, Calculations in 3r<1 and higher order are still too
complicated and not yet performed. For the Implementation of matrix element calcu-
lations one ha« to introduce cut-offs to avoid the infrared and colünear dtvergencies,
which cancel only in analytical cross section calculatlons where virtual corrections
can be considered explicitely.

The data, howevw, show evidence for multijet eventü with three and more jets. For
this reason and because of the difficulties with the divergencies the parton shower (PS)
approach is used alternatively or in addition with 2nfi order matrix elements to simu-
late higher order effects. In general, parton shower models are based on the leading-log
QCI) parton branchings q --• qg, g » qq, and g • gg, äs shown in Fig. 2.2, which
are used to construct the shower by suocessive branchings.

In high-energy scattering one has to distinguish between initial-state radiation,
initiated by the two incoming partons, and final-state radiation of partons after the
hard interaction. Initial- and final-state shower evolution are discussed separately,
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because their implementations in Monte Carlo programs are formulated by rather
different algorithms.

After the perturbaüve phase the outgoing cotored partons must be transformed
into colorless hadrons. This nonperturbative long dlstance efFect, the so-called frag-
mentation, is described hy difiVrent phenomenological models, where the most im-
portant ones are the cluster fragmentation implemented in HERWIG and the string
fragmentation of the I.und-group in PYTHIA and JETSET.

In this work,dataarecompared with Monte Carlo samples of the HERWIG 5.7 and
PYTHIA 5.6, (5.7} generators, where the PYTHIA version 5.7 1s used to investigate
multiple interaction effects. Both programs are general-purpose event generators for
a large number of high energy processes, including the resolved and direct process
of "jp-scattering. The general structure of both generators can be divided into three
phases. In the first phase, the hard interaction is calculated according to the leading-
log matrix elements. In this phase the only ambiguity is given by the choice of the
hard scale Q. For massless partons, an often iised scale in 2 -* 2 scattering processes
is Q* = p*, with the transverse momentum pt of the two hard scattered partons.
When masses are introduced Q* can be modified to Q* = 5(01*, + m*4), where m,,
and m(4 denote the transverse mass m* = m1 + p] of the two outgoing partons.
But there exist several alternatives in each Monte Carlo generator. For instance, the
default hard scattering scale of HERWIG is given by Q* = 2 • «(«/(i1 + P + u*} with
the Mandelstam variables s = (p, +p?)3, t = (p, p,)3 and ü = (p, p4)2, where p,,p,
and pa,p4 are the four-momenta of the two incoming and the two outgoing partons,
respectively.

In the second phase, the evolution of the parton showers is performed using al-
gorithms which differ in some detaüs for the HERWIG and PYTHIA generators. In
contrast to the second phase, the Formation of hadrons in the third phase is carried
out by completely different models. While HERWIG uses the cluster fragmentation
model [50], the main fragmentation option in PYTHIA is the Lund string fragmen-
tation ;51).

The first two phases of leading oder QCD compton scattering process with initial-
and final-state radiation are shown in Fig. 4.1.

4.1.1 QCD-Shower Evolution

The shower evolution is described by the evolution variable t and the energy spDtting
variable ;, both known from the AltareUi-Parisi approach, They control the kine-
matics of the parton branchings. The probability that a branching will take place
during a small change dt is given by

dt
(4.1)
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fifiol-slota radiation

initial «tot» radial Ion

Figure 4.1: Direct process with parton shower evolution
Leading order QCD compton scattering with injtial-state and final-state radiation.

with the corresponding Splitting kernels of equation 2.40, 2.41, 2.42. The shower
models differ malnly in the Interpretation of t, and z. The Splitting variable z specifies
thefraction of E, E -\-p, or K t \pt\f the mother parton which is given to the parton 6.
Furthermore z depends on the rest frame in which the parton energies are evaluared.
In PYTHIA the preferred choice is the c.m. frame of the hard scattering. Also the
choice of the evolution variable is not strictly prescribed by QCD. Conventionally it
is defined hy t = ln(<?J/A3). wh"e A is the QCD scalp in n> In PYTHIA the default
choice of Q1 is the off-shell mass of the partons with Q — ma. while the used scale
in HERWIG is given by Q1 = m3 /(2z (l z}).

Final-state showers

In a final state shower a parton cascade starts from a highly virtual parton whose
virtuaütiy is given by £m„. The produced partons generated in subsequent branching
processes have a decreasing virtuality (. Since a, depends on t, the cascade has to
be stopped at a cut-off value tmin, where d,((min) becomes too large to justify the
application of perturbative QCD.

The MC Implementation of the parton shower evolution is based on the probabbiüty
that a parton branching occurrs at a virtuality (. This probability can be calculated
using the Sudakov form factor, which gives the probability that, no hranch occurs
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between / and /„, where t. > t„. The Sudakov form factor is given hy

(4.2)

The Sudakov form factor is nothing but the exponential decay law of radioactive
decays with a (J)J-dependent decay probability. Since the Integration of the Sudakov
form factor is defined from a Iower cut-off ecale t„ to i, the required probability that
no branch occnrfi between £m„ and a smaller t is given by S„(tma}/Sa{t).

Initial-state showers

In contrast to the final-state shower with a forward evaluation in physical time, the
partons of the initial-state showers are traced backwards from the hard interaction
towards smaller virtualities. Since it is more convenient for the Monte Carlo Imple-
mentation to define the hard scattermg kinematics at first the technique of backward
evolution of a parton shower is applied [52] using a modified Sudakov form factor.
In the modified expression for the Sudakov form factors appear parton distributions,
since the probability of a branching process a —• bc with a parton a of the hadron is
proportional to the parton density of parton o. The modified Sudakov form factor [53]
gives the probability that a parton A remains at x during the backward evolution from

2*
(4.3)

The ränge of the evolution variable

The ränge of fm>1 and tmi„ given by the corresponding QjJ,., and Q^,-m are free param-
eters in shower models. The cut-off parameter <?„,;„, which terminates the evolution
is set to a low mass scale of Qmi„ = I .OGeV. Partons with Q* < (?J,in, below which
partons are not allowed to radiale, are set on mass shell. The maximum value (?jj,u
is usually associated with the hard scattering scale Q. In general for most of the
2 --* 2 processes the hard scale Q1 is given hy p*. In final-state showers the virtuality
Q is asäociated with the mass of the branching parton and the transveree momenta
generated in the branching processes are constrained by p< < Q/2. In order to assign
r.he highest pt to the hard interaction in PYTHIA a decrea^ing ordering in p, is con-
strained by the default choke of Ql,„ - 4 QJ.
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Coherence effects

Valuable inputs for parton shower methods are provided by theoretical studies of
coherence effects, arising from the interference of soft-gluon aniplitudes. These stud-
ies [52] have been shown that destructive interference [52] effects are large in the
region of non-ordered emission anglefi. Coherence effects can be considered in parton
shower programs by requiring a reduction of the phase space through a strict ordering
of decreasing branching angles along the cascade from the hard vertex to the final
partons. Decreasing parton tnasses do not constrain a decreasing order of emission
angles, which is true only for the average of the angles, so that additional conditions
have to be introduced to control the kinematics of parton branchings. Coherence
effects lead to different ordering of emission angles for initial-state and final-state
showers. These differences are descnbed below in a discussion of the PYT1IIA imple-
mentation of the final-state ordering and the HKRVVIG algorithm for the initial state
phase space reduction.

Angle ordering of final-state showers in PYTHIA

The Implementation of angle-ordering in final-state showers is based on a comparison
of each branching angle with that of the prereding branch. Consider the branching
of the mother parton a —> bc and the siihsequent branchings of the daughter partons
A —* 6i6j and c —• C|Cj. The phase space reduction is obtained by requiring

and (4.4)

where <fc„ is the angle between the two outgoing daughters b and c of parton a,
and $fc, $, are the correspondlng Splitting angles of the subsequent branchings of
the daughters 6 and c. The branching angle c&n be determined from the kinematic
approximation:

where m„ and Ea denote mass and energy of the mother parton a and z„ descrihes
the energy fraction of the daughters, /?fc - zaKa and Ef — (l za}&a- Using this
expression, the requirement <fr„ > $fc is reduced to the kinematical condition:

(4.6)
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Angle ordering of initial-state showers in HERWIG

Marehesini and Webber (55) developed a parton shower model, in which angle ordering
Js obtained by a modification of the evolution variable. Instcad of the virtual mass,

they introduced an angular type variable:

(4.7)

where the notation of figure 4.1 is used and parton s are denoted by their four-
momenta. E, and u>, are the energy of the partons p; and q,, respectively. E„,
pn denote energy and four-momentum of the incoming parton from the hadron side.
In the stnall-angle region the ordering condltlon

leads to

(4.8)

(4.9)

which is the correct phase-space reduction for initial-state showers. Compared with
final-state showers, the relevant angles 0p„,. are the ones between the emitted par-
tons q, and the directlon of the incoming p„- The energy scaling of the angles only
becomes Important for very smatt z-values, otherwlse all energies E, are comparable.
Thus, the main difference of initial- and final-state showers is found m the choice of
the branching angles.

4.1.2 Fragmentation models
Strtng fragmentation

The physical basis of the string fragmentation model is the concept of the linear
confinement, best described for a back-to-back moving q„qD-pair. The color field
between the qtiarks is niodelled by a uniform tube (string) with an energy proportional
tr> their distance

E(r) = (4.10)

where K is a string constant estimated to be n, ~ l.OGeV/fm s; 0.2GeV3. As quark
and antiquark move apart the field energy increases. At a typkal distance of 2-5fm
the string breaks by forming of a new f tf rpair, leaving two color singlets qgq\, qeqi.
The successive processing of hadrons stops when only on-mass-shell hadrons remain.
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Üue to energy and momrntum conservation, rlassical merhanics forbids point-like
generation of particles with mass. Quantum mechanically the qi<7i-pair is produced
at one point and tunnels out to the allowed region, with a probability depending on
mass and relative transverse momentum:

exp = exp exp »P?
(4.11)

The transverse momentum of a meson is given by the vector sinn of the transverse
momenta of a quark and a antiquark which implies a width for mesons of approx-
imately <rm« = SOOMeV. The mass term in the «xponent suppresses heavy quarks
with a rat« of

- l 10

where the free parameter 7, is introduced with a typlcal value of about 7, =s 0.3.
The probability to produce a i^-pair is described by the Distribution f ( z ] , which is
based on the energy K and longitudinal momentum p: taken by a hadron out of the
available energy E + p,.

(4.12)

Different ansätze of /(z) were studied and the default option of PYTI11A is given by
the Symmetrie Lund fragmentation function:

exp (4.13)

The string picture of multiparton Systems including glnons and the prodnction of
baryons by diquark-antidiquark pairs, becomes more complicated, but does not lead
to more free parameters. The main parameters, which have to be tnned to fit exper-
jmental data, are <rm„, 7,, a and A.

Cluster fragmentation in HERWIG

The cluster fragmentation model of Marehesini and Webber 155] is tised together with
their parton shower model. At a first step in the fragmentation model, any gluon of
the shower evolution is forced to split into a light qq-patr, where flavours are chosen
randomly. Preclusters, described by their mass and color content ,ire produred by
combining of quark antiquark or diquark-antidiquark pairs. The lat.er are necessary
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for the baryon production, like in the Lnnd model. Heavy preclusters with a mass
ahove the threshold M™£ are split by creating of new qq-paas. Then the final
clusters, fragment isotropicaUy in the cluster rest-frames into two primary hadrons,
which are mostly nnstable. Light clustrrs are allowed to decay into single hadrons to
take into account measured rates of single particles. At the end, nnstable hadrons
decay into stähle particles.

4.1.3 Intrinsic kt Smearing

In Order to describe high-energy proton interactions such äs ep or pp scattering, it was
fonnd to be neeessary to assign an additional transverse momentum kt to partons,
which is attributed to non-perturbative effects, nuilti gluon exchange inside the pro-
ton and the fermi motion of the confined partons. The width of the k, distribution,
which is assumed to be Gaussian, rs tuned to data and is different for the two Monte
Carlo programs d'iscussed here. Taking the default Gaussian distributions, HERWIG
simulates the kt smearing by a harder distribution with fr = 0.7GeV, while PYTHIA
uses a smaller value of a = 0.44GeV.

4.1.4 MC Event Generation

Monte Carlo events were generated using the leading order GRV photon parametriza-
tion and the next-to-leading order MRSD- parton distributions for the proton, which
reasonably describes Hl and ZEUS data of F%. In order to take into account different
parametrizations for photon and proton, a reweighting technique has been applied.

Monte Carlo generators are basically controlled by variables stored in common
Blocks, which are set by the user to specify detailed subprocesses, options and pa-
rameter values. For comparison with other studies the main steering variables of
HI3RW1G and PYTHIA are giv«n in the following tables 4.1 and 4.2.

Parameter

PTMIN
Q2MAX

QCDLAM
IFLMAX
CLMAX
PTRMS

Description

P(,min of hard interaction
Q^>¥ of ep-scattering
hard interaction scale
choice of Aqprj-value
Number of flavours

maximum mass of a cluster
ff of A^distribution

Choice

2.5 GeV
4.0 G*V3

Q3 = 2**«/(*V«a)
AQCD = 0.2 GeV

JV.« = 5
WmS' = 3.35 GeV

0.70 GeV

Table 4.1: Common block variables of HERWIG

4.2. DETECTOR SIMULATION

Parameter

CKIN{3)
PARP(13)

MSTP(32)
MSTP(2)
MSTP{3)
MSTP(58)
MSTP(62)
I'ARJ(82)

PARP(67)
PARP(71)
MSTP(93)
PARP(99)
PARP(IOO)
PARJ(2)
PARJ(41)
PARJJ42)

Description

P<.m.n of hard interaction
Qm«. °f ep-scattering
hard interaction scale

ft,
choice of Aqcn-value
Number of flavours

strictly Q2-ordering of showers
out-off mmi„ of parton showers

*?m»» of final-state shower
Qm*i °f initial-state shower
primordial fcj'-distribution

er of k, -distribution
^(,mu* °f Ä^-distribution
s-quark suppression -y,

fl-value of the Lund functton f(r.)
i-va!ue of the l/und function f(z)

Choice

2.5 GeV
4.0GeV*

Pa = J«-, - t m M ) J

first-order «,
Aqn, = 215&-V

A'„„ = 4
ON

1 .0 GeV

QL, = * Q1

QL, = 4 Q1
Gaussian
0.44 GeV
2.0 GeV
T, = 0.3
a = 0.5

b = 0.9 GeV 3

Table 4.2: Common block variables of PYTHIA

4.2 Detector Simulation

A füll description of the detector components is given in the Monte Carlo for Zeus
Analysis, Reconstruction and Trigger (MOZART) program package, which makee
use of the CERN GEANT3 [56) system. The GEANT3 program designed for the
Simulation of the detector response describes the passage of the generated particles
throngh the various regions of the experimental setup taken into account geonietri-
cal volume boundaries and all physical interactions of the particles with the matter
and the magnetic field of the detector. Detector components are represented by a
structure of geometrical VOLUMKs, where each volume is defined by a set of mate-
rial constants such äs atomic weight, atomic number, density, radiation length and
absorbtion length. These parameters are used to compute energy loss and cross sec-
tlons. For hadronic particles the total cross section is oomputed from GHEiSHA, a
program for hadronic shower evolution contained in GKANT3.

After füll Simulation of the detector response the output from MOZART is fed
into the ZGANA program for a Simulation of the trigger logic, so that Monte Carlo
events can be treated in the same way like data in the following analysis.
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Chapter 5

Data Selection

This chapter gives a description oft he data acquisition and the filter conditions, which
are applied to select a hard photoproduction dijet sample. The three level trigger
system, off-line data select'ion and the Jet finder algorithm are discussed. Background
studies will show that the strategy of data selection leads to a clean sample, with
small contaminations from beam-gas interactions, cosmic muon events, deep inelastic
scattering and a Iow contribution of diffractive hard photoproduction events.

5.1 TYigger

At HERA one of the challenges for the data acquisitinn is the bunch crossing time of
%ns, clearly too short to perform a füll data readout or to make a trigger decision.
At design luminosity the ZKUS trigger System has to select interesting rvents with n
rate of 3-5 Hz amongst background events of the order of about 100 K H?,. Main types
of background are proton beam-gas interactions, proton beam-hato interactions and
cosmic muon s. Background suppression is achieved by a three level trigger system,
where each success'ive level has more time available to compute more compljoated
trigger dectsions. Pig. 5.1 shows a schematic overview of the ZKUS trigger and data
aquisition system. The first tevel trigger (FLT) operates only on a smaU subset
of the detector dats with reduced dynamic ranges to allow a first trigger decision
after 4.6/ts, corresponding to 46 bunch crossings. At this level most of the beam-gas
and beam-halo events can he eliminated and a trigger rate of l KHz is obtained. For
the sf-cond level trigger (SLT) almost the whole fraction of the event data and the
füll dynamic ränge are used. The SLT-trigger decision is achieved at the latest 3ms
after the ep-interaction and reduces the rate to 10011z. The third level trigger (TI,T)
is based on the fully reconstructed event and performs background suppression down
to a planned rate of 3-5 Hz.

For every bunch crossing the data of all detertor components are stored in 10 M Hz
pipelines during the procesKing time of the FLT to arhieve a deadtime-free data ac-
quisition. Each component has its own pipelined readout electronics and a local first

71
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level trigger. For the dlfferent components specific readout Solutions were developed.
While the readout electronics of all tracking components make use of digital pipelines,
the l'CAL readout is based on an analog CMOS pipeüne realtzed in switched capac-
itor technology [57].

The Pl.T data from the detector components are sent to the global first level
trigger (GFLT), where a final decision is generated from the logical-or of 64 sub-
triggers, which summarizr the FLT Information of all components. After a positive
GFLT-decision the pipelined data are transferred to buffers for processing by the
second level trigger. If the GFLT is not issued, the pipeline.d data are discarded.
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Figure 5.1: Sehern a tics of the trigger and data acquisition System

Data from the local second level triggers are combined to carry out more accurate
correlation checks concerning tracking, timing and vertex determination. Before the
füll event reconstruction is performed, the G SLT decides whether to accept or reject
the event. In the case of a positive decision of GFLT and GSLT the data are sent to
the event-builder (EVB).
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The task of the event-builder is to collect and combine the data of all detector
components in the final data format ADAMO and the Transfer of the complete data
structure to the third level trigger, where a full reconstruction of the event is per-
formed. The typical &]?* of one event is about 120 KBytes, depending on the event
type.

The third level trigger must. be able to achieve the reduction to the final rate
of 3-5 Hz. The TLT can be used in offline and online modr. In the offline mode,
the TLT runs the ZRUS Physics Reconstruction package X K I ' U Y R to reronstrnrt
the event. Since, at this stage, the non-rejected background events passed the KLT
and SLT, more sophisticated Strategie? have to be applied, which are based on event
shape studies using energy flow properties of the reconstructed event. In online mode
a reduced version of 7EPUYR takes time limitations of the third level trigger into
account.

5.2 Hard Photoproduction Itigger

As mentioned, the decision of the GFLT depends on the logical-or of the used trigger
configuration, which is set according to the trigger signature of the interesting event
class. The 64 GFLT subtriggers combine the trigger information of the local detector
components, expressed in terms of regional energy sums, tracking informations äs
well äs the veto signal from the C5-counter. A definition of all subtriggers can be
found in [58]-

5.2.1 GFLT subtriggers for hard photoproduction

The signature of a typical hard photoproduction event are jets with large energy
deposition in the uranium calorimeter, Therefore, this class of events are selected
by using the calorimeter triggers. For KLT purposes, the calorimeter is segmented
into 896 trigger towers, each tower consisting only of one EMC and one MAC section.
Signals of trigger towers are used to compute the total calorimeter energy Etot, the
transverse energy Et, the EMC energy of BCAL, RCAL and CAL denoted with
BEAfC, REMC and EMC, respectively. In addition to the REMC subtrigger, a
second computation of the RCAL EMC energy with Iower energy reeolution including
all trigger towers jg given in the REMCth subtrigger.

The computation of Etot and EMC is carried out withont use of the first three
rings of FCAL towers and the first ring of RCAL towers around the beam pipe, where
the exclusion of the very forward region reduces the sensitivity to energy deposition
of the proton remnant and activity due to proton beam-gas interactions. Et is deter-
mined without the FCAL towers immediately adjacent to to the forward beam pipe,
the so-called beam pipe ring, and the computation of REMC excludes the beam pipe
ring of the RCAL.
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Subtrigger | Threshold Values [ Res. Efficiency | Dir. Efficiency

Etat
Et
EMC
HEMC
REMC
REMCth

lO.OGeV
8.0 GeV
7.5 GeV
2.0 GeV
2.0 GeV

3. 75 GeV

54.9 %
33.7%
57.6%
56.0%
37.0%
14.8%

54.4%
38.0%
56.4 %
63.8 %
32.2 %
21.0%

GFLT 87.6' 89.9'

Table 5.1: Efficiencies of the GFLT subtriggers
The table shows the threshold values of the used GFLT subtriggers and the trigger
efficiencies for resolved and direct dijet events, generated with PYTIIIA5.6.

The threshold values of the subtriggers are shown in table 5.1. A given event
is accepted, if the logical-or of the subtriggers is not vetoed by a signal from the
C5-counter.

Efficiency of the GFLT

The trigger efficiency, defined by the ratio of accepted events to generated events
is obtained from PYTHIA5.6 Monte Carlo samples of dijet events for resolved and
direct procesfies. Table 5.1 shows that the efficiency of single subtriggers does not
exceed values of 60%, whereas the high efficiency of 88% for resolved and 90% for
direct events of the füll GFLT trigger configuration demonstrates the requirement of
a logical-or combination of several subtriggers.

The efficiencies depend on the definition of the generated dijet events, which
in turn requires a definition of a generated jei. Since Jets are defined by certain
jet algorithms, the exact definition of a generated dijet event is presented after the
discussion of the jet finder algorithm, where also the kinematic region äs determined
by the transverse jet energy, the maximum virtuality of the photon <?jj,„, and the
y ränge is given.

5.2.2 The Second Level Trigger

During the '93 run period, the second level trigger was used to elimtnate beam-gas
and the so-called spark iaduced events, without any loss of physics events. Spark
events are triggered by a high signal of a photomultipüer tube on the BCAL, while
the energy deposition of the rest of the calorimeter is very small. The occnrrence of
sparking [59] is caused by leakage currents in the cathode region of the PMTs. Due
to lower threshold, spark induced events are triggered mainly by the EMC region of
the BCAL.

The SLT identifies sparks by requir'mg a single PMT signal of an EMC cell in
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BCAL with an energy above 800 MeV, and energy sums of the remaining cells below
800 MeV in BCAL, 800 MeV in FCAL and 400 MeV in RCAL.

Rejection of proton beam-gas interactions iises the excellent time resolution of
the uranium calorimeter of about l ns. It is possible to reconstruct arrival times
of hadrons in RCAL and FCAL from the unweighted mean over all PMTs. Per
definition, the mean FCAL time (^FC-AL) and tne mean RCAL time (£RCAI.) are Ons for
particles coming from the nominal interaction point. In the casr of proton beam-gas
interactions, with a vertex located upstream of the calorimeter, the produced particles
arrive at the RCAL Uns before they hit the FCAL. This leads to a reconstructed
time of ipcAL ~ Ons and t RCAL ~ -11 ns. The time reconstruction is carried out, if
more than two photomultiplier tubes havr an energy deposition in RCAL and FCAL.
Events are accepted if no time could be determined or if the following timing cuts
are satisfied:

I*FCAL| < 8ns and 8ns.

The influence of the SLT on the dijet photoproduction acceptance is negligible.

5.2.3 The Third Level Trigger

At the TLT level, the füll event. data are available and more complicated rejection
algorithms can be applied to suppress background. Beam-gas rejection is improved
by tighter timing cuts, while muon and spark suppression can be performed by algo-
rithms, especlally developed for muon and spark identification. The hard photopro-
duction group organized its data acqujsition without direct muon and spark findtng
on the TLT level, since the applied energy cuts lead to a sufficient rejection.

TLT-Selection

Beside background reduction the TLT provides the possibility to apply filter sets
adopted to the signature of the mteresting event classes. For the hard photoproduc-
tion braneh, the events are required to pass the following set of cuts:

• E - P, >8GeV,

• £,.„„> 12 GeV,

• P,/ E < 0.94,

• vertex with |zj < 75cm,

where E is the energy measured by the calorimeter including all cells and l': is the
longitudinal energy given by the total sum over all calorimeter cells, Y,(ErrU cosOrpi|).
Angles, which depend on the interaction point, such äs 0„u. are calculated with
respect to the reconstructed vertex position. ß(,rnnr is the total transverse energy
where cells within a cone of 10° around the forward direction are removed.
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Estimation of the total trigger efficiency

GFLT, SLT and TLT have a high acceptance for dijet events from photoproduction
processes. The efficiency of the füll trigger chain is 80.9% (71.4%) for resolved
(direct) events. Fig. 5.2 shows distributions of log(jp), J1 and y separately for resolved
and direct dijet events. Superimposed are histograms of events which pass the GFI.T
and TLT. As can be seen, both triggers affect mainly the Iow y-region, while the
high y-region is only slightly reduced. In the high y-region, almost all events of the
GFLT output are accepted by the TLT. In contrast to the high-j/ behaviour, in the
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0.5
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Figiirc 5.2: Trigger suppression of dijet events
The plots show logfz«"1). xgrn and j/gcn histograms for hard photoproduction dijet events

generated with PYTHIA 5.6- Superimposed are subsamples. whtch passed the. GFLT

(crossed) and the TLT (dark) decrskm. The first three plots depict histograms for re-

solved photoproduction events, while the fourth and fifth plot show the log(z*rn) and t/RFn

histograms of direct photoproductbn events.
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\ow-y ränge the trigger efficiency of the GFLT is further reduced hy the TLT. Uoth
triggers favour more energetic -yp-collisions and events with y < 0.1 do not pass the

trigger chain.

The different j/-shapes for resofved and direct events are explained by the lower
momentum transfer to the hard interact.ion in resolved processes. Lower r.,-vahies,

r"' < i^11 — l, of resolved events, are compensated by larger y-values to provide
enough energy in the hard scattenng center of mass system to form two jets. The
different j/-shapes are also the reason for the lower TLT trigger efficiency of direct
events. Low-j/ events are very sensitive to the applied E,,c„nr cut of the TLT. Since
the low-y region is strongly populated in direct processes, this cut leads to a lower
TLT efficiency for direct processes than for resolved interactions.

5.3 Offline Data Selection

For the accepted events a full event reconstruction is performed with the reconstruc-
tion program ZKPHYR. First data from individual detector components like tracking
chambers, the uranium calorimeter and the luminosity monitor are reconstnioted,
then the global track matching and matching of calorimeter cells and CTD tracks are
performed and finally particle Identification from combined data of CTD, CAL, HKS
and other components ig performed. Results are stored in ADAMO tables, which
allow an easy access by simple FORTRAN calls. A detailed introduction to the event

reconstruction and analysis is given in !60].

DST Selection

Üsing the füll information of the event after reconstruction, additional cuts can be
applied to improve data selection. The resufts of the different offline filters are used
to set so-called Data Selection Tape (DST) bits, which allow an assignment of the
events to specific event classes. In this work, the data sample selected by the hard
photoproduction working group high K, filter (DST bit 28) is used. For this class,
the events are reqmred to fulfill the conditions:

• no signal from the Veto Wall counters,

• |*FCAL|, |*RCAL|> KFCAI, - 'RCAL| •- 6ns ,

• vertex with satisfying 60cm.

From the total integrated luminosity of 545 n b " 1 taken by 7/l'IUS in 1993 the complete
trigger chain and DST offline selection accepted a sample of 146, 141 events.
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Final Off-Line Filter

Sinre the DST sample still contains backgronnd events, further cuts have to be applied
to obtain a dean dljet sample with a background contribution below a few percent.
Main sources of background are proton beam-gas events, cosmic ray events and ep-
jnteractions of neutral DIS events. The aim is a suppressjon of each background
source to a level below l %. A filter consisting of four steps is applied "in the following

order:

FIL1 Rcjection of events with an identified electron with ye = l nH' ' cosO,) <•
0.7 found by the electron fincier ELEC5, reduces the sample from 146,111 to
121, 976 events.

FIL2 A cut on yJB > 0-15 was used to select the kinematic ränge of the sample,
while the restriction to yJB < 0.7 was applied to reject the kinematic region
where the outgoing electrons of DIS events cannot be separated sufficiently
from secondary electrons and photons. These cuts lead to a sample of 108,891
events.

FILS An enlarged threshold value of El<ro„f = ISGeV reduces the sample to 73,306

events.

FIL4 A track nnding algorithm based on the VCTRK package J61| is used to recon-
struct tracks not associated with the vertex. To reduce beam gas events, events
with more than five such tracks are rejected, leaving 69, 152 events.

5.4 Jet finding
On the data sample remaining after trigger, DST and off-line selection a Jet nnding
algorithm is performed to search for events with two or more jets to obtain the
final data sample. In order to reduce uncertainties in the comparison of Jet cross
section tneasurements, a Standard jet definit'ion adopted for QCD measurcments was
proposed at the Snowmass Conference [62) in 1990. The jet definition is based on
clustering of calorimeter cells in a metric of pseudo rapidlty rj and azimuth 0. Clusters
are defined by all calorimeter cells which fulfill

where ^u and i;r|Q represent the center of the cluster and <^ctu and ijr,i are the
eoordinates of the calorimeter cells, which are determined by the jet Unding procedure.
In practice, an iterative approach in forming jet centroids is applied. Difierent cone
algorithms differ mainly in the used procedure to define the cone ax'is. In this work,
the cone algorithm PUCELL is used. Cluster quantities, such äs the transverse energy
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and the coordinates of the cluster axis, are derived from the energies of the assigned
cells. The transverse energy of a cluster is defined by:

where the sum runs over all cells inside the cone radius. Using Et,tiH, the centroid of
the cluster is identified with the Et weighted sums:

(5.1)

(5.2)

The PUCELL algorithm

The following five steps describe the implementation of the Snowmass convention by
the cone algorithm PUCELL with used threshold energies and steering parameters.

Cells are ordered in decreasing transverse energy Et<fet. Cells above a threshold
energy of &,•«<! > 300 MeV serve äs fieed cells to inttiate the clustering.

2. For each seed cell, cells within a cone radius of Rp„ = i/(Aiy,)J l (A^,)1 — 1.0
of each other are grouprd into preclnsters, where AIJ, and A-ji, are the distances
in r) and $ between seed cell and precluster cell.

3. The centroid of each precluster is determined using the K, weighted r; and ^
centres of the assigned cells, according to Kqn (5.1), (5.2).

4. Using the centroids of the preclusters, dusters are reconstructed performing
a loop over all cells wjth Etr, > gOMeV and L\, .> 30 MeV for HAC and
EMC cells, respectively, if they are within a distance of ßcon» — ', where the
same cone radius is taken for dusters and preclusters. The centroids of the
clusters are recalculated with the new cells assigned to the cluster. Using the
new centroid of the cluster, this procedure is repeated nntil the rell-cluster
assignment is stähle. If stability 1s not reached, the procedure stops after 20
iterations.

5. A merging routine is applied to handle cells, which are assigned to more than
one cluster. The energy sum of cells, which are assigned to two clusters, the
so-called overlap energy, is calculated. If the overlap energy exceeds 75% of
the energy of the smaller cluster, the two dusters are merged, otherwise these
cells are assigned to the Hosest cluster. The centroids of the final dusters are
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recalculated, and if the transverse energy of a düster is above a threshold of
5 GeV, it is eonsidered äs a Jet.

From the sample, which passed trlgger, UST and off-line selection a subsample of
11,654 dijet events is selected with at least two reconstructed detector Jets in the
ränge I < TJ < 2, and a transverse jet momentum of Et,jri > 5-0 GeV.

Generated Dijet Events

The cnne algorithm PUCELL is used to reconstruct jets, from the energy depositions
in the CAL cells for both data and generated MC events. They are called detector
jets and will be denoted by an Sndex 'det'. In order to assess the quality of the
reconstruction of Jets, the detector jets have to be compared with the generated
jets. In contrast to the partons, which are well defined within the MC programs, the
generated jets fonsist of the outgoing hadrons and depend on the jet definition and the
free parameters of the jet Unding algorithm, such äs the cone radius. The generated
jets, the so-called hadron jets, can be defined by a hadron jet finder, simüar to the
PUCELL algorithm, where calorimeter cells are replaced by the outgoing hadrons.
AU final state particles in the angular ränge 5° < 0 < 175" are eonsidered for the
hadronic jet search. Cone radius and merging routine are the sameas in the PUCELL
jet finder. Variables associated with hadron jets are denoted by 'had'.

Using hadron jets, it is possible to give a precise definition of generated hard
photoproduction dijet events for the analysis presented. Generated dijet events are
defined by the following conditions:

• 0.2 < i/g„ <r 0.8,

• maximum virtuaüty Qj», = 4 GeV*,

• traneverse jet energy E^t > 6GeV,

• at least two reconstructed hadron jets

• in the rapidity ränge -l < T$? < 2.

For three and four hadron jet events, which contribute wjth 7.2% and 0.3% to the
final MC sample, only the two Jets with the highest transverse jet energy are eonsid-
ered in the following analysis. The jet multiplicitie.s are estimated using the GRV-LO
and MRSD- parton parametrizations for the resolved photon and the proton, respec-
tively. Direct and resolved processes are mixed according to their cross sections given
by the PYTHIA generator.
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Measured Dijet Events

The goal of this work is the measurement of the differential rapidity jet cross section
(dfT/drjh^)^^. with two entries per event using the two jets with the highest trans-
verse jet momentum. The definition of a generated dijet event and the ronsidered
kinematic region is given by the conditions of the previous paragraph.

In contrast to the generated dijet events the experimentally observed dijet events
are defined hy the complete trigger, 1)ST and off-line data selection. In order to
allow a convenient romparison between generated and measured detector events, the
following siimmary presents the main condition which are passed by dijet events on
the detector level:

• GFLT, SLT and TLT decision,

• DST off-line selection,

• 0.15 < J/JB <0.7,

• maximum virtuality (?jj,M = 4 GeV2, i.e. no identified elertron with y, < 0.7 in
the calorimeter,

• transverse jet energy /?trtj*t > 5GeV,

• at least two reconstructed detector jets, where the two jets with the highest
transverse jet energy are accepted for the analysis,

• both jets are in the rapidity ränge l < nj|̂ * < 2.

Comparing the generated with the detector events, it is seen, t hat both classes of
events differ in the minimum transverse jet energy and in the y ränge. The lower
transverse jet energy and the reduced JJB ränge take into account smearing effects
caused by the imperfection of the detector measurement. A disrussion of detector
effects concerning the choice of the I/JR ränge and the minimum transverse jet energy
is given in the next chapter.

Typical Signaturen of two measured hard photoproduction dijet events are shown
in Fig. 5.3. For each event a vertical cnt of the calorimeter along the beam, a cros«
section of the calorimeter perpendicular to the beam and an t)-<p lego plot of the
transverse energy of the calorimeter cells are presented. The upper figure depicts a
resolved dijet event with an additional photon remnant jet close to the beam pipe in
the RCAL. The lower figure shows a direct dijet event with two jets in the BCAL
and no activJty in the backward region.
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Figure 5.3: Resolved and direct photoproduction dijet events
Typical detector signatures of a resolved and a direct photoproduction event are shown
for a vertical cut and a cross section of the calorimeter The transverse energy of the
calorimeter cells is presented in an r)-<f> lego ptot. The upper figure depicts the resolved
drjet event with a photon remnant jet cbse to the beam pipe in the RCAL The Iower
figure shows the direct dijet event wrth two jets in the BCAL
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5.5 Background Estimates
Background studies of non ep events use data from the pilot bunches. The number
of events, which are assigned to electron pilot bunches, proton pilot bunches and
colliding bunches atlow to esttmate the contribtition of electron and proton beam-
gas and cosmic muon induced events. Since a fraction of the pilot bunch events
is produced by cosmic muons, the pilot bunches can only be used to estimate the
combined background of beam-gas and cosmic muon events. In addition to the pitot
bunches, there exist also crossings with empty bunches, where the only contribution
is given by cosmic muons. The empty bunches can be used to estimate approximately
the efficiency of a cosmic muon filter.

The contamination by electron pilot, or proton pilot bunches is obtained from the
number of events assigned to the considered pilot bunches npjiot, the total number
of events nfp excluding the pilot bunches, and the ratio of the integrated proton
(electron) current I£|o, (Z£|ot) of the proton (electron) pilot bunches to the integrated
proton (electron) current J'p {/£,) assigned to the ep bunch crossings. For instance,
the percentage of the background /7pj|0, due to the proton pilot bunches is then
given by

"piM ??p
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Figure 5.4: Vertex distributions of data and Monte Carlo
The figure shows the vertex distributions of data (dots) and PYTHIA (füll line) events
with two or more jets on detector kvd. All events have passed trigger. DST and final
off-line filter chain. apart from the beam-gas filter FIL4. Open circles show data without
the off-line filter FIL4 and füll dots represent the improved data sample with frlter FIL4
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Beam-gas background

Most of the beam-gas background is rejected by the timing cuts in the TLT or OST
filter. A further improvement of proton beam-gas rejection is achieved by the proton
beani-gas filter F1L4. Fig. 5.4 shows the vertex distributions of the final dijet sample
without filter step FIL4, open dots, and with FII.4 selection, black dots, whik the
füll line shows the beam-gas free Monte Carlo distribution.

The proton beam-gas filter is based on the typical event signature with a large
numberof tracks in the CTD.as shown in t he upper plot of Fig. 5.5. Uslng this specific
behaviour, the VCTRK track finding algorithm is used to identify socalled long tracks
where the closest appmach z„ of the trajectories to the beam line (x — y = 0) has
at least a distance of 20cm from the reconstructed vertex z, z ;[r > 20cm. More
prectsely, long tracks are defined äs tracks which traverse the innermost snperlayer
and one of the superlayers three to eight and points to an energy deposition in the
calorimeter. Events with more than five long tracks are rejected.

Without uff of the off-line filter FIL4, the background estimated from the proton
pilot bunches amounts to 5.1%, which is reduced to 1.1% when using the proton
beam-gas filter. The contamination due to electron pilot bunches, which Js not af-
fected by the off-line filter FIL4, Js 0.5%.

Cosmic muon background

Since no muon finder has been applied in the data selection chain, it is expected that
an essential contribution of the remaining background are cosmic muon events. The
signatnre of a typical event given by the second plot of Fig. 5-5, suggests that these
events can be identified by the most forward condensate, measured in the uranium
calorimeter, where a condensate Js defined äs an isolated set of adjacent cells with
an energy sum above 400 MeV. The rapidity of a condensate is calculated from the
angle of the energy weighted centre with respect to the vertex.

In the case of a cosmic ray event, the energy deposition of the muon in the
calorimeter gives rise to the reconstruction of two jets, back-to-back in th« (17,«^)-
plane, i.e. ijj„i W -tjjnj and a difference of the azimuth angles of A0 R: 180°.
From Fig. 5.5, one can expect that for cosmic miions with roughly vertical tracks
the maximum rapidity of the condensates will be greater than 17 = 0.0 and smaller
than approxjmately ij s: 1.5. Flg. 5.6 (a) presents the ij^",-distribution of data and
PYTHIA dijet events. The data distribution shows a clear shoulder in the low lyj,™,-
range. which is typical for distributions of Inrge rapidity gap events and cosmic muon
induced events. The scatter plot of the two Jet rapidities, äs shown in Fig. 5.6(b)
demonstrates that more than 50% of the events are concentrated around the line
defined by tjjf,i = -ij„j, where the cosmic muon induced events are cxpected. In
order to reduce the background of cosmic muons, an off-line filter FIL5, which leads
also to rejection of the large rapidity gap events, is applied after jet-finding.

FIL5 F.vents with jj^ -: 1.5 are rejected.
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Figure 5.5: Beam-gas and cosmic ray muon event
Typical detector signatures of the calorimeter and inner tracking chambers are shown for
two classes of background events. The upper figure depkts a proton beam-gas event with
a large number of reconstructed tracks in the CTO. while the lower figure shows a cosmic
ray muon. with almost no activity in the CTD and no energy deposition in the forward
and backward calorimeters
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Figure 5.6: rj^-distributions of condensates
In Fig. (a), distributions of the maximum rapidity of calorimeter condensates are shown for
data (dots) and PYTHIA (füll line) dijet events after trigger, DST and off-line selection
without use of the FIL5 filter Step. Fig. (b) is a scatter plot of the two Jet rapidities for
dijet events with a maximum rapidity of condensates i/Ü,"« < l -5-

This rather simple method for cosmic muon rejection is justified by the reduction
of the cosmic muon contribution included in the electron and proton pilot bnnches.
Using the off-line filter FIL5 the background contributions ass'igned to electron and
proton pilot bunches are reduced from 0.5% and 1.1 % to 0.2% and 0.6%, respec-
tively.

The efficiency of FIL5 is ülustrated by the suppresslon of events from empty
bunches, which are produced by cosmic muons. From 19 events triggered by empty
bunches, the off-Iine filter PILS leads to a rejection of 17 events.

The main reason for the Iow contamination due to cosmic muon events is the dijet
condition, which requires at least two jets with a transverse jet etiergy of 5GeV for
each jet. Cosmic mnon events, which pass this rondition can then be rejected by the
simple cnt FIL5.

Contribution of diffractive hard photoproduction events

In recent publications, evidence has been presented for events with a largt rapidity
gap in deep inelastic scattering [63j and in hard photoproduction [64). These events
are characterized by the presence of a large rapidity gap towards the proton direction
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"m the i}™"x distribution. The event characteristics are consistent with a diffractive
process, in which a colorless object, the so-called pomeron, is exchanged between pho-
ton and proton. Ingelman and Schiein [65| assumed a model, in which the pomeron
behaves Dke a hadron with a partonic substructure.

To determine the contribution of diffractive hard events present in the dijet sam-
ple, diffractive events were generated with POMPYT, which is a Monte Carlo model
within the framework provided by PYTHIA. For the partonic substructure, the glu-
onic pomeron with a hard parton distribution xg(x] = 6r(l r) was chosen. The
assumption of a pure gluonic structure can be used to estimate approximately the
upper Umit of the contribution of large rapidity gap events. Parton distribution of
soft gluons, x g ( z ) = 6{1 - z)R , or a pomeron structure with a pure quark distribu-
tion, *g(z) — |i(l — x), result in clear smaller jet cross sections, äs shown in rrcent
results [66] concerning the measurement of the pomeron structure in hard photopro-
duction.

For the photon direct and resolved contributions are considered. The resolved
photon is parameterized using the DG (Drees and Grassie [20]) parton distributions.
After application of the füll trigger, DST and off-line filter incltidmg the filter FIL5, a
contamination of hard diffractive events below 3.7% is expccted using the diffractive
sample generated by POMPYT.

Contamination from deep inelastic scattering

The last source of background are deep inelastic scattering events. Almost all events
of this class pass the GFLT, where calorimeter triggers are used to signal jet actjvity,
and the third level trigger is also not adopted to reduce DIS events. A sufficient
DIS suppression is based on an electron finder algorithm. In FIL1 RLKC5 is used to
identify electrons in the ränge y, < 0.7, where y is calculated from the «nergy and
scattering angle of the electron. For higher j-values, the Separation of the scattered
electron from secondary electrons and photons becomes insufficient. This region js
rejected by a cut JJB < 0.7 in the off-line filter FIL2. For background studies, I)IS
events are produced with HERACLRS using the structure function MRSD-' for the
proton.

After the DST selection, DIS events contribute with 5.2% to the hard photo-
prodtiction sample. The electron finder applied in FII.I reduces this contribution
to 1.0% and after the jjs-cut in FIL2 and jet findlng a contamination of 0.3% is
achieved.

In summary, a clean hard photoproduction dijet sample is selected with a total
background contamination of about 1.1 %, produced by beam-gas interactions, cosmic
ray muon induced events and deep inelastic scattering. The contribution of hard
diffractive events is below 3.7%.
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Chapter 6

Data Sample

This chapter begins with a discussion of the general characteristicf of the measured
dijet events and their Simulation by the Monte Carlo program PYTHIA 5,6 It has
been checked, how the variables in the analysis are modelled on generator ievel and
in the foüowing detector Simulation. Several distributions for data and MC are com-
pared. The analysis depends strongly on the correct Simulation of the calorimeter
response and the material in front of it.

Differences between data and MC distributions can be caused by an inadequate
detector Simulation or by physical processes not properly included in the event gen-
eration. Therefore, in case of discrepancies further cherks are required to analyse
their origin. Energy IOES and shower processes due to inactive material, äs weil äs
the shower Evolution in the calorimeter lead to resolution and acceptance effects.
They are studied by correlation plots, where the differences between generated values
and their reconstructed values are measured to asses the quality of the reconstruoted
variables based on the uranium calorimeter.

6.1 General Event Characteristics
The distribution of several quantities describing general characteristics of the event
are shown for data and for a sample of PYTHIA in Fig. 6.1. The MC sample includee
direct and resolved processes using the GRV-LO (füll line) and LACl {dashed line)
photon parametrization, where resolved and direct contributions are mixed according
to their cross sections äs given by PYTHIA 5.6. The figure presents histograms of the
total energy Etal, the transverse energy E,, energy deposits of the calorimeter sectlons
FCAL, BCAL and RCAL denoted with EFCAL, EBCAL and CRCAL. respectively, and
of JJB- All histograms are normalized to one.

The shape of the yjB-distribution js well described by the GRV parametrization,
while the expectation from LACl is systematically below the data at low values. This
JE in agreement with the assumption, that due to the higher cross sertion of the LACl
parametrization, the direct component which dominates at low y-values, becomes less

89
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Z o.i

Figure 6.1: General event characteristics
The figures show histograrm (normalized to one) of the total energy EM. the transverse
energy Kt, the ertergy of FCAL, BCAL and RCAL denoted äs £FCAL- ^BGAL and £"RCAL-
respectively. and the distribution of t/js for data (dots) and PYTHIA 5.6 The MC sample
inckides direct and resolved processes. for the GRV-LO (füll line) and LAC1 (dashed line)
photon parametrization. where resolved and direct contributions are mixed according to
their cross sections given by PYTHIA.
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Figure 6.2: Distributions of trigger variables
Distributions of pt/Etot and /?,,„„, are shown for data (dots) and PYTHIA using the
GRV (füll line) photon parametrization. Hrstograms are normalized to one.

relevant.
While A'BCAL and ^'RCAL distributions are reproduced by PYTHIA, a strong excess

of en^rgy is observed in FCAL, affeoting also the distributions of the total energy and
transverse energy. Due to theremarkable discrepancy in thedescription of theforward
energy, detaüed investigations arc necessary to study the origin and the influenre of
the energy excess on the calculation of the dljet cross sertion.

The observation of a forward energy excess should affect also the variables p,/ E,„t

and £(,n,ne, used in the TLT and off-line data selection. Their distributions are
depicted in Fig. 6.2. Both variables show a systematic shift to higher values for the
data, which is expected due to extra energy in the FCAL.

6.1.1 Jet characteristics

Quantities related to the reconstrufted detector jets are given in Kig. 6.3. 1t is seen,
that energy and transverse energy of the jets are in excellent agreement for data and
MC sample. The difference A^ of the azimiith angles between both Jets is shown in
a linear scale for A^ > 120" and in a logarithmic scale for the füll ränge. In leading-
order QCD, without parton showering, the two jets balance in transverse energy, due
to momentum conservation, with A0 Ä: 180°. Due to parton showers and fragments
from both the proton remnant and the photon rrmnant , pairs of Jets with tow A<£-
values are reconstnicted. For A.? > 120° data are described weil by PYTHIA, while
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0.15 •*•

Figure 6.3: Charactenstics of the dijet system
Data and PYTHIA distributions for the cncrgy of the Jets E-}„, transverse jet energy
Etjft, the diffetence of the azimuth anjles &tf>, the rapidity diffefence |i/j„i - J/j»tl| and
the invariant mass A/jrtlTjCt) of the dijet system Histograms are normalized to one.
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for A.p < 120", äs shown in the logarithmic plot, data are above the MC prediction,
illustrating a small excess ofevents with iinbalanced pairs of jets.

The last two plots of Fig. 6.3 show distributions of the difference of jet rapidities
and the invariant mass A/j,u,j«i of the dijet system. The histogram of iWj„i.jrti is in
good agreement within the systematic uncertainties due to the choice of the stnicture
function. Note, that the invariant dijet mass is iised in Equ. 2.85 to define z^., whlch
demonstrates the intrinsic dependence on the parton parametrization of the photon.

The \rji — rjj)-shape shows a small deviation In the ränge of |r?i t]^\ 0-5, where
the expectations of PYTIIIA are slightly below the data.

Track multiplicity

The agreement of the E-irt and f-',jrt distributions between data and MC sample sug-
gests that the string fragmentation model of PYTHIA gives a good approximation
of jet evolution in the present kinematic ränge. This is confirmed by measurements
of jet profiles [67), showing that the energy flow inside the jet cone äs a function of
rapidity and azimuth angle is reproduced by PYTIIIA. For the dijet sample, the track
multiplicity of jets is measured, using long tracks äs defined in the previnus chapter,
in the ränge l < ifjtt < l, where the CTD has high acceptance. Tracks inside the
jet cone coming from the vertex are assigned to the jet and are used to reconstruct
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Figure 6.4: Multiplicity and transverse momentum sum of jet tracks
Fig. (a) shows the multiplicity of charged particles of all jets taken from the final dijet
sample in the rapidity region - l < ij-irt < 1. Fig. (b) displays the sum of the transverse
momenta £ |pt,(r«k| carried by charged particles inside jets.. Data {dots) are compared
with PYTHIA samples including direct and resolved contributions; GRV-LO (füll line) and
LACl (dashed line). Histograms are normalized to one.
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the transverse jet momentum Ptmm.tnAi a" nieasured hy the CTÜ, Fig. 6.4 dis-
plays track mulripljcity and transverse momentum Ptmmi««k, = E|pi,t™*fc| ftom the
charged tracks. The track multiplicity is in good agreement with the PYTHIA pre-
diction, while the maximtim of the Pt,um,ttmri, distribution 1s slightly shifted peaking
at 2.5 GeV äs compared with 3.5 GeV for the Monte Carlo. Still, the string fragmen-
tation used in PYTHIA is a remarkable description.

l Jet mnltiplicity l resolved direct resolved + direct data

1-jet
2-jet
3-jet
4-jet

71. 6 ±0.4%
26-1 ±0.3%
2.3 ±0 .1%

0.11 ±0.02%

42.3 + 0.8%
52.3 ±0.9%
5. 3 ±0.3%

0.15±0-05%

67.9 ±0.5%
29.4 ±0.4%
2. 7 ±0 .1%

0.12 ±0.02%

68.1 ±0.4%
28.7 ± 0.3 %
3.0 ± 0 . 1 %

0.24 ±0.03%

Table 6.1: Distribution of Jet multiplicities for MC resolved, direct and for data sam-
ples. The combined sample of direct and resolved contributions is mixed according
to the generated cross section of PYTH1A.

Jet multiplicity

In the previous comparison of jet quantities it has been demonstrated that jet char-
acteristics sensitive to the fragmentation like jet energy £jtl and track multiplicity
are in good agreement with expectations of PYTH1A. Variables related to the hard
scattering process, such äs iWje,ijt,i or the A4>-distribution in the ränge A$ > 120°
are also well reproduced by the MC Simulation. A furtner quantity of the latter class
is the distribution of jet multiplicities. Jet rates are presented in table 6.1. The rate
of 1-jet, 2-jet, 3-jet and 4-jet events are given for data, resolved, direct and the mixed
sample of resolved and direct events. The valiies are normalized to the number of
events with at least one reconstructed jet. Resolved and direct samples differ signif-
Jcantly in the 1-jet and 2-jet rate. The origin of this difference is due to the higher
energy parton momentum in the hard interaction for direct than for resolved events,
expressed by r"' < a;*' = l, which leads to more jets in the acceptance ränge of the
detector. The complete sample of the mixed P YTHIA gives a good prediction of the
rates for t-jet and 2-jet events. The 3-jet rate is slightly higher for the data, while the
4-jet rate of data is larger by a factor of 2, than the prediction of P YTHIA. This could
be a hint for higher order QCD effects not included in PYTHIA. But also multiple
interactions should be able to account for higher rates of 3-jet and 4-jet events.

6.1.2 Event signatures of resolved and direct photoproduc-
tion

In this section, the comparison of data and Monte Carlo samples of PYTHIA is
extended to variables, which provide more information about the underlying resolved
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and direct processes. Variables describing the hard interaction are j/JB, T/JP,, j-,, r
and energy deposition in the backward direction. Due to r.he occurrence of the photon
remnant in the resolved process, large differences of the event topology are expected
for resolved and direct events in the backward region.

Uncorrected differential cross sections dajdr^n and rfff/rflog(i-dl't)

It has been shown, that the data and Monte Carlo distributions are in good agreement
for quantities which do not depend strongly on the energy deposits in the forward
region, where the data show a large excess of energy cornpared to the PYTHIA
MC. In this section, one of the main distinction of resolved and direct process, the
distribution of r.~, is shown.

The measurement of x^* requires the reconstruction of twojets and the determina-
tion of j/, which can be estimated by a measurement of J/JB. Since the j/jB-distribution
and the jet energies are well reproduced by PYTHIA, a measurement of a1!*" provides
a first check of the jet rapidity distributions, see Fqu. 2.78. A description of the
differential cross section measurement is given in the next chapter.

Before cross sections of x*et and a-** are presented, two different reconstruc-
tion methods are compared to check the conventional reconstruction method, where
x^" and a-p" are calculated using Fqu. 2.76 and Equ. 2.77 with J/JB äs an estimate for
the photon energy.

Fig. 6.5 shows scatter plots of z^" versus x^ of the D'Agostini-Monaldi approach,
äs described in section 2.3 for data, resolved and direct MC events. The complete dijet
sample and the subsample with A<^ > 150° are compared. While in the conventional
method x*et and a:jjct depend on the transverse momenta and rapidities of the twojets,
in the D'Agostini-Monaldi method xlj'ö is evaluated from the invariant masses of the
dijet System and the system of the two jets plus the photon remnant. Roth invariant
masses depend on the difference of the azimuth angle of the dijet system. Deviations
from A<£ = 180" lead to a decrease of the dijet mass and of the reconstructed value
of z*'i). The tail of low values in the A^-distribution causes the differences, which
are observed in the plots of Fig. 6.5. For events with approximately back-to-back
scattered jets (A<£ > 150"), both reconstruction methods are in good agreement, so
that in the following studies only the conventional reconstruction method is taken.

Fig. 6.6 depicts the uncorrected cross sections of detertor jets (i<T/ii\ft%(xp) and
dajdz^. Differential cross sections of data and a mixed sample of direct and re-
solved PYTHIA events are shown using the GRV-LO photon parametrization. The
direct contribution, included in the PYTHIA sample, is drawn separately. While
the shape of rf<r/dlog(zp) is approximated by the Monte Carlo sample, there is a
disagreement for the x^ft distribution. The direct peak at high values äs well äs the
low-z^** behaviour of the data is not reproduced by F"YTHIA- A discussion concerned

with the deviation of data and MC expectations in the cross section measiirement
will follow in the last chapter.

Still, qualitatively, the peak at r*lt ^ 0.85 is a clear signature of the direct process
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Figure 6.5: Scatter plots of r*", versus x*"
The figure shows scatter plots of j-^f, and a-^J" . calculated using the D Agostini-Monaldi
approach and the convcntional reconstruction method. respectively, for the complete dijet
sample and the subsample with A^ > 150° of data. resolved and direct evcnts

and shows that only a combined sample of resolved and direct events is in principle
able to describe hard photoproduction in ep-coliisions.

Energy deposition of the photon remnant

In the resolved case, a fraction T-, of the photon momentnm enters into the hard
interaotion while the photon remnant carries the energy K„„ — (l - x ^ ] y E f . The
cnergy flow of the photon remnant is approximately in the direction of the incoming
electron and caiises energy deposition in the backward region close to the beam pipe,
where t he contribution of the direct process is small. In order to check the Simulation
of the photon remnant in PYTHIA 5.6 using the GRV-LO photon parametrization,
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Figure 6.6: Uncorrected cross settion of Ar/rflöf (zi1*) and
The ptots show uncorrected differential cross sections of j-jj1"1 and z*** for data (dots) and
PYTHIA5 6 {füll line) using the GRV-LO and the MRSD- parton distnbutions for the
photon and the proton, respectively The direct contribution, whn.li is included in the
PYTHIA prediction. is drawn separately (dashed llne).

the pnergy ftb«*, whirh is collecteo1 in rone of 45" around the elcctron direction, is
compared with the data. This definition of A'b.r* differs slightly from the back energy
äs iised in the D'Agostini appmach. where the cone is defined by the most backward
scattered jet. An estimate nf the photon remnant energy in using a fixed cone is
more adopted to the resolved/direct Separation äs proposed by Owens. Kl g. 6.7 de-
picts £b.<* and relative qnantities such äs Ebvk/E,nt, A'h.rk;'(/'.'KCAI. * A 'HCAL) and
Ebitt/Mjettjtti- While Ek«ck is in good agreement for data and PYTHIA 5.6 (fiill
line) including direct and resolved contributions, the dif i t r ibut ions of the normalized
back energy ^Wk/^VrAL differ in the whnle ränge. Of rourse, this reflects the en-
ergy excess in the forward region. For instanre, /'*i>«rk/(''''BCAL i ^HCAL), where the
back energy is normalized to the energy sinn of BCAI, and KCAL or the distribn-

tion of £Tb.fk/jWj,n>ti w i t f> a normalization to the invariant dijet niass lead to good
agreement with the Monte Carlo
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Figure 6.7: Backward energy deposition
Distributions of the energy /?b.ri in a cone of 45" around the electron direction. and
Eb.<*/Etat. ^hrk/f^BCAL • £RCAL). Eb*fi/Mi,tij<ti- "here the back energy L'h.̂  is
normalized to the total energy £tol, the energy sum of BCAL and RCAL A'BCAL * ^RCAL.
and the invariant dijet mass A/j,ujri]- Data, and PYTHIA distributbns are marked by
dots and füll line. The direct contribution (broken line) is shown separately.

Separation of resolved and direct component

This section disciisses which Separation between resolved and direct events can be
achieved by different cuts. In particular for the analysis of the forward energy excess,
different Separation methods will demonstrate, that the energy excess is related to a
physical process, not considered in the Monte Carlo generation, and is not caused by
detector effe.cts or the detector Simulation. In chapterS, it is pointed out that a cut
on *-y or on a quantity related to the energy deposition of the photon remnant can
be applied to separate resolved and direct contributions. This is confirmed by the
distribution of y^'and E\,t^ äs shown in Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7, where the different
contributions of resolved and direct events are displayed.

Applying a cut of z^" < 0.75 on the PYTHIA sample, a subsample of resolved
events is obtained, with a contamlnation of 9.2% of direct events. Similar results are
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Figure 6.8: Uncorrccted cross section dtr/dx*" for EKCAL < ' GeV

achieved by use of ths conditions £RCAI, > l GeV or the tighter cut /vi,,ck > 2.0GeV,
which lead to direct backgrounds of 14.2% and 5.5%, respectively. 1t shonld be
noticed, that these energy cuts reject also the high-z-, resolved component, which is
characterized by low enr.rgy photon remnants.

The Separation of a rlean resolved sample is favoured by the higher cross section

of the resolved process. The ratio of direct to resolved contributions, generated with
Pt.min = 2.5GeV, is approximately given by Gti,/tr„, ~ l : 7, with adependenr.eon the
used photon structure function. In photon proton scattering, äs pt_m-,„ is increased
the direct contribution becom« more important. For instance, in a Monte Carlo
sample generated with pt,min = 6-0» on« obtains a ratio of about Trfi,/<Tr„ ^ l : 3.5.
The choice of the p(irai„ value depends mainly on the threshold for the transverse jrt
momenta. In the chapte.r Dijet Cross Sec.tions it will be shown, that for the present
analysis a low value of P(,m(„ = 2.5 GeV is required.

A problem in the Separation of a direct sample hy «se of cuts, which nre based on
backward energy, is the component of the resolved process wi th low energy deposi-

tion in RCAL. Conditions Hke E\*A < 2.0 GeV or £RCAL •- ' GeV, resnlt in samples
with resolved contributions of 60% and 42%, respectively. However for some appli-
cations it is sufficient to select a high-i, sample. Beside a cut on r*Tt, this can be

achieved by requiring low values of Ehtfk or £ROAL- P'6- 6-8 Displays the reconstnict.ed
i!j"-distribution, selected by the condition /?RCAL '• ' GeV. The resnlved/direct Sep-
aration by use of energy measiirementfi without any use of the reconstructed jets is
an interesting alternative and provides an independent method for the Separation
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6.1.3 The energy excess in the forward direction

Kor the distribiition of the FCAL energy, the Monte Carlo Simulation is not able to
predict the energy flow äs observed in data. This disagreement has led to questions
roncerning the reliability of the event generation by PYTHIA and the detector sitn-
ulation, The measured energy excess could be caused by different mechanisms. The
discrepancy could be a consequence of a wrong detector Simulation. In this case,
the whole analysis is affected. Other mechanisms could bp energy depositions of the
proton remnant or a missing process not considered on the generator level. An energy
excess, dvie to background, can be excluded, because of the Iow contamination with
beam-gas events.

In the following analysis, it will he shown that the energy excess in the forward
calorimeter is related to the resolved process and is not observed in the direct case.
The absence ofaddition.il energy in the dir«ct process will demonstrate, that a wrong
detector descnption is not responsible for the observed effect. Furthermore, a different
behaviour of the proton remnant becomes also very unlikely, because both processes
are characterized by two outgoing coloured partons with a large overlap in the kine-
matic ränge of xp. Therefore, it is expected, that the extra energy in the forward
region must be explained by a modification of the resolved process. The multiple in-
teractions model, provided by PYTHIA 5.7, is such an approach. It will be discussed
in the last chapter.

Forward energy for resolved and direct samples

The Separation cuts of the previous section are used to investigate the forward
energy flow. For the application of the y^"cut, it must be considered, that the
2^"calculation could be influenced by the extra forward energy, because the extra
energy affects the yiR measurement. However, only a small effect is expected, due to
the smaU polar angles of the forward direction. The production of additional forward
jets used for the kinematic caiculations could be more critical. Both cases lead to a
shift to lower reconstructed x^'values. The possibility, that direct events, accompa-
nied by additional forward energy are moved into the resolved sample, so that the
remaining direct sample includes only events without energy excess, is checked by
using three different Separation cuts. First, the dijet sample is separated by a cut on
r*el, which is sensitive to the mentioned effects.

Fig. 6.9 (a) ghows the FCAL energy distribution of the total dijet sample for data
(dots) and a mixed MC sample of resolved and direct events (füll l ine). Resolved and
direct siibsamplrs are given in Fig. 6.9 (b) and Fig. 6.9(c), respectively. While the
'"'FCAL distribution of the resolved sample is charactemed by a tau to high values,
the direct sample is in reasonable agreement with the PYTHIA expectations.

The Jnfluence of j/JB on the ^"-measurement is checked hy use of the L L - M I
tagged siibsamples. A subsample of 25% of events, having a scattered electron with
0 < ßmrad, is collected by the Ll'MI detector which provides a very precise deter-
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Figure 6.9: FCAL energy distributions
Fig (a)-(c) show the FCAL energy of the total, resolved and direct dijet sample, using
a Separation cut at xij" = 0-75. for data (dots) and a sample of P Y T H I A 5 6 (füll line)
gener a t cd with the GRV-LO photon parametrization In Fig. (d)-(f), the same plots are
presented for Lumi tagged events. using a cut on r1""* - 0.65. where y is calculated
from the scattered electron. Fig (g)-(i) Display the total sample and resolved and direct
subsamples. obtained by a cut on /-.'RCAI, = l GeV
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mination of the tnie y, independently from any activity in the main detector. For
the Lumi tagged data and MC samples, x^""" is computed replacing j/JB by ytotai m
F,qii. 2.76, where j/|„roi is calculated from the energy of the scattered electron A";
Sflumi = l - EtjEt. A cut at z!""" = 0.65 takes into account the shift of the ZT distri-
bution to lower values, du to the fact, that the reconstructed y\\s approximately
20% higher than the measured J/JB- Fig. 6-9(d}-(f) depict the total Lumi sample and
its resolved and direct subsamples. The direct distributions are again in agreement
for data and Monte Carlo.

The possibüity of additional jet production in the forward region is checked by use
of the RCAL energy cut. Separating the dijet sample by a cut on £RCAL = l GeV,
gives a high-x*Tt sample, which is completely independent from the reconstructed jets
and J/JB- Fig. 6.9(g)-(i) show distributions of the result of the #RCAL Separation,
which confirms, that the energy excess of the forward direction is related to the
resolved process, while the dirert process shows no deviation from Monte Carlo pre-
dictions. With this result, it is indicated, that the observed differences between data
and Monte Carlo expectations are not caused by a wrong detector description.

6.2 Detector Effects

Interactions of final state particles with the material in the detector cause accep-
tance and smearing effects. Due to the imperfection of the detector, two effects are
observed. The first effect is a reduced probability (acceptance) to measure a given
event in a given kinematical region. The second is related to detector resolution and
misidentification of a measured quantity, which leads to deviation of a reconstructed
value from the true value. In order to statistically determine the true value from the
reconstructed variable, detector simulations are used to obtain the corrections, which
have to be applied on the measured quantity. The method, which is used to compute
a true distribution from the corresponding measured one, is the so-called unfolding
procedure. While the correction for acceptance is straight forward, the Situation be-
comes completely different, if migration effects play an important role. Therefore, a
main criterion for the chosen unfolding method is given by the detector resolution.

6.2.1 Reconstruction of (/JB

Th« aim of this work is the measurement of dijet cross sections in a photon-proton
center-of-mass energy ränge slp = E*m, which \s determined by y, with *,p = ysefl =
y • 4ErEp. For the calculation of dajdr^, events are selected according to their
reconstructed j/JD-value. In the description of the off-line filter, U is outlined that a
reliable data selection is limited to the ränge 0.15 < J/JB < 0.7. Now, the question is,
which ränge of the generated t/(,„ variable corresponds to the chosen region of yju?
Fig. 6.10 drpicts two scatter plots of $/„,„ versus J/JB for resolved and direct events,
which are accepted by the data selection cuts; JIJB is systematically smaller in both
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Ftgure 6.10: Scatter plots of t/JH versus yft

cases. The observed migration effect of the resolved sample in the high-j/,,,n region is
probably caused by energy loss of the photon remnant through the beam pipe. Due
to the large migration in the high-t/,,.,, region, it is reasonable to restrict the ränge
of the generated distribution in the following corrections to values below yftn = 0.8,
so that the accessible region of the reconstructed I/JB corresponds to the kinematic
wi ndow

0.2 s„ 0.8 A (6.1)

Using the electron and proton beam energies of Kr = 26.7GeV and Ep - 820GeV,
respectively, ,/J^ covers the ränge between 132GeV and 265 GeV.

In cases of a i/JB measurement, the true value of y is precisely obtained by a mea-
surement of yi„mi, using the scattered electron. Fig. 6.11 shows the relative difference
(j/JB -J/inml/Wumi for data and the PYTHIA prediction. The distributions have been
fitted to Gaussian functions. The results for data and Monte Carlo compare very well,
The mean value of the PYTHIA distribution demonstrates, that a measurement of
J/JB is too small by 19.9%, while a fit to the data distribution gives a value of 20.1 %.

6.2.2 Measurement of transverse jet momenta

It has been mentioned in the description of thejet algorithm, that thedefinition of jets
is a matter of convention. One of the parameters is the minimum value of transverse
jet momenta that can be accepted, to justify a perturbative QC'l) desrnption. For
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Figure 6.11: Relative deviation of j/JB from the t/|umi value for data and PYTHIA
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Figure 6.12: E**t versus £,h£
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this analysis, detector Jets of at least 5 GeV are selected and are compared with
hadron jets with E^in > 6GeV, where the lower threshold value for detector jets
takes into account energy loss due to inactive material.

Fig. 6.12 depicts scatter plots of transverse jet momenta for detector and hadron
jets in resolved and direct proce.sses. The threshold value of the detector jets is low-
ered to E^[n = 4 GeV to indicatc the rejected region below /^in = 5GeV. It is
shown, that the correlation of the transverse momenta of detector and hadron jets
is poor in the Iow Et region. The influence, due to inactive material and smearing
effects of the calorimeter on energy measurements can be estimated by distributions

of A£.j« - (£$;. - E^t)/(E^t) and A» = (J/JB - yv*)/yst«, äs shown in Fig. 6.13.
The mean values of fitted Gaussian functions indicate a similar shift to lower val-
ues. Transverse jet momenta of detector jets and ?/jn differ by 16.3% and 19.!)%,
respectively, from their generated values. Note, that the Ay distribution reproduces
exactly the deviation between J/JB and y\„„i, which confirms that the MC is a good
approximation of reality.

The underestimation of transverse jet energies on the detector level is considered
by lowering of the threshold values from K^t > 6 GeV for hadron jets to A'j'j't >
5 GeV on the detector level.

Th« correlation between hadron jets and detector Jets, äs shown in Fig. 6.12,
means, that reconstmcted variables using jet energies, such äs a-v have to be corrected
for cross section calculations. A two dimensional correction of transverse jet momenta,
äs a function of E,^tt and ij„ is carried out in [67). One advantage in cross section
measurement of jet rapidities is the possibility to avoid such compÜcated correction

BOO

-0.5 -0.25 0 0.25 0.5

(Et--Et-)/Et~

0.25 0.5

Figure 6.13: Comparison of reconstmcted and generated variables
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procedures, because the correlation of the jet rapidlties between detector jets and
hadron jets is very well, äs shown in the neit section.

6.2.3 Resolution of the jet reconstruction

The accuracy of the cross section measurement (dtr/di))^,^ is based mainly on the
quality of the reconstruction of jets in the calorimeter. The calorimeter resolution
can be estimated by comparison of hadron jets with their associated detector jets.
Since in a given event several jets are found on hadron and on detector level, the
meaning of an associated dettctor jet has to be defined. A pair of a hadron and a
detector jet is regarded äs a corresponding jet pair, if the distance in i)-<$> space of
hadron and detector jet is less than 0.5, which is half of the chosen cone radius of the
jet-finding algorithms.

Fignre 6.14: Scatter plot of jet variables
Scatter plots of the angle variables ijjf, and <j>-tet of hadron jets and theic associated detector
jets are shown for resohred and direct PYTHIA sample;.
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Figurc 6.15:
Comparison of rapidity i) and azimuth angle ^ for detector and hadron jets.

The sample of hadron jets is selected by 0.2 < yftn < 0.8 and E^t > 6GeV.
For the corresponding detector jets a transverse energy of E^tl > 5GeV is required.
Fig. 6.14 shows scatter plots of the jet variables i^,^ versus iy,)rt and ^h.rf versus ^„
for resolved and direct events separately. Hadron jcU, without a corresponding de-
tector jet are rejected. The scatter plots demonstrate that the cone nxes of hadron
jets are well correlated with the ones of the detector jets.

A%i
A«£jrt

A£,,jrt

Ay

PYTHIA
mean
-0.004

0.5"
-16.3%
- 19.9 %

17

0.073
5.4°

13.3%
11.5%

HHRWIG
mean
0.004
0.3°

- 15.3%
16.6%

(T

0.059
4.4°

12.7%
12.1 %

Table 6.2: Mean and rms spread a for the distribiitions

and At, =

Distributions of Ar; — ijHrt - ^»H. A^ — ̂ n ^H.H a<id fiHed Gaussian functions
are displayed in Fig. 6.15. In contrast to the transverse jet momenta, the angle
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variables r/j,t and rj>-t,t are reconstructed withont systematic bias and the Jet resolution
of the detector is better than 6" for fytt and 0.08 units for Tjjrt. Shift and resolution
of the jet variables rj-ltt, 0jtl, Etjtt and the measurement of J/JB are summarized in
table6.2. The vahies äs predicted by the HERWIG generator are also shown. Both
generators agree in Atj,t, A^jcl and AA't>jrt, whüe the mean of AI/ is approximately
3% smaller for the HERWIG Simulation.

6.3 Summary
In summary, it has been shown that the general event characteristics of the data
are approximately described by the PYTHIA generator and the detector Simulation,
except for quantities which are affected by forward energy. Jet characteristics, such äs
track multipücity, jet energy and transverse jet energy äs well äs the jet multiplicity
itself, compare well with PYTHIA predictions. The shape of the uncorrected cross
section of z!j" shows, however, a large difference between data and PYTHIA. For
the direct process, the distribution of the FCAL energy is remarkably described by
PYTHIA MC, while in the resolved case a large energy excess in the data is observed,
not predicted by the Standard PYTHIA Simulation. Comparison of detector and
hadron jets have shown an excellent resolution of the calorimeter for the measurement
of flijrt and i/j„. Doth quantities are reconstructed without systematic bias and a
resolution better than 6" for i^rt and 0.08 units for T/j,t. In contrast the measurement
of transverse jet energies shows an underestimation of about 16% compared to the
generated values.

Chapter 7

Dijet Cross Sections

In perturbative leading order QC1), hard photoproduction of resolved and direct pro-
cesses is described by a hard scattering process with two outgoing partons. The
rapidity distribution of these partons (^/^Vr« )m .-n {wi*h two entries per event) is
determined by the LO-QCI) matrix elements and the parton distributions of the pho-
ton and the proton. The outgoing partons produce jets of hadrons, so-called hadron
jets. Since the partons cannot be observed directly, quantities related to the partons,
such äs ijp«, ZT and xp are reconstructed from the measured hadron jets. In a pure
LO-QCD scenario, there is a strong correlation between the hard scattered partons
and the observed hadron jets. Distributions of parton variables like (dajd^^^^,
can be studied by tneaanring of the corresponding jet distribution. The LO-QCD
description, however, is an approximation and higher-order QCD radiation leads to
additional parton activity and makes the Interpretation of jet distributions more com-
plicated. Due to the parton shower radiation, the jet rapidity is not only determined
by the hard scattering process äs in an ideatized LO-QCI) scenario. Therefore, an
estimation of the contribution of parton shower induced jets is needed for the under-
standing of the cross section measurement.

There are two different types of cross sections. The first one is the hadron jet
cross section (Ar/rfiyh^Jm.^, wherc only detector effects have to be corrected. One
the good correlation of hadron jets and their associated detector jets, äs shown in the
previous chapter, detector effects can be corrected very precisely, and (daj'«tyh.d (T, ,̂
ig obtained independently from Monte Carlo assumptions. The second is the parton
cross section (dijjd^^,}^^ äs given by the hard scattering process. In this case,
Monte Carlo simulations of higher order QCD radiation are required to correct the
contribution of parton shower induced jets. 1t will be shown that QCD initial state
radiation from the photon side gives rise to a large amount of dijet events. { See
also the critical discussion [68] of the initial state shower model äs used in PYTHIA
and HERWIG.) Dur to this contribution in the dijet sample, complicated unfolding
procedures have to be applied to data, which lead to a dependence of the cross section
measurement on the parton shower model used.

A further aspect of higher order QCU radiation is related to the cholce of the low
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value of p,.™,, = 2.5GeV in the MC generation. The alm of this work is the measuring
of hadron jets with a transverse energy of E, > 6 GeV. Obviously thefe hadron jets
cannot be produced by partons with a transverse momentum of p, — 2.5 GeV. In the
discussion of parton shower effects, it is shown, that the observed jets of Iow-pt dijet
events are mainly produced by parton shower radiatlon.

o 0.5 1
(o) x,-

Figure 7.1: Reconstructed versus generated
Scatter plots of z!jr' versus x^'n. Fig. (a), i^"rtversus z*"1 . Fig (b). Fig.(c) shows
i,*"1 versus ^*rnfof a sample generated without usc of the parton shower model

7.1 Initial State QCD Radiation

The following discussion of parton shower radiation concentrates on initial state ra-
diation from the resolved photon, which is the main source of parton shower induced
dijet events. As an Illustration, consider a typical initial state event with low £**" ,
with t wo outgoing jets in the forward direction and an initial state Jet from the
resolved photon in the hackward direction. If one of the two forward jets is not de-
tected, due to its high rapidity, the remaining jet pair consists of one forward jet and
an initial state jet in the backward direction, which canses large reconßtructed values

This exampleindicates a convenient methodfor the study of parton shower effects.
Uue to the exponential dependence of z, on the jet rapidities, äs shown in Equ. 7.1,
parton shower induced dijet events can be identified by comparing the generated IT

value with the reconstructed one.

(7.1)

7.1. INITIAL STATE QCD RADIATION III

The main aspects of parton shower effects become clear in the discussion of

Fig. 7.1. Fig. 7.1.(a) and (b) display scatter plots of z^'and T*** versus generated

x*tn, in whifh x^'^is calciilated iifiing the hadron jets and the generated y-value.

One pari of the events fall on the diagonal, while a considerable fraction of low-x*"1

events shows no correlation between generated and reconstrurted values. These so-

called misidentified events are not caused by detector effects, which is demonstrated

by the similarity of Fig. 7.1 (a] and Fig. 7.1 (b) . The expression misidentifie.d is used

in the sense, that the observed jets are not produced by the outgoing partons of the

hard interaction, but by at least one other parton resulting from the parton shower
evolution.

In order to demonstrate the influence of the parton shower model, a sample with-

out parton shower evolution (which also turns off automatjcally the evolution of the

photon remnant) has been generated. Fig. 7.1 (c) presents the corresponding scatter
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plot .rh"H versus z*tn. M'isidentificatJon is not observed and the events are concen-
trated on the diagonal. The remaining smearing is produced by lost particles not
detected in the cone radius of one.

The interpretation of misidentified events by a jet topology with one parton Jet
in the forward direction and one initial state jet in the backward direction will be
demonstrated by measuring {züj"1-z^"1) versus the rapidity of the most backward
scattered jet and äs a function of the rapidity gap between the two jets |ijj,n - TJ,U|-
This is shown in Fig. 7.2 (a), and Fig. 7.2 (b). Results of the complete MC sample
and of a sample excluding the gluon contribution of the photon are presented. While
the total sample exhihits the expected behaviour, narnely increase of (zlj*"1 -**"1) at
Iow jfc™r values and for large rapidity gaps jrjj,,] ^jni\, this is not observed for the
quark contribution of the photon. This shows that the gluon content of the photon
is responsible for most of the wrongly reconstructed -r., values.

The small deviation to negative values of the quark sample in Fig. 7.2 (a) probably
indicates effects due to initial state radiation from the proton or from final state
shower evolution in the forward direction.

The correlation of initial state parton shower radiation with the transverse mo-
mentum p, of the hard scattered partons is checked by {«Ij.™1 z*'"} versus pt äs
shown in Fig. 7.2(c). One can see, that large values of (x!j*d z?"1) correspond to
the low-p, ränge, which demonstrates that low-p( dijet events are measured, due to
the occurrence of initial state induced Jets. This is the reason for the choice of a Iow

10 15 20 2S

(a) p.lGeV]
10 15

(b) p.lGeVl

Figure 7.3:
Spectrum of ptm,n (a) and rts integral (b) for the PYTHIA dijet sample
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Pf.min value in the Monte Carlo generation. The p t-spectrum of the MC dijet sample
and the fraction of events with a value below pt are shown in Kig. 7.3 (a) and (b),
respectively. A choice of pt,mi„ = 2.5GeV includes almost the whole contribution
of parton shower induced jets, while a MC generation with pt.min = ö.OGeV would
neglect approximately 25% of the dijet sample.

In summary, the dijet sample ig strongly affected by initial state radiation, There-
fore, unfolding back to the parton level requires a precise estimation of the parton
shower induced jet contribution, which introduces a dependence on Monte Carlo as-
sumptions in the measurement of the parton cross section (drrjdt)^,)^,,,,. Further,
it is shown that the fraction of parton shower induced events depends on the chosen
value of pt,nin- Thus, different values of p(pmjn will lead to a change of the unfolding
procedure. These problems are avoided in a cross section measurement (dtr/dijh^)^.^,
of hadron jets, where only detector effects have to be corrected. The next section
gives a description of the corrected jet cross section measurement (dtr/di)^)^^, in
the following (d(r/dr)}mtrn for short, for dijet events in the kinematic region given in
section 5.4.

7.2 Dijet Cross Section
The aim is the measurement of the photoproduction dijet cross section in a kinematic
region defined by Q* < 4GeV2 , A'tjrt > 6GeV and 0.2 c y < 0.8. The analysis of the
previous chapter has shown, that detector efFects lead only to smaU differences in the
reconstructed r\ and ^5,, variables, comparing detector and hadron level. The good
calorimeter resolution of Affl« = 0.07 in units of rapidity and the good correlation
between hadron and detector jets, shown in Kig. 6.15. permits the use of a bin-by-bin
correction of migration and detection efficiency. The bin-by-bin unfolding method is
not jndependent of the used structure functions. Ilowever, for structure functions,
which are similar in shape, differences of correction factors, developed for different
parametrizations, are negligible compared with detector efferts and can be considered
äs a small systematic uncertainty.

7.2,1 Bin-by-bin data correction

Jet rapidities are measured in the ränge l < ißrt < 2 using 14 bins. In order
to estimate detector aceeptance, purity and correction factors for each bin i, three
distnbutions of jet rapidities are selected for the simulated event sample.

AF,h"d denotes the number of hadron jets with (?* < 4GeVz ,
the region 0.2 < y < 0.8 in bin i.

6GeV in

A', " denotes the number of detector jets reqinring trigger and offline data se-
lection, including cuts on 0.15 < J/JH < 0.7 and Ktjtt *> 5GrV.
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• A1""" denotes the number of hadron Jets of so-called good dijet events with
two detector jets and two hadron jets passing the conditions of A',11"1 and N?ct,
respectively.

The hadron jet distribution A', "rf represents the generated distribution. Due to detec-
tor effects and different selection cuts for the hadron jet and the detector Jet sample,
a transformed detector jet distribution A',"1" is measured. The hadron jet distribution
can be restored by a bin-by-bin correction, where each bin of the detrctor distribution
is multiplied with a correction factor, defined by the ratio of hadron jets to detector
jets. In order to study also separately acceptance and purity of the measurement,
the above distributions are used to defme:

A, = P,
A'fcmd

C,

where A,, P,,C, denote acceptance, purity and correction factors for each bin. The
reliability of this simple correction method is checked by comparing the expectations
of purity acceptance and correction factors for PYTHIA with the outcome of the
HERWIG ge.nerator. Fig. 7.4 shows es t i ma t es for both generators. It is seen, that
the predictions of PYTHIA and HERWIG agree very well.

The distribution of the purity is flat in the whole rapidity ränge, with an average
value of about 60 %, except for the first and last bin. The low values of the last bins
in purity and acceptance plots are caused by shifts due to the calorimeter resolution
and the missing neighboring bins. For instance, detector events in the last bin with a
corresponding hadron jet rj^1 > 2 are counted in A',"1** but not in A1""" , which leads
to a lower purity. These kind of migration exist for all bins, but due to the smooth
rapidity distribution, the loss of entries per bin is compensated by migration from
neighboring bins of both sides, which is not the case for the first and last bins. Due
to the same. migration shifts in the acceptance. plot, the decrease of the last bin in
the purity plot is canceled, so that the correction factor is not affected.

The acceptance is slowly changing with a platcau of 55% between 0 < ijj„ < 0.7
and dip at T/J„ — 1.3, caused by the gap between FCAL and BCAL and d'ifferent
efficiencies of calorimeter triggers.

The correction function has a maximum at low rapidity values and is close to one
in the forward direction. The large correction values of about 1.5 in the first three
bins are caused by the low acceptance in this region, probably a result of the different
£*jrt thresholds for detector and hadron jets.

The corrected experimental dijet cross section is computed by multiplying the
number of entries Nt "** with the corresponding correction factor C, and division of
the bin width Aij.

C, Af,H'"
C Ar)

(7-2)
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Figure 7.4: Purity (Pi), acceptance (A() and correction (C,) factors

After normalization with the integrated luminosity of £ — 545 nh ', the differential
dijet cross section (da/di)}^,,^ is obtained äs shown in Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 76 .

7.3 Systeinatic Errors
The systematic uncertainties have been studied by varying variables, which are used
in the data selection and the computation of the dijet cross section. Fnr each change
of a variable, the cross section was recalculated and compared with the reference
value in each bin. The reference values are obtained using the

• Monte Carlo generator: PYTIIIA5.6,
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• proton structure function: MRSD-,

• photon structur« function: GRV-LO,

• ratio of resolved and direct processes: given by the MC-Generator,

• jet algorithm: PUCELL with cone radius of one,

The first four items are considered in the estimate of the systematir error, while
the last point does not contribute to a systematic uncertainty, because the cone
algorithm and the cone radius are fixed conditions, which have to be applied in
comparisons with theoretical computations. The changed items are divided into one
part describing uncertainties of the above choices, and a second part, where variables
used in data selection are varied. All changes are summarized in the following list
and are described below:

• Monte Carlo Generator: HERWIG 5.7

• Proton Structure Function: MRSDO

• Photon Structure Function: LAG l

• Ratio of resolved and direct processes: 2 • cr&t/rrttl

• Ratio of resolved and direct processes: | • <rait/Vr„

Systematics checks of the data selection variables are carried out by the following
variations in the Monte Carlo sample;

• £,,„„ > ISGeV —• Et,coar > 12GeV

• P*/Etol < 0.94 —> pl/Elot < 0.90

n f\K• !/JB —' u."o ' VIB

• Etjet —- 1.05 Etjrt

. Eljrc ----- 0.95 • E,jtt

The influence of the Monte Carlo generator is checked by comparing PYTHIA5.6
with HERWIG 5.7 where a small change due to the fragmentation models is expected.
Because of the lower statistic, the comparison is limited by the statistical error of the
HERWIG sample, which leads to fluctuation in the error with values between 0.7%
and 8-6%. The sign of the relative changes indicates the direction of the change.

The choicr of the proton structnre function leads only to a small decrease of
about 1.0%. This is due to the probed ränge of parton momentum fractions x„ >
0.003, where uncertainties of the gluon parametrization are still small. The change
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of the photon structure function from GRV-LO to LAC1 reduces the cross section
approximately by 5% in the whole rapidity region.

Uncertainties due to the leading order resolved/direct mixing are estimated by
a drastic change of the direct contribution. Increasing the direct cross section by a
factor of two affects mainly the backward region, where the cross section becomes
7% higher in the first bin, white the last bin is only increased by 2%. Decreasing the
direct component by a factor of two leads to a similar effect in the opposite direction;
with values of - 5 % and l % in the first and last bin, irspectively.

The described uncertainties are added in quadrature and are drawn äs thick error
bars in the cross section plots of Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.6. Thin error bars of the statistical
errors are negligible and within the full circles of the data points.

Uncertainties due to data selection

In the following, two systematic energy effects are taken into account. First, due to
the forward energy excess, the variables p;/Etot and Et^„r. which are used in the
data selection show a systematic shift to higher values in data. This shift is taken
into account by changing the ciit values in the MC sample. The cut /^«.ne = ISGeV
was reduced to £<,„„,. = 12GeV, affecting mainly the backward direction where the
cross section of the first five bins decreases by about 12%. The forward direction
seems to be less sensitive to this cut wi th a reduction of about 5% in the last six
bins. The cut pt/Etot — 0.94 was varied to pz/Etnt — 0.90 leading to the opposite
dependence with small changes in the backward region and large differences in the
forward direction. The cross section change increases progressively from 0.2% in the
first bin to 13 % in the last bin.

In [69j the influence of the detector description was checked by comparing J/JB
j/iomj äs a function of j/i„mj for data and Monte Carlo samples. It is shown, that the
J/JB reconstruction in MC Js possibly overestimated by 5% at high values. In order
to consider this possibility, yjp was varied to 0.95 • yjp with a resulting change of
approximately - l % in the ränge tfc,, > 0.2 which increas^s up to 6.7% towards the
first bin.

In the same note [69], it is demonstrated that a possible uncertatnty in the Simu-
lation of the calorimeter response can lead to differences in the transverse energy of
jetfi of at most ±5%. Including a change of Etiift * 1.05' Ktjrt and A'(jtt —* 0.95'/?(j»t

lead to the main contribution of approximately Tl5% in the whole rapidity ränge.
Systematic errors which are connected with changes of the energy ccale or the influ-
ence of the forward energy excess are calculated separately and are indicated by a
grey band in Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7-6.
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7.4 The Dijet Cross Section (

So far, two processes have been discussed, which possibly influence the dijet cross
section äs a function of the rapidity. The observatlon of an energy excess in the
forward direction and higher order QCD radiation, äs simulated by the parton shower
model in Monte Carlo generators. The goal for this work is the investigatlon of the
photon parametrization, where GRV-LO and LACl «tructure functions are used in
a comparison of (dajd*))^,^ to check an important property of the resolved photon,
the gluon contribution at low-z., values.

In order to estimate the influence of the parton shower model, data are compared
with a pure leading order QCI) prediction without fragmentation. Then the same
MC expectation is sKown including string fragmentation and using the PUCELL
cone algorithm with a cone radius A,,™, = 1.0. Further, cross sections are evaluated
with PYTHIA including the parton shower model with p<imin = 5.0 GeV and p(,min =
2.5 GeV to demonstrate the effects of low-p, dijet events.

In Fig. 7.5 (a) the measured cross section is compared with the leading order
QCD predictions. The direct contrihution is drawn separately and it is Seen that the
forward direction "is not affected by the direct process. The leading order QCD pre-
diction is obtained by taking the two outgoing partons of the hard interaction with
a cut of pt,n,jn = 6GeV, without intrinsic k, smearing of the partons in the proton
and the resolved photon, without parton shower evolution and without fragmenta-
tion. Comparing these LO-PYTHIA predictions with analytical leading order dijet
calculation has shown a good agreement. It is interestlng, that the absolute normal-
tzation of the data is approximately described by the LO MC curves, which means,
that the squared transverse momentum p* is indeed a good choice for the hard scale
in conjunction with a first loop n, coupUng constant. The second result is, that the
difference between the GRV-LO and LACl photon structure functions is too small,
to he detectable with the data.

In Fig. 7.5 (b) the measured Jet cross section 1s compared with the MC hadron
jet cross section including fragmentation, but without parton shower evolution. In
this case the LO QCI) cross section decreases, due to the energy lost by partons
which are outside of the eone radius. This plot demonstrates the strong influence
of the cone radius and the necessity to include fragmentation in the comparison of
data with analytical QCD computations. Whüe the backward direction is roughly
approximated within the systematic errors, there is a signiflcant dcviation in the
forward region outside the systematic uncertainties.

In Fig. 7.6 (a) the predictive power of Monte Carlo Simulation« is tested by tn-
cluding A( smearing and parton shower evolution with a cut of pliinin = S.OGeV. It
is shown, that the predicted shape is in better agreement with data. In addition, a
difference between the GRV-LO and LACl expectation becomes visible in the whole
rapidity ränge. This effect is caused by the higher gluon contribution of LACl . As
shown in the discussion of the parton shower effects, the gluon contribution of the
photon leads to initial state Jets, so that the higher rross section is a direct conse-
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Figure 7.5:

Dijet cross section (dajdi]}^ m with two entries per event äs a function of the rapidity i; for

ßtj« > 6 GeV in the kinematic region defined by Q1 <• 4 GeV and 0.2 < y < 0.8. EITOT

bars indkate statistical errors of data and systematic errors not associated with energy

scale and forward enefgy excess, added in quadrature. The shaded band shows systematic

uncertainties due to the energy scale and forward energy excess. In Fig (a) the data are

compared with the LO-QCD prediction given by the two outgoing partons of PYTHIA

with a cut on pe.min = 6 GeV and without use of parton shower evolution. fragmentation

and intrinsic Ib, smearing of the partons in the resoKred photon and in the proton. Shown

are the GRV-LO (füll Ene) and LACl (dashed Ime) photon parameterizations, including

the direct component. which is also shown separately (dot-dashed line). Fig. (b) displays

the LO-QCD prediction using the two outgoing hadron jets obtained by inclusion of the

string fragmentation.
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Figur« 7.6:
Dijet cross section (da/dr))mira with twoentriesper event äs a function of the rapidity ij for
#fjrt > 6 GeV in the kinematic region defined by Q* < 4GeV and 0.2 < y < 0.8. Errof
bars indicate statistical errors of data and systematic errors not associated with energy
scale and forward energy excess, added in quadrature. The shaded band shows systematic
uncertainties due to the energy scale and forward energy excess In Fig. (a) the data are

compared with the hadron Jet cross section using parton shower evolution, fragmentation
and intrinsic Je, smearing of the partons in the resolved photon and in the proton. Shown
are the GRV-LO (füll line) and LAC1 (dashed line) photon parameterizations. including
the direct component. whkh is also shown separately (dot-dashed line). The Monte Carlo
sample is generated with the cut-off parameter ptpniir = 5.0 GeV. Fig. (b) displays the

same predictions using a cut pi.mia = 2.5 GeV
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quence of parton shower radiation from the gluons of the photon. Thus parton shower
evolution lead to an enhancement of the differences between both stnicture functions.

This ig shown clearly in the next Fig. 7.6 (b), where a p,,™,, = 2.5GeV is used
and the ratio on the initial state induced jets is increased compared with the sample
of Pt,min = 5.0 GeV. As a consequence, the dlfference between GRV-LO and LACl
is more obvious, and a change of the shape can be observed. While the GRV-LO
prediction with pt.min = 5.0 is approxJmately flat in the forward region and starts to
decrease slightly for jyj,t > l .5, one can observe an increase for GRV-LO in the sample
using pt)niin = 2.5 GeV.

7.5 Summary
The hadron Jet cross sections (d<r/di})^-flj integrated over Etjct > 6GeV is measured
äs a function of the rapidity t/ in bins of AI/ = 0.21 and is compared with thr LO-
QCD parton cross section äs given by PYTHIA without use of fragmentation, a
LO-QCD hadron jet cross section inchiding Jet fragmentation, and hadron jrt cross
sections using fragmentation, intrinsic A^ smearing and parton shower evolution for
values of pj-min = 5-OGeV and p(,min = 2.5GeV. Whilf the parton cross srction is too
large in the backward region, thr LO-QCD hadron cross section without use of the
parton shower model shows a large deviarion in the whole forward region. A better
agreement is obtained by inclusion of the parton shower model, wh<re the lower value
ofpf.min = 2.5 GeV leads to an improved description of the data compared with the
Pt.min = 5.0 GeV sample.

In the next chapter, it will be shown that a measurement of the energy flow and
the forward energy äs a function of x-,, xf and y indicates the existence of multiple
interactions in fp colüsion at H K R A . Thus, it cannot be expected that predictions of
Standard PYTHIA cross sections lead to a satisfactory description of the data. Due
to the smalJ differences between the GRV-LO and LACl photon parametriKations,
they cannot be distinguished by these measurements berause of these mentioned
uncertainties. Therefore the und erstand! ng of multiple interactions is essential for
the determination of the gluon contents of the photon using dijet measurements.
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Chapter 8

Multiple Interactions

The analysis of the energy excess in the forward direction ha* shown t hat the dis-
crepancy between data and PYTHIA MC calculatioti is related to the resolved pho-
toproduction process. One process, which has to be considered only in the resolved
process, is the mechanism of multiple interactions (MI), also named multiple scatter-
ing (MS), which iß the notation used in this chapter. At the end of the '93 Monte
Carlo generation using PYTHIA 5.6 a new version PYTHIA 5.7, includmg multiple
interactions, became availablf and investigations concerning the energy flow problem
in the forward direction could be carried out, see [70].

In this chapter, expectations from the so-called simple model, see chapter3, äs
implemented in PYTHI A 5.7 using the GRV photon structure function are compared
with Standard PYTHIA 5.6 and data distributions. Distributions of the PC A L energy
and a measurement of the energy flow äs a function of the polar angle of thp entire
calorimeter are used to check the final event shape of multiple interactions events.

It is expected that the probability of multiple interactions depends on the j-, of
the hardest scatter, because low values of the hardest scatter leave a high fraction
of the photon energy for subsequent interactions. Supposing that most of the recon-
structed dijet pairs are produced by the same scatter, which is indicated by the general
agreeme.nt of data and Standard PYTHIA in the A^ distributions, see Fig. 6.3, the
Bjorken-2, of the hardest scatter can be estimated from the reconstruoted x***. This
assumption means that only a negligible contribution of two-jet events is generated
by two different scatters with uncorrelated Jets in A^. The back-to-bar k behaviovir
of the jets will be analysed because of its sensitivity to additional jet production
mechanisms äs well äs to the extra energy in the forward direction.

8.1 Measurement of the Energy Flow

The starting point for the discussion of multiple scattering effefts in hard photopro-
ductjon was the discrepanry of the FCALenergy distrtbution between t he dijet sample
defined in chapterS and thp Monte Carlo Simulation. Fig. 8.1 shows histograms of
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KCAL ei«gy for the dijet sample (full circles), Standard PVTHIA (broken line) and
the expectation of the MS sample. It is seen, that the inclusion of the MS Simulation
leads to an Jmprovement in describing the data.

In order to localize the energy excess more precisely, the energy flow äs a function
of the polar angle 0 has been measured in the ränge 5" < 0 < 175°. Fig. 8.2 depicts
the mean energy per event for the resolved dijet sample, separated by a cut on
r1*** < 0.75 to suppress direct contribution. The cut is vised to emphasize the resolved
MS contribution and to reduce the sensitivity to the resolved/direct mixing. Data
(full circles) are compared with Standard PYTHIA with the GRV (doted l ine) and
LAG l (dashed doted line) photon parametrization, respectively, and the PYTHIA MS
prediction (full line}. Fig. 8.2.(a) presents the füll ränge of 0 in a logarithmic scale.
The Standard PYTHIA samples with GRV parametrization gives a good description
of data in the whole region, except in the first two bins. Fig. 8.2.(h) shows the forward
direction in a linear scale. The prediction based on LAC1 is not able to describe the
excess of energy in the forward direction, in späte of its high gluon contribution at Iow
xjt which is able to cause larger energy depositions in FCAL region. The backward
region, Fig. 8-2.(c) is approximately described by the GRV-LO, LACl and MS sample,
except in the last bin, where the MS energy flow agrees very well with data, while
the LACl prediction is too high and the GRV value is slightly above the data.

In contrast to a reasonable description of the energy flow in the forward and
backward direction, the MS model disagrees with the data and Standard PYTHIA in
the ränge 80" < 0 < 130", where the energy flowis overestimated, Take note, that the
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Figure 8.1: The FCAL energy distribution
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Figure 8.2: Energy flow äs a function of 0 for resolved photoproduction
Fig. (a) shows the energy per event äs a function of the polar angle 0. Fig (b) and (c)
show the forward and backward regions on a linear scale. A cut on z!*" < 0,75 is applied
to reduce the direct component.
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mutiple scattering events are generated using the GRV-LO photon parametrization.
One can rxpect, that MS with the LACl struoture function will lead to a decrease of
the energy flow in the BCAI, region, äs observed for the Standard PYTHIA predictions
with GRV-LO and LACl.
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Figure 8.3: Mean of FCAL energy versus r*rt

a) The left plot shows a comparison of the mcan FCAL energy äs a function of z*"* for data
(füll circles) and Standard PYTHIA (open circles). b) The right plot shows a comparison
between data and the multiple scattering model.

8.1.1 Forward energy dependence on and </JB
In order to study the energy flow dependence on the kinematlcs, the mean of the
FCAL energy is measured äs a function of x^", log(Xp") and J/JB- Fig- 8.3 shows
two plots of the FCAL energy versus X*" , where the error bars denote the Standard
Variation of the FCAL distribution in the glven bin. Fig. 8. 3 (a) compares data
with PYTHIA, where a clear disagreement is present. Fig. 8.3(b) demonstrates the
improvement by use of the MS model.

Fig. 8.4 presents <^FCAL> wa function of Xp". Theincrease of </?FCAL> towards
higher x*" values in the data 1s predicted by Standard PYTHIA and the MS sample.
Ilowever, Standard PYTHIA and data differ m shape and in absolute magnitude,
whereas the MS PYTHIA prediction leads to a much better description of the data.

Fig. 8.5 shows the mean FCAL energy äs a function of J/JB, for the resolved
subsamples, seleotrd by a cut on x*et < 0.75. In contrast to Standard PYTHIA,
where approximately no dependence on J/JB can be observed, there is an increase
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from IOW-I/JB to higher values in the data with a maxjmiim at J/JH = 0.45. The MS
events show a simüar behaviour, but are still below the data. This plot indicates. that
the forward energy flow of the MS model is a function of the photon energy, which
is given by A,*, = y • Et, whi le the FCAL energy of Standard PYTHIA is hasically
independent on the photon energy.

These comparisons have shown, that typical characteristics of the multiple scat-
tering model can be observed in the data. The simple model of PYTHIA 5.7 is able
to describe shape and approximately the absolute values of the mean FCAL energy
äs a functjon of the kinematio variables i!jrl, jp" and J/JB-

8.2 Measurement of the back-to-back behaviour

In this section, thecorrelation of the two Jets, e.xpressed by their difference in azimuth
angles A^, is compared. In Flg. 8.6 the Ai£ distribution is given in a linear scale and
in a logarithmic scale- The first plot shows, that the general shape of data (füll circles)
Js described by Standard PYTHIA, denoted äs 'GRV, and multiple scattering, which
is denoted äs 'GRV with MS'- The logarithmic plot, however. displays differences
in the low A0 tail, also shown in Fig. 6.3. The tail of the data distribution is well
approximatffd by th« MS sample. The increase of events with small values of A<p
indicates the presence of uncorrelated Jets from different scatters in one jp-collision.
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Figure 8.6: Difference of azimuth angles A-j> between the two jct$
The figure shows the A0 distributbns for data (füll circles), Standard PYTHIA (broken
line) and PYTHIA MS events in a linear and logarithmic scale.
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8.2.1 Mean of A<.> äs a function of j

In order to check the influence of r-, on thejet correlation, the mean of A<? is measured
äs a function of x*ft. Fig. 8.7 presents two plots, where data are compared with
normal PYTHIA and MS PYTHIA samples. Again, the romparison shows that the
multiple scattering model is in reasonable agreement wi th the data dis t r ibut ion, while
the Standard PYTHIA expectation is not. able to desrribe the decrease of the mean
to small values. As in the nieasurement of the mean FCAL energy, a disagreement
between data and PYTHIA without mul t ip le interactions becomes more obvious for
low values of i!jrt, which means that at low values, an increasing fraction of two-
jet pairs is affected by the additional activity of the multiple interactions, It seems
reasonabl«, that the reconstrurted x^et is not a good estimation of the hardest scatter
for Iow-A^ events. However, since no dijet pair with higher z[Jclis found it can be
expected, that x*el indicates approximately an upper limit of the hardest scatter.

It is interesting, that the < A^> distribution of Standard PYTHIA decrease also
towards low i!j"-valiies, which means that the basic mechanism of this behaviour is
not related to multiple interactions. This mechanism is niost probably the influence
of the photon remnant, which carries higher energies in low-z., events, so that the
two jets are not balanced by each other. In the case of multiple scattering, a further
deterioration of the back-to-back behaviour is caused by the production of additional
jets from subsequent scatters resulting in uncorrelated pairs of jets.
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8,3 Summary
The differences between data and Standard PYTHIA MC in the forward energy flow
and the back-to-back correlation of the two Jets can be generally explained by a
model of multiple scattering äs implemented in PYTHIA 5.7. Detailed comparisons
of the mean KCAL energy äs a function of z^", log(zp} and j/JB show that a large
improvement is achieved by application of the mutiple scattering model in resolved
photoproduction. There are still discrepancies, but in general the MS model yields a
reasonable description of all distributions.

Chapter 9

Summary and Conclusions

Summary

The main goal of the present work was the analysis of the partonic structure of almost
real photons in dijet photoproduction. At the cp collider HERA, photoproduction
of high transverse momentum jets (p, s: 5-20GeV), so-called hard photoproduction,
öfters th« opportunity to study the quasi-real photon in a kinematic ränge, where
its structure can be evaluated within perturbative QCD. In leading-order QCD, two
classes of processes contrihute to jet photoproduction, the direci and the resolved
processes. The signature of the direct and the resolved processes is the production of
two hard Jets, which balance each other with almost identical transverse momenta.
In addition to the outgoing jet-pair, there is a Iow-p, photon remnant close to the
directjon of the incoming electron (backward direction) in resolved processes.

Slnce the distribution of the pseudorapidity i) of the jets is strongly related to
the parton densities, one can use the ij dependence of jet cross sections to get In-
formation about the partonic structure of the resolved photon. In particular, jet
photoproduction allows the analysis of the gluon contents of the photon, which is not
constrained by existing data from deep inelastic electron-photon scattering experi-
ments at e~e4 colliders. In this thesis the differential dijet cross section ((ifr/di})^^
with two jet entries per event is measured and cornpared with predictions of the
PYTHIA 5.6 Monte Carlo program.

FVom the data collected during 1993 by the ZEUS detector with an integrated
luminosity of 545 nb '', a clean dijet sample of hard photoproduction events has been
selected with fp center of mass energies between 130 and 265 GeV, and at least two
reconstructed jets in the pseudorapidity region — l < 17 < 2, where the two jets with
the highest transverse energy are taken for the analysis and the measurement of the
differential dijet cross section (da/dT})^_nj.

It ts shown, that general event charactenstics and the energy flow of the data are
described by PYTHIA, except in the forward region close to the beam pipe, where a
large excess of energy is observed, not described by the Standard PYTHIA program.
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Clear evidence for resolved and direct photoproduction is seen in distributions of the
fractional momentum x^ of partons with respect to the photon and the hackward
energy, defined hy the measured energy in a cone of 45° around the beam pipe. A
peak at z-, — 0.85 is a clear signature of the direct process, while the back ward energy
flow can be described only by the occurrence of a photon remnant close to the beam
pipe, where the direct contribution is small. Jet variables such äs track multiplicity
inside the Jets, the Jet energy, the transverse jet energy and the Jet multiplicity itself
compare well with the PYTHIA predictions.

Measurement of the differential dijet cross section (dff/dr))^^

The differential dijet cross section (d(rjdr))^,n, has been measured in the kinematic
region defined by Q* < 4 GeV1 with a median of approximately 10~3 GeV2 and
0.2 < y < 0.8 for dijet events with transverse Jet momenta Et > 6 GeV in the ränge
-1 < r) < 2 and refers to jets at the hadron level defined by a cone algorithm in (i), <j>)
space with a cone radius of one. Detector effects have been corrected by compariaon
with a Monte Carlo sample generated by PYTHIA with a füll Simulation of the
detector response. The measurement probes the proton and the resolved photon in a
kinematic region down to fractional momenta of zp — 0.003 and *T = 0.1 respectively
at scales of the hard -yp interaction up to Q2 — p* K 300 GeV2, where pt is the
transverse momentum of the two partons generated in the hard scattering process.

The measured differential cross section is compared with the LO-QCD parton cross
section äs given by PYTHIA without use of fragmentation, a LO-QCD hadron jet
cross section including jet fragmentation, and hadron jet cross sections using fragmen-
tation, intrinsic k, smearing and parton shower evolution for values of pt,n,i„ = 5.0 GeV
and pt,m[„ = 2.5GeV. The comparison includes predictions from the GRV-LO and
LACl photon parameterizations, which differ mainly in the gluon contents at IOW-IT

values, while the proton parton distributions is given by the MRSD- parameterization.
The main results from the dijet cross section measurement are äs follows:

• The pure LO QCD parton cross section (/i;,min — 6.0 GeV) is too large in the
low r/ region, while theforward region is underestirnated for both, the GRV-LO
and the LACl photon parameterizatjons.

• Including fragmentation, the LO QCD hadron jet cross section is described
well in the backward region within the systematic errors. In the forward region
(i) > 0) there is however a discrepancy, the MC predictions being too low.

• The hadron jet cross sections using fragmentation, intrinsic k, smearing and
initial and final state parton shower evolution with values of pt,m\„ = 5.0 GeV
•*nd 7>t,min — 2.5 GeV show that the lower value of pt,min leads to the best agree-
nient with the data. In the backward direction i) < 0 the GRV-LO predictions
agree with the data, while LACl leads to values above the data. In the forward
region tj > 0 LACl describes the data and the GRV-LO expectation is below
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the data. However, the observation of an excess of the forward energy flow
compared to the Monte Carlo Simulation indicates that a better understanding
of the forward region is required. An improvement of the MC description in-
cluding a correct energy flow description in the forward direction may then lead
to a better understanding and a decrease of the systematic errors, so that the
difference between the GRV-LO and LACl predicted dijet cross section may
then become more significant.

Multiple Interactions

Using different methods for the Separation of the resolved and the direct contribu-
tions, it is shown that the excess of the forward energy flow is related to the resolved
process and is not observed in the direct case. The absence of additional energy in
the direct process demonstrates, that the detector Simulation is not responsible for
the observed effect. Therefore, the forward energy excess inust be explained by a
rnodification of the resolved process, not included in the Standard PYTHIA 5.6 pro-
gram. One approach for an explanation of the observed energy excess is the multiple,
interactions mechanism in resolved photoproduction, which allows several hard in-
teractions in a given photon-proton coUision. Expectations from the so-called simple
model äs implemented in PYTHIA 5.7 are compared with Standard PYTHIA 5.6 and
data distributions.

A measurement of the energy flow and the forward energy dtstribution äs well
äs correlation plots of the niean FCAL energy äs a function of ZT, log(xp) and y
show that the multiple interactions model gives a much improved description of the
data. The same is true for the distributions of Aii, the difference in azimuth angles
of the two jets. There are, however still discrepancies, especlally in the IOW-K-, region
below x^ = 0.4, but in general the simple model of multiple interactions leads to a
reasonable description of all distributions.

Conclusions and Outlook
The present work has shown that dijet photoproduction can be used to study the
partonic structure of the photon. General event characterifitics and jet variables are
in agreement with Monte Carlo predictions using the PYTHIA 5.6 program, except
in the forward region. Multiple interactions, äs implemented by the simple model in
PYTHIA 5.7, give a far better description of the hadronic energy flow. A precise com-
parison of different photon parameterization s requires further studies of the forward
energy excess, where an interesting model for future studies is given by the multiple
interactions approach. It should also be noted, that so far the available modeis are
calculated in leading order only.
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